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P R E F A C E  
In the autumn of 1918 the Directorate of Fisheries, Institute of 
Marine Research, Bergen, at  the initiative of the present author started 
i~lvestigations on zooplankton in Xorwegian coast waters in order to 
study variations in the compositioil and quantity of the plankton through- 
out the year, ancl from one year to another. The pla~~litoll nras co!lected 
by the person~lel at  the permanent hyclrographical stations at  Ona and 
Sognesj~ei~ between 61"--63" S on the west coast of Sol-n-ay, and a t  
Skrova and Eggum in the Lofoten area in Xorthern Norway. The 
san~pling has been carried on from the autumn of 1948 up to the present 
date. 
Selected samples frcln plallicton material collected by the staff of the 
Institute in Norwegian coastal and offshore waters and in the Norwegian 
Sea and adjacent areas during the years 19-27-39 and 1947-51 have 
also been used, mainly for a study of variations i11 the quantity of plank- 
ton and of length variatio:~; of copepods. In add i t io~~ ,  I have analysed 
a material of zooplankto11 taken by the meteorologists 011 board the 
Sor~vegian weather ships ((Polarfront 1)) ancl ((Polarfront 11)) in the centi-e 
of the Norwegian Sea during 1950, 1951, and 1952. 
A11 the plankton samples above have been collected in vertical hauls 
with a Nallsen net. 
I have also investigated samples co1Iected in oblique hauls with the 
Clarke-Bumpus plankton sampler in the Lofoten area during April- 
June in the years 1919, 1950, and 1951. 
On this occasion I would like to express lny sincere gratitude to the 
clirector of the Institute, Mr. G. ROLLEFSEX, who made it possible for 
me to undertake this investigation, to the leader of the hydrograplzical 
section of the Institute, Dr. J. EGGVIS, \vho ga1.e iue the opportunity 
of having planliton sampled a t  the permanent hydrographical statio11s 
ancl supplied me with the necessary hydrographical clata for the period 
of the investigations. I would also like to thank the members of the 
staff at  the Institute for their cooperation and assistance, especially 
Mr. KAARE GUNDERSES and Mr. PHILIP TALLASTIRE, and also Miss 
HFRDIS A~DI~.ISD, ~vho has prepared most of the clrawings. 
Finally, I ~van t  o than!i Lh. J. EGGT rx, Profcssor JOHAA T. Rcru, 
and Professor H. J iosr ,~ ,  who took the ini t iat i~e in the sa~npli l~g of 
plankton frolii the Xor~vegian weatherships, and have entrusted lne with 
the material collected silice the spring of 1950, and have also suppliecl 
me with the necessary l~yclrographical data. To the chief meteorologists 
M. E. i \ ' l a ~ s ~ r ,  J. SI~AAR, and J. T~NNESSES, ~vho have been in charge 
of the plankton sanipling, their assista~its and to the officers and crew 
on board I convey my warmest thanks for the very valuable material 
which they have collected at  all times of the year, sometimes in spite 
of very rough weather. 
The investigations have been partly financed by a grant from Fiskeri- 
bedriftens Forskningsfoncl. 
G E N E R A L  PART 
Introduction. 
Previous Investigations. 
During the last 50 years a collsiderable an~oullt of work has bee11 
clevoted to investigations on zooplankton in the coastal waters of Norway 
and in the open ocean outside. NORDGAARU (1898, 1899, 1900, 
1901, '05, '10, '12) investigated the plankton at  different parts of the 
coast during all the year, but his work was only partly quantitative. 
GRAN (1900) gives a great deal of information both on the quantitative 
\-ariation of the plankto11 as a whole (the weights of combined phyto- 
and zooplankton from hauls with fine nets) and on the numerical vari- 
ations of some copepods off the coast of Nordland (Northwestern coast 
of Xorxvay). In  the very comprehensive survey of the phyto- and zoo- 
plankton of the Norwegian Sea (GRAX 1902) there are also some observ- 
ations from the coast of Norway. Dxaras (1905 and 1909) and DAIIAS 
& KOEFOED (1907) also studied the copepods of the Norwegian Sea. 
The papers mentioned deal mainly with the seasonal and local vari- 
ations in the quantitative distribution, partly with the biology of the 
organisms. But we must also mention the important taxonomic works 
of SARS (1903-18). 
The first more comprehensive investigation on zooplankton in 
coastal and offshore waters during a longer period was made by RUUD 
(1929) on the west coast of Norway. Later RUNNSTROJI (1932) and the 
present author (1944), studied the zooplankton in some fjords near 
Rergen all the year round. In the Lofoten area S ~ J I ~ I E  (1934) made a 
thorough study of the copcpods Cnlnnlts fin~rznrclzirzts and C. hy$er- 
h o r c i ~ s  during winter and spring. 
Material and Methods. 
The preseilt paper is based on plankton 11laterial collected in Nor- 
wegian coastal and offshore waters for many years, since 1927 up to the 
present clate. For special purposes plankton samples from the weather- 
ship ((11)) have also been utilized. The maill part of the material (A) 
derives fro111 1 permanent hydrographical stations along the Sorwegian 
coast, namely : 
1. S ( ~ ; ~ i ~ ~ , / i : e i ~ ,  located at  tlie rnoutll of tlie Sognc~fjord, lnt. 61 01.1 ' s, 
long. 04"50..5' E, deptli 30d 111. 
- .  7 Oaa, at  JIi)re, 62"53.0J S, 0G030.5' I", cler th 200 nl. 
3. S!i~fova, in the \'estfjo~cl, Sort11 Sorwa!-, G8O07.5' S, 14'30.4' E, 
depth 300 m.  
4. Eggzrnr, 011 the ocean side of the Lofoten Islands, 68'23.8' T, 
13O38.7' E, depth 200 m.  
The stations are indicatecl on fig. 1 .  
The sampling of zoopla~lkton started 111 the autumn of 1948 alld has 
continued ever since. The intervals bet\hreen observations hare beell 
from a few days to a month or more, ~vhen the weather was bad. The 
average interval \\-as usually a fortnight. The present study is rna111l~- 
based on the plankton material collected during the years 1949, 1950 
and 1951. For some of the species I have also included the material 
taken in the auturnrl of 1948. ,211 the samples have bee11 take11 in vertical 
hauls with thc Sansen net, diameter 70 cm, silk No. 0 (mesh ~viclth 
0,4-O,G mm) in the cylinclrical part, and silk No. 8, (mesh width 0.2 mm) 
in tlle conical part. During 1949 the hauls were divided, one haul being 
taken from the bottorn to 50 111 and closed, one from 50 m to the surface. 
4s ,  according to B A R L E ~  (1949) part of the plankton sampled may be 
lost during the closing of the net, the closing was abandoned from tlic 
beginning of 1950, and later all the hauls were taken from the bottom 
or from 50 m to the sulface. 
The plankton collected during 1948--50 has been used for a detailed 
study of the quantitative and qualitative colnposition of the zooplankton, 
whereas the samples from 1931 have only been measurecl as to volume. 
(B) From the large amount of plankton material collected during 
fisheries research cruises in Norn-egian coastal and offshore waters 
during the years 1927-39 a nuniber of samples taken in vertical hauls 
with the Nansen net a t  or near the position of the permanent stations 
has been used for a co~lzparative study of variations in the volumes of 
the plankton. Plankton sampled ill the Vestfjord during the spring of 
the years 1930, 1939, 1946 and 1947 has also been used for a study of 
the propagation of Cnln~zzrs fi+znznrchictrs and C. Izy$e~boj/eus. 
(C) 111 the years 1949-51 a number of oblique hauls were made wit11 
Clarke-Bunipt~s planliton samplers during April-June in the Vestfjord 
and on the coastal banks outside (see fig.s 14-19) mainly for a study 
of the cccurrence of fish eggs ancl larvae (WIBORG 1950 and 1952). 
Three samplers, equipped with nets made of sill: No. 2 (size of nlesh 
aperture 0.366 mm) mere ton-ed simultaneously a t  different depths and 
raised in steps of 5 m. The depth intervals fishecl n7ere usually 75-53 nl, 
50-30 m and 25-5 m, the towing lasting for 20 ~liinutes in all. A\t 

the end of the 3 1n1il n-ire was attached a \?.eight of 28 kg and the wire 
was kept at an angle of 40 degrees to the vertical, the vessel running 
at a speed of 1 y2-2 knots. The volume of v7ater filtered by each sampler 
usually varied between 6 and 12 1n3. Most of the stations ~vorliecl were 
visited twice, at  the end of Aprillbeginning of Rfay, and at  the encl of 
Maylbeginning of June. In the Vcstfjord the hauls during the last cruise 
were as a rule taken between 50 m and the surface, as most of the plank- 
ton, fish eggs and larvae included, was foui~d to keep mainly in this layer. 
(D) For studies on the variations in the quantitative distribution 
of the plankton and on the length variations of the copepods I have also 
used plankton samples collected in vertical hauls with the Nansen net 
during the fisheries research cruises in the Norwegian Sea and adjacent 
areas in 1948-1951 and from the Norwegian weather-ships ((Polarfront 
1)) and ((Polarfront 11)) at station ccMa, 66" N, 2" E, dming 1950-1951. 
Plank~on nlaterial collected by the weather ships during 1949 has been 
worked up by WSTVEDT (in press) at  the Biological laboratory in Oslo. 
All plankton samples have been preserved in 5-10 % formalin. 
The volumes of the samples were measured by displacement or 
draining. The saniple was poured into a measuring cylinder and water 
added, until the total volun~e amounted to 10 ml, 50 ml, or 100 ml, 
according to the size of the sample. After~vards the liquid was drained 
off through a sieve of plankton silk, the plankton being squeezed gently 
ssrith a spattle to get out most of the liquid. Then the liquid was measured 
separately, the difference giving the volume of ((dry)) plankton. Larger 
organisms, e.g. krill, chaetognaths and larger medusae, were removed 
before the volume ~neasurement and their volumes in some cases measured 
separately. 
An experiment was carried out in which the volu~ne of some plankton 
samples was first measured by settling in measuring cylinders, and after- 
wards by displacement. The former values where from 1.6 to 6.6 times, 
on the average 4 times larger than the latter. 
The improved Lea's plankton divider (WIBORG 1951) has been used 
for the fractioning of the samples when this was necessary for computing 
the total number of organisms present. According to the size and nature 
of the sample a subsample of 1/10 or l/lOO was taken out and the orga- 
nisms present counted. Another fraction was always kept as a control 
and analysed if necessary. Finally, the entire saniple was given a cursory 
inspection (for further details see WIBORG 1940). 
Several workers have ins~estigated the validity of single plankton 
hauls. I t  has been shown that in a series of vertical hauls taken from 
a restricted area at  short intervals of time, the size of the catch may 
vary considerably, as much as 90-120 % fro111 the mean (GARDISER 
1931, \;5'1iiso~ and WALFORD 1936 and others). GARDINER found that devia- 
tions from the mean of 33% must be considered as fairlygood, and the same 
(35 %) was also shown by BARKES (1949) to be the coefficient of vari- 
ation of a single observation for a haul of moderate length. BARNES 
showed further, that there might be a loss of material when the net 
in a divided haul was closed on the Nansen principle. As mentioned 
above, the closing of the net was for this reason abandoned at the 
permanent stations from the autumn of 1949. 
In a long series of observations extending over more than one year, 
it is to be expected that the errors involved in the single observatio~ls 
will to some extent be equalized, but it is necessary to have the errors 
mentioned in mind when we draw our conclusions from the material. 
The errors envolved in the subsampling have been discussed in a 
previous paper (SIVIBORG 1951). 
The papers and handbooks used for the determination of species 
\yere partly the same as used before (\VIBORG 1940, 1944). In addition, 
the Plankton Sheets issued by the International Council (Nos 7, 13, 37, 
38, 42) have also been used. 
Lengtlz A4easzlrenzents. The cephalothorax lengths of the copepods 
were measured in a Spencer binocular microscope with a built-in micro- 
meter. CaZa.lzzu fi~zvlarchiczu, C. hype?fboreus and Pareuchaeta norvegica 
were measured with oculars No. 9 and objectives No. 1, the divisions 
of the micrometer equalling 0.097 mm. For Pseudocalanus elo?zgatl~s 
and P. ~niqzutzis, Alet~tidia longa and Ad. Zztcens were used oc. No. 9 and 
obj. No. 2, divisions equalling 0.0513 mm, and for Microcalanus pztsillus 
and dl. pygmnezis oc. No. 9 and obj. No. 8, - 0.0125 mm. Pseudocn- 
Za7zzbb was also measured in a Leitz binocular microscope, oculars No. 
12.5, objectives No. 2, the nlicrometer divisio~ls equalling 0.0509 mm. 
All figures exceeding one value were raised to the next higher. In 
order to compare the cephalothorax lengths with the total lengths give11 
by other ~vorkers, I have calculated the relation cephalothorax length: 
total length for a number of species froin the drawings of SARS (1903) 
and got the following values: 
The total length nlay thus be converted into cephalotl~orax length 
and vice versa in ~~lull iplyil~g or dividing b j ~  these Factors. 
Hydrography .  
Pvevious 1ylvestigntio.tzs. 
Accorc1ir.g to HELLAND-HANSEN and NANSEN (1909) the water 
along thr wc.;tern and north-western coast of Norway is characterized 
by a s ' i~nity less than 35 O / , , .  The coast water is on the whole ~noving 
along the coast as a continuation of the Baltic c~xrrent, from the Skagerak 
to the 13ar2nts Sea. The North-Atlantic cuirent passes along the North 
Sea platcal~ (Tampen) and then across the Norwegian Channel. Later 
it maii11, iollows the edge of the continental shelf northwards, but off 
Sun~imure (63"-64" N) a little north of Ona, and off Lofoten (67"-68p 
N) vortices probably occur, according to the bathymetrical features of 
the sea basin. Along the shelf all parts lying deeper thail 200 m are 
covered by water with salinities above 35 O / , , ,  and also in the deptlls 
of the Norwegian fjords we usually fincl Atlantic water, unless there is 
a too shallo~v sill at the entrance. 1x1 the coast water the salinity is 
increasing along the route northwards, while in the Atlantic current 
the salinity is decreasing, iadicating that some intermixing takes place 
in the boundary layers between the two currents. 
Movements and Curvents. There is a lateral movement in the coast 
water. In summer it is wide in extension but shallow in depth, while 
in winter it is narrow, but deep. According to the course of the 35 O/ ,o  
isohaline the extension of the coast water off the Sogilefjord in 1906 
was found to be 93 km in February, 104 km in May, 187 k11-r in August 
and 70 kni in November (HELLAND-HANSEN and NANSEN 1909). (At 
Ona the distance from the coastline to the edge is appr. 126 km). 
I t  has been observed by DAIIA~ (1905) that a number of souther11 
plankton organisms (e.g. salps) arrive at the west coast of Norway in 
the autumn, probably every year. I t  may indicate an influx of Atlantic 
water towards the coast in that season. 
HELLAND-HAI~SEN and NANSEN state that the velocity of the coastal 
current varies greatly. Off Breisund (near Ona) the investigations 
revealed cmrents which in the upper 20 n~ ran seawards, but below 20 m 
towards the coast. Near the eclge the currents at all depths were moving 
~lortheastwards along the continental slope. On some occasions the 
current was found to be nlovi~lg very slowly (northwards) and vortex 
movelne~lts were s~zpposed to occur. MARTENS (1929) on one occasion 
measured the current at  Storeggen, the bank outside Ona, and calculated 
the water transport to 5 nautical miles per 24 hours. EGGVIN (1940) 
in February-RIarch 1937 fotuld current velocities in the upper water 
layers between Sognesj~en and Ona of 15.1 cmlsec., or approxinlately '7 
nautical miles a day. For the Vestfjord EGGTTIN (1931) has some details on 
the currents in tlie surface layers. One of his figures is quotecl on page 40, 
where the direction of the current is also discussed. 
BRAARUD and I<LEM (1931) emphasize the inlportance of the wind, 
as westerly winds, especially in winter, add str-ongly to the hoinogenity 
of the water layers. 
Tenzfierniz~re Vnriaiio~zs in the Coast TVntel.. We may generally 
distinguish between a surface layer wit11 great variations in temperature, 
partly also in salinity, and a deeper layer ~vi th  rather small variations 
in temperature and salinity throughout the year. According to EGGVIN 
(1944) the mean temperatures in March and August and yearly amplitude 
a t  4 m level in the years 1935-1940 were as follows: 
Mnidz Aqigi~st Yearly nmp!zttrde 
Sognesjdell . . . . . . . . .  4,3" C 15.7" C 11.4" C 
Ona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.2" C 14.8" C 10.6" C 
Vcstfjord . . . . . . . . . .  3.0 "C 13.0" C 10.0" C 
In the bottom \{rater the follo~~~ing values were given for the same 
pcriocl : 
Sognesjsen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  July 6.77" C January 8.18" C 
Skro1.a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sept. 6.73" C March 6.95" C 
Eggum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  April 6.16" C November 7.69" C 
The H~~d~~ographicn l  Conditions d ~ w i n g  1949-51. 
By the courtesy of Dr. J. EGGT'IN  haye got the isopleth diagra~nn~es 
for teinperature and salinity at  the investigated localities for the years 
1949-1951, as shown in fig.s 2-9. The figures speak for tl~emsel\-es, 
and it is not necessary to give detailed comments. We are mainly 
interested in the yariatioils ~vhich indicate changes in the hydrogl-aphical 
conditions caused by influx of water from other areas, and in table 1 
I have compilecl the most obvious fluctuations during 1949-51. In 
the following paragraphs I will mention briefly the general hydrographical 
features of the localities, and the major variations found during 1949 
-1951. 
At Sogncslnnz the upper 50 m have generally a salinity of 32-34 O/,,. 
I11 the autumn the salinity ]nay sink below 32 O/,, probably dile t:, 
increased flow sf the Baltic current, perhaps also to local rainfall or 
river flo~v. In the deeper layers an influx of mol-e saline water, probably 
of Atlantic origin, nas  noticed in Majr-July and October of 1949, and 
I'ovember--December of 1951. The te~nperature of the deeper water 
layers was a little lower in Nay-August 3951 than in the same perioct 
of 1919 and 1950. 
Fig. 2. Salinity isopleths a t  Sognesj~en in 1949 51. 
At Olza the course of the isohalines illdicates very variable co~ldltions 
in the upper 50 m during the fli-st six inonths of each ol the three jreals. 
111 the autumn, and especially ill 1951, there was a clearly incllcated 
decrease in the salinity of the upper layers. In the deeper layers, influx 
of Atlantic n-ater is more felt than a t  Sogncsj~en, in 1949 occurl-ing in 
June-July and December, ill 1950 in May and October-Sovember, 
in 3 951 between April and June, and ill the middle of Sovcmber. 
Fig. 3 .  Temperature isopleths at Sognesj~en in 1949 -51. 
The temperatme co~lditio~ls also indicate that the different water layers 
may be very yell mixed, and hot11 summer xvarming and winter cooling 
reach to the bottom in all years. 
At Eggz119z thc sali~litjr of the upper 50 m is usually a little higher 
than on the west coast, but we find a covresponcling decrease in salinity 
during the autumn and early winter montlls, most pronounced in 1950. 
The influx of water of 35 a/,, or niore in the deeper nrater layers is less 
pronou~~cecl than a t  Ona, only being rloticcable below 150 111 in August 
Fig. 5. Te~nperature isopleths a t  Ona in 1949-51. 
Fig. 4. Salinity isopleths a t  Ona in 1949-51. 

Fig. 8. Salinity isopleths at  Skrova in 1919--51. 
-September 1949, and near the bottom in September-December 
1950. Both teillperature a11d salinity variations indicate that the water 
is \veil mixed from the surface to the bottom both in spring, and in the 
autumn and early winter. 
The Skrozin station, situated in the i1111er part of the Vestfjord, 
exhibits more typical fjord collclitions than the other localities. The 
salinity of the upper layers is some~vhat lon-er t11a11 at  Eggum, especiall!, 
in the autumn, which may be due both to the coastal current and to local 
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Fig. 9. Temperature isopleths at Slirova in 1919 -51. 
influx of river water alicl railifall. In the deeper layers we usually find water 
of a salinity near 35 O,',,,, and new Atlantic water seems to have been intro- 
ducecl in January aiicl July-October 1950, and in Julie 1951. -The tern- 
perature coiiclitioiis ill the ~~pper~~raterlayersl~avealso afjordcharacter,\\ it11 
lower temperatures duringnrinter and higher during summer than at  Eggum. 
The cliffevelit chaliges in the hydrographical conditions at  the locali- 
ties investigated will also be discussecl later 011 in coliilection \\.it11 the 
~ar ia t ions  in colnpositio~i ancl quantity of the zooplankton. 
Table 1. Major Changes i?z Tevzperature and Sal in i ty  at Sognesjgevz, Onn, Eggunz n ~ d  Skrovn during 7949-7957 
Skrova . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Soyricsjne~~ . . . . . . . . 
- 
Year 
S a l i n i t y  
Sept.-Oct. 
below 32 0/00 
Surface layers 
.- 
decrease increase 
July-Dee., 
Oct.-Kov. 
below 
"/, 
May, 33,5°/00 
below 150 nl 
June-Dec., 
belonr 50 m 
Deeper lay- 
ers increase 
Jan., below 
33 O/oo in the 
upper 100 m 
May, July- 
Nov. below 
2 O I , , ,  
June-Aug. 
Rlia\r-.Aug. 
April-May 
Ko incr. 
S o  data 
May- July 
and Oct., 
above 35 I June-Oct., 
1 ancl Dcc 
Small incr. 
in Aug-Sep 
35°/00 he- 
lon 150111 
I\To cllange 
Surface Sayers 1 ~ c e p c r  layers 
- -- - - - - 1 winter / summer 
Alasilliunl I i cooling I varn~ing 
No data 9' to  150m 
in Ilecen~ber 
5.0' to  100 
111 ill Mar. 
to the bot- 
ton1 in Oct. 
Skrova . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sognesj 01211 . . . . . . . . 
Ona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Slirova . . . . 
July-Nov., 
Aug.-Sept. 
below 3l0JO0 
Aug.'SO-Febr. 
51, 34-0/oo dee- 
per than  100m 
0ct.-Dee., 
below 33°/,oin 
the upper 100111 
June-Dec. 
X..Q.-Oct., 
Sept.-Oct. 
below 32°/00 
May-Novbr., 
34.5'/0° a t  
incr. depths 
Sept.-Nov., 
below 32°/00 
near the  surf. 
Rlai-ch 
Mar.-Junc 
Vo increase 
May- Junc, 
slight. 
May- Junc 
Fcbr.- July 
maximuin 
May 
Mar.-May 
Alx.-  July 
May, 
Oct -Sov 
KO changes 
35°/00 near 
200 m In 
Sept -Dec 
January 
July-Oct 
h o v  -17ec 
*\pr -June 
and Nov 
S o  change 
35°/00 not 
occurring 
Some 111 
June 
- 
6.5' to  
150 in in 
Mar.-Apr. 
t o  the bot- 
:om in Apr. 
5.0° t o  
1.00 m. 
I'ebr.-Apr. 
h.OOtolOOm 
5nd of Febr 
5.5'to 1OOm 
in March 
5.O0below 
150 In in 
April 
4.0' below 
100 m in 
March 
1 0" bclo\\ 
100 m in 
October 
go t o  
125 rn in 
0ct.-Nov. 
g0 t o  
1.00 ill in 
October 
9' to  1 OOrn. 
11 0ct:xov. 
o the bottom 
in Oct.-Nov. 
9' t o  15Om 
in Nov. 
9' t o  140m 
in 0ct.-Nov. 
The Zooplankton 
Variations in Volume. 
Tlce West  Coast of Norway betzaeert 61" and 63" N.  
Sognesjwen. The variations in plankton volulne at Sogllesj~en cluri~lg 
the years 1949-51 are shobvn in fig. 10. 
Froin a minimum value of 1 ml in January the mean volume per 
total haul from bottom to surface (bottom row) has a steady increase 
to a maximum of 5 n ~ l  in April, a small decrease in May, and a seco~ld 
and larger maxilnu~n of 6 ml in June. Froin July the plankton volu~ne 
decreases steadily to the end of the year, with the exception of a small 
peak in September. 
111 the upper 50 m we have mainly the same variations, and from 
March to June most of the plankton is concentrated in this layer. 
The volume variations i11 the different years follow largely the same 
course as the mean volumes. As the observations during some periods 
are rather few, we may have missed the more accurate times of the 
different maxima. At Ona (see below) and in some fjords south of 
Bergell (GUNDERSEN 1953) the summer maximum usually occurs in 
July. The rather large volumes founcl at the end of March 1950 and in 
April 1951 were partly due to the presence of phytoplankton, but the 
samples nevertheless consisted mainly of copepods. The largest quantity 
of plankton obtained in a single haul, 8.7 ml, was taken on 1. June 1949. 
Ona. The variations in plankton volume at  Ona during the years 
1949-1951 are shown in fig. 11. 
The mean volumes for the whole period (bottom row) were of about 
the same size as at Sognesj~en, but the maxima occurred in April ancl 
July, and the second maximunl with a value of more than 15 ml was 
far above the June maxinlum at Sognesj~en. 
The vertical clistribution of the plankton rese~nbled that of the last 
mentionecl station, but a somemihat smaller proportion of the total 
volume was taken in the upper 50 m during April and Magi, and in June 
nearly all the plankton was found below 50 m. 
The first lnaximu~n of the year occurred later in 1949 and 1950 than in 
1951, the second maxii~lum in all years in the middle of July. No third 
Fig. 10. Variations of planktoil volunle in vertical Sailsell net hauls 
from bottom to  surface a t  Sognesj0en in 1919-51. 
m a x i ~ n ~ ~ m  is clearly indicated. The rather large volu~nes in October are 
mainly due to remnants of medusae, nrhicll could not be removed from 
the samples. 
The mean volumcs for the years 1949-1951 were 2.9 ml, 4.3 1111, 
and 4.7 mi respectively. If nre exclude the observatiolls from July for 
all the years, the yearly ineali volumes will be 2.0 1x1, 2.2 mi and 4.2 
1111, or approximately the same as at  Sognesj@en. 
24 
Total column: 
Average 1949 -51 
Black column: 
Fig. 11. Variations of planktoll volunle in vertical Nansen net hauls 
fro111 bottom to surface a t  01la in 1949-51. 
Table 2. Tlze AVlea~z Pla?zkton Volzug~es iqz Ve~Zzcnl Nansen 1Yet Haz~ls frot~z 
BolLo~?t 20 Szwjace at Ona in  Ihe Years 1927-7939 a~zd 1949-1951, 2'12 ml. 
During the years 1927-1939 a nu~nber of vertical hauls were taken 
with Nansen net near the Ona station. Thc observations are very 
scattered, and usually only a few were taken from each year. The total 
volumes from bottom to surface have been averaged per month for each 
year, and then the monthly means have been averaged for the ~shole 
period, as shown in table 2. Plankton hauls are lacking for January, 
June, August, and September. For the other months there is quite good 
agreement between the observations from 1927-1939 and the present 
material. The high December value is explained by the fact that these 
l~auls were talien at  a locality with a depth of more than 400 m. 
Table 3. The il/lean Plankto~t Volz~nzes at 0n.a i4t 1926-27 ?~ecalczrlated 
/?ronz R l ~ z ~ d ' s  st. "B" (1929), and i l z  1949-51 (the firesent Pafier), 2'12 wzd. 
194-9-5 1 (author) 
-- 
March . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
April . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
May . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
June . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
July . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
RUTD (1929) took a number of vertical Nansen net hauls off M a e  
in the years 1925-1927. His station c(B)) is situated approximately a t  
the permanent station at  Ona. The volumes of the plankton samples 
were measured by the settlement method. As lnentioned above (page 
10) volumes obtained by settlement must, on an average, be divided by 
4 to be comparable to clisplacemcnt volul~~es. In table 3 RUUD'S 
figures for st. c(B)) for the years 1926-27 haye been recalculated and 
cornparecl with the plankton ~rolumes at  Ona during 1949-1951. The 
largest volumes obtained ill single hauls are given as well. 
Although the figures calculatecl from RUUD'S table must be regarded 
with some reservation, there seems to be some agreement betweer, the 
two series, except for May ancl July. 1x1 the first of these months RUUD'S 
figures are coilsiclerably above those of the author, in the seconcl nlonth 
considerably belour. As RUUD'S plankton hauls were take11 a t  the end 
of July, he may have ~llissed the maximum, which according to the 
present invcstigatioll seems to occur in the middle of the month. 
T h e  Const nlzd B n ~ a k  W a t e v s  in tlze Lofoteqz nlzd Vestercilen i l vens .  
Egglcnz. The variations in plankton volulnes at  Eggum during the 
years 1949-1951 are show11 in fig. 12. 
Fro111 January to Rlarch the monthly meail volume (bottom to the 
right) is lo\v, 1-2 1111. The increase starts in April, and in IIay the 
volume reaches a maximum of nearly 40 ml. A minor decrease in June 
is followed by a second maxilnunl of 50 ml in July. In August the plank- 
ton volume has fallen off to 12n-11 and clecreases steadily during the autunlll 
and winter until December. 
In the upper 50 m the volume has a inillilnum in January and rises 
to a maximum in May. In this period more than half, in Rlay even more 
than 314 of the total volume of plankton is taken in the upper haul, 
hut in the other montlls the bulk of the plankton keeps below 50 m. 
In 1949 there seem to have been maximum volurnes at  the beginning 
and the end of May, in the first few days of August and a t  the beginning 
of September. In 1950 the maxima occurred in the last half of Nay 
with the very large quantity of 118 ml, most of which was taken in the 
5 0 - 4  m layer, and in the middle of September. In 1951 the peaks 
appeared a t  the beginning of June, in the last half of July and at  the 
end of August. The rather large volumes in October mainly coilsisted 
of medusae remains. Minimum values in all years occurred in the period 
November--March. The yearly meall volumes were as follo~i~s: 
1949: 5.5 ml, 1950: 15.7 ml, and 1951: 17.6 ml. 
A few vertical Nansen net hauls have been made in localities near 
the Eggurn station during the years 1927-1939. Observations are 
lacking for the months January, February and June. The volumes of 
the samples have been measured and treated in the same way as men- 
tioned for Ona. In  table 4 are given the monthly averagcs for the 
years 1927-1939 and 1949-1953 
Fig 1 2  1-ariations of plalllrtoll volume ln vertical Sailsell net hauls 
from botto~ll to surface a t  Egguln m 1949-51. 
Table 4. Tize AIIei-rir I": nitkt071 I/olztnles i l l  Ve~t?cnl Nagzse~t S7et Haltis 
~ ' T O I I Z  Bottowz to Szr~ in ie  ~i Eggrfnz l i z  the 3'eni.s 1927-7939 n-llli 19J9-1951, 
- 242 1121. 
1 - "  1 I I I years ' JLQ i e t  llrrr A p ~ i l ,  IIay June July Aug Sep. Or i  S o v  Uec 
I l l  
1927-39 . . Alea~l S'ul 1 
The agreement between the two series is not very goocl, the values 
from 1927-1939 being far below those of 1949-1951. In the first 
period most of the plankton hauls were made a t  some distance from the 
Eggum station, a1:c-i. ss will be shown later on, local differences may be 
of considerable importance. But one cannot exclude the possibility that 
the plankton in the earlier pears investigated niight have been poor, 
or the years 3949-1951 1-er17 rich. 
Skrovn. The variation in ~o lumes  of plankton a t  Skrova in the years 
1949-1951 is slion-n in fig. 13. 
The nionthly Inean volume (bottom ro\v) is about 7 1111 111 January 
and decreases to 5 lizl in 3Iarch. Fro111 April we have a steady rise to a 
rnaximum of 12.5 11-11 111 J L I I ~ ~ ,  solne decrease in July and a seconcl maxi- 
nluln of 23 nil in A%ugust. From September to December the volurnes 
are of about the same size as at  the beginning of the year. 
The volunie in the 50-0 m layer varies in the same way as the total 
volume. From A p r ~ l  t o  June niore than half of the total quantity of 
plankton is taken in thls layer, but from July onwards the plankton 
volume diminishes x-ery rapidly, already in August being only little 
above 1 ml. Qua~itities belo~rr 1 ml occur in January, February, and 
from September to December. 
There are considerable differences between the years 3949-1951 
both regarding quantities of plankton and the time of the different 
maxima. In  1949 peaks occurrecl a t  the end of April, in the middle of 
June, latter half of Jtrly, ancl a t  the beginning of September and Decem- 
ber. In 1950 the most obvious peaks were observed 011 11 April, 20 
May, 22 July and 5 August. In 1951 there \\rere maximum volunies on 
26 May, 16 June a~lci on 4 and 13 August. No observations were taken 
during the rest of the year. Sonle of these maxima may ho\vever be 
due to random variation. The yearly mean volumes vary considerably, 
in 1949: 5.5 ml, in 1950 8.3 1111, and in 1951 16.3 ml. 111 orcler to get 

comparable values for all the years nre may take the molltl~s April- 
August, the rnean volumes for this period being 5.7 ml, 11.3 ml, ancl 
21.3 rnl respectively. TITe note that there is the same increase in mean 
volulne froni 1949 to 1951 both a t  Egguln ancl Skrova, and with the 
exception of 1950, the Incan figures are of nearly the same size. For 
the period April-August n+e get the followillg values: 
S k r o v a  Eggic~iz 
1949 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5,7 ml 8.8 ml 
1950 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11.3 - 33.2 - 
1951 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  21.3 - 35.1 - 
At Eggum the summer planktoll is far more abu~ldant than at  
Sltrova, but the winter stock is very poor. The latter fact can be ex- 
plained by the hydrographical conditions. At Eggurn the influx of the 
coastal current is felt strongly in all depths. The deeper water layers 
~vill be steadily renewed, and cluring the autunln and winter they al-e 
replaced by water masses pool- in plankton content. The conditions 
during the summer 1.i-ill be discussed later on. 
At Skrova the plankton volume in winter is as a rule, 4 1111 or more. 
In  all years the vertical clistribution of the plankton follon~s the 
average variation, with the exception of the sumnler of 1950, ~v11en 
n ~ o s t  of the plankton was concentrated below 50 111 until the end of May, 
but later in the upper 50 111, a t  least until the nlicldle of July. 
During the years 1927-1939 a considerable nu~nber of vertical 
hauls were made in the T'estfjord near Skrova, especially in the first 
nlonths of the year. The .c.olumes of the sa~nples have been averaged in 
the same way as for the Ona station in table 5. The rnean figures for 
the period 1949--51 are given in the bottom line. 
Table 5. T h e  ll/lea~z P ln i zk to?~  Volznrzes 2'72 Vert ical  Naqcseu Y e t  H ~ i i t l s  
fvo~iz Bo t tom to Sur face  at S k ~ r o v n  i?t /lie I'eavs 1927-1939 n11d 1949- 
1951, i14 11z1. 
There ss on the wl-iole a very goocl agreenlent hetnreen the two series 
of observations, the old material giving sorz?en,hat lower values. Before 
1919 ho\vever, all Nansen net hauls were talten in steps ancl closecl a t  
different depths, and as nlentionecl above (page 11) this may lead 
to  loss of pla~lkton material. 
In  the period investigated the plankton volumes a t  the stations in 
Northern Xorway are on the whole much larger than further south. 
The yearly mean volumes a t  Ona and Sognesj~en vary fro111 2.2 ml 
to 4.7 ml, in the Lofoten area from 5.6 ml to 17.6 ml. The clifference 
1s still Inore pronounced if we only take the period April-June. 
One feature is coml~ion to all stations. There is a gradual increase in 
the quantity of plankton from 1949 to 1951. This agrees very well with 
the statement by RAE (1951) that Calalzzts fin~~zarclzzczu, the dominating 
species in the planliton, in 1950 was much more abundant along the 
Plankton Recorder routes in the North Sea and from Bergen to station ((Sf)). 
than ever before in the Recorder surveys. 
T h e  Lofoten and Vestern"1elz Avea dlcring Spr ing  altd Ear ly  S z ~ ~ ~ z n z e r  
of 7949-51. During the spring and early summer of the years 1949-51 
a considerable nunlbcr of hauls were made with the Clarke-Bumpus 
plankton sampler in the Vestfjord ancl on the banks off the Lofoten ancl. 
Vesterjlen islands. The technique has already been nlentionecl (page 8). 
The plankton silli (No. 2) w11ich nras used in the nets will not catch all 
planliton organisms quantitatively. According to measurenlents (WI- 
BORG 1948 b) Cala~zzls fi~znza~~clzzczcs eggs ancl the llauplius stages I-IV, 
L I f e t ~ z d i n  spp. nauplii, all stages of Oztho~zn s i ~ ~ z i l i s  and some copepodlte 
stages of JZzcrocaln~zu.s pfcszllzrs and other organisslls of these sizes may 
be able to pass through the meshes. However, at  the time of the year 
when the planliton sampler hauls have been nlade, the stock of Calavczls 
f ~ n ~ ~ z n i ~ c l z z c ~ t s ,  the clominating species in the planlito11, is mostly made 
up of the copepociite stages 1-111, nrhich are all retained by silli NO. 2. 
Further, as will be shown later on, the main part of the plankton is also 
found in the upper 75 m or less, so we 11-1ay assume that the samplers 
take the main part of the plankton present. The volunles have been 
calculatecl as 1x1 of plankton below 1 square metre of sea surface. Usually 
two cruises were made during each season, at  the beginning of May, 
ancl at  the end of May or beginning of June. The quantitative distri- 
bution of zooplankton in the investigatecl areas during the spring of 
1949-1951 is shonrn in fig.s 14-19. Areas ~vitll plankton volumes below 
30 ml,m2, 30-50 ml/m2, 50-100 m1/m2, and more than 100 ml/m2, 
have been distinguished by different hatching. 
At the beginning of May 1949 the innermost part of the Vestfjord 
was poor in plankton, mostly less than 30 ml/m2 (fig. 14). With the 
Fig. 14. Plankto~l volurnes in ml/m2 of the upper 75 m in the Lofoteil 
and VesterAlen areas, 2 -7  May 1919. C.B. samplers. 
exception of one station tile poor area extends southeastwards along 
the southern side of the fjord. 111 the central and outer parts of the 
fjord there miere generally from 30-50 ml/m2, In  the moutl.1 of the 
fjord, and in a section from Rdst to the edge of the continental shelf 
the n-ater is again poor in p l a~~k to l l  content. The same feature is l-epeated 
in the outer part of the bank a little further north. Only along the shore 
is there some concentration of plankton. Moderate quantities of plankton 
also occur in the Andfjord. 
One month later the colzditions have changed (fig. 15). The inner 
part of the Vestfjord is still poor in plankton, and so is the northwester11 
part.  A slllall bay in the inner fjord, the Austnesfjord, contail~s inorc 
than 60 ml/m2, and there is also a rich area in the center of the TTest- 
Fig. 15. Plallktoll volumes ill ml/m2 of the upper 7.5 (50) m in the Loforen 
and VesterLlell areas, 31 Nay-3 June 1949. C.B. samplers. 
fjord. In the mouth of the fjord the quantities of plankton are again 
small. Along the outer shores of the Lofoten Islands plankton is abun- 
dant, in some places 90-100 ml/m2 or even more. The Andfjord has 
also a rich plankton, with volu~nes of 60-115 ml/m2. 
In  1950 hauls with the Clarke-Bumpus samplers were taken from 
3 to 7 May and from 31 May to 3 June. AII additional series of stations 
was worked from 8 to 9 June. 
At the beginning of Rlay (fig. 16) plallktoll is scarce in the central 
area of the fjord and in the innerinost part. Moderate cluantities, 30- 
30 ml/m2, occur along the northwestern and southeastern shores. Patches 
of 50-100 i111/m2 are seen in the center of the fjord and near R ~ s t .  
011 the banks outside the Lofoten Islancls plankton volun~es are moderate 
Fig. 16. Plalllitoll volumes in ml/m2 of the upper 75 m in the Lofoten 
and Vesterglen areas, 3-7 Map 19.50. C.B. samplers. 
or small, but a patch of 50-100 ml/m2 is found off VesterAlen. The 
&$ndfjord is again on the whole rich in plankton. 
At the beginning of June (fig. 17) the plankton has generally increased 
in quantity, but in the Vestfjord there are considerable local differences 
Scanty areas are found on the Lofoten banks and a t  the entrance to  
the fjord, whereas patches of 50-100 ml/m2 or more occur in the centre 
of the fjord and in the Austnesfjord. Along the outer side of the Lofoten 
Islands nre h a ~ e  mostly from 30 to 50 ml/in2, with patches of abundant 
plankto11 off Vesterklen. In the Anclfjord there is a rich plankton with 
160 m1/111~ a t  the central station. 
In 1951 the first cruise was made from 30 April to 10 May. Most of 
the T'estfjord stations were visited from 2 to 4 May, the outer banks and 
the Andfjorcl from 5 to 10 May. The second cruise lastecl from 22 to 30Jlav. 
Fig. 17 .  Plalllitol~ volumes in ml/m%f the upper 75 rn in the Lofoten 
and Yester2le11 areas, 31 May-3 June 1950. C.B. samplers. 
&kt the begiilllillg of Nay (fig. 18) moderate quantities of plankton 
are fouild in the northeastern area and in the mouth of the fjorcl, sepa- 
rated by a Inore scanty area extending from the inner part a~lcl across 
the fjorcl to the outermost islands. On the outer banks and in the And- 
fjorcl the plankton is abundant, rnostly 50-100 ml/in2, but ~ I I  some 
other localities it is scarce. 
At the end of May (fig. 19) plankton has increased in volurne in all 
areas, except in the iilnerinost part of the Vestfjord. In the outer fjord 
there is a colllparatively vide area with quailtities above 100 ml/m2. 
Patches of nzore than 100 ml/in2 are found a t  3 localities, one of these 
patcl~es containing 192 ml/m2, the greatest quantity foullcl in plankton 
sai?zpler hauls during these observations. 
Fig. 1s. Plallkton volumes in 1111/m2 of the upper 7.5 m in the 1-ofoten 
ancl Vesterklen areas, 30 April -10 May 1951. C.B. samplers. 
Some features seems to be repeated from one year to allother. In 
the Austnesfjord and in the Andfjord the planliton is very abundant 
during May and June, ~vhereas nzinirnuln quantities occur in the inner- 
most part of the Tiestfjord. Patches rich in plankton are found along 
the outer shores of the Lofoteil Islancls. 
Ca~lses  of D'?zeve~z L l i s t ~ i b z l t i o ~ ~  of PZGIPLI~~O~. 
a. Diztnznl Vertical ,!4ig~atio?t. The possibility has been considereci 
that diurnal vertical migration of the plankton might cause richer 
catches during the night, even if the decrease in light intensity a t  night 
is not so pronounced in these latitudes cluring May and June. Esperi- 
mentally, plankton hauls made between 6.00 p.m. and 6.00 a.m. have 
been considered as night hauls. 
In table 6 are given the number of stations yielcling more, less than 
50 n11/m2 in the different cruises cluring 1949--50-51 in the Tycstflorcl 
Fig. 19. Plalllitoll volumes i11 ml/m2 of the upper 75 (50) m in the 1.ofoten and 
Yesterslen areas, 22-30 May 1951. C.B. samplers. 
and on the outer banks, including the Andfjord. Day and night hauls 
have been distinguished in the way mentioned. 
In  the Vestfjord there were on the whole more stations with quan- 
tities abo-ve 50 ml during the clay than during the night, but for the 
1-estfjord ancl banks combined the conditions were the reverse. The 
difference however, is not very pronounced. In figs 14-19 the stations 
talien by clay are distinguishecl as open rings, those at  night as black 
dots. There is apparently no co~l~lection between the horizontal distri- 
bution of the plankton ancl the day and night l~auls. 
If vertical ~nigration had taken place within the upper 75 m, surface 
currents would ulldoubtedly influence the horizontal distribution of 
the plankton. In order of study the possible vertical migration ~vithin 
the 75-0 m layer, the percentage of the total catch taken in the different 
Table 6. LVltmber of StnLions yielding move, yes$. less tl~ngt 50 1/z1 ,1 i t~  111 
Day  nlzd S i g h t  Hauls  with Clarke-Bz~f.tt$z~s Plnnkto~c  Snntplers di~vilzg !he 
S9ri.izg llloutlhs of 1949-51. 
more than 50 ml 
less than 50 1111 
inore thail 50 1111 
leas than 50 1n1 
illore than 50 ml 
less than 50 ml 
I more than 50 ml 12 (18.5%) Total less than 50 1111 53 (81.5%) 
TTestfjosd and outer 
bsnlis comb~11ecl 
S ~ g h t  I Day 
1 
hauls has been calculated, as shown in table 7. Only the two upper hauls 
are included in the table. 
As there are usually great variations in the vertical distribution of 
the plankton from one station to another, the results from this table 
must be regarcled with some caution. At the beginning of May 1950 
and 1951 there is a clearly indicated increase in percentage in the upper 
25-5 rn hauls from day to night both in the Vestfjord and on the outer 
banks, and a corresponding decrease in the 50-30 m hauls. 
In May 1949 the movements in the Vestfjord seem to be exactly the 
reverse, with decreasing quantities of plankton in the upper layers at  
night, while on the outcr banks the percentage of the total catch increases 
in the two upper hauls during the night. In the Vestfjord there is on 
the whole a greater concentratio11 of the plar-tkton in the upper 50 m 
than on the outer banks. 
At the end of May and begi~lning of June 1951 we find the same 
increase in percentage of the total catch in the uppernlost haul during 
the night, whereas in 1949 there were no diffcrences in the vertical 
distribution in the Vestfjord from day to night, and but slight differences 
on the outer banks. At the begi~llling of June 1950 there were greater 
percentages in the uppermost haul at  night, but the percentages of the 
two upper hauls combined were almost constant. 
BOGOROV (1938), MANTEUFEL (1941) and others also report that no 
vertical cliurnal nligration takes place in the south~vestern part of the 
Table 7. Percent Distribz~tio~z of Catch i x  3 Obliqi~e Hazcls zaitlz Clarke- 
Ritnzfizis Snnzplers betzweepz 75 nz and Zlze Szirjnce ilz Day  and Night  N a t ~ l s  
Z I ?  tlze Vestfjo~td ( V )  and otz tlze Oziter Ba~zlis  (B )  duri?zg 7949-51. TIze 
Deepest Hazd Omitted. A+ ov +- i~zdicafe  a n  l~ tcrease  ov Decrease i s t  
Percegztage fro~lz Day  lo Nigltt. 
Date Haul 
Day 
Sight 
Earl) 
Slay 
Day 
X'ight 
Day 
Sight  
End  of 
3 1ay 25-5 m1 
to  beginning $- 4- 
of June 
I ! 
1-estfjord 1949 15-5 111, 1951 20 -5 m Vestfjord 1949 30-20 111, 1951 40-25 rn 
Barents Sea during the summer, the plankton then being concentrated 
in the uppermost layers, but i11 August a very pronounced diurnal vertical 
migration starts, lasting to the beginning of November. After that time 
most of the plankton is found in the deeper water layers during both 
day and night. 
b. Hydrographical Conditions. Temperature, salinity and current 
collditions undoubtedly influence the horizontal quantitative distri- 
bution of the plankton in the Vestfjord. Very little has been published 
on current nleasuren~ents. From EGGVIN (1931) I submit a chart (fig. 
20) of the surface currents in the Vestfjord in April 1924. I t  is assumed, 
that the main features are characteristic of the surface currents in the 
T7estfjord, at least dming the spring and summer months. 
The coastal currelit flows in along the southeastern shore of the 
fjord, makes a sharp bend, passes across and again flows out and north- 
wards between and past the outermost islands. In the northwestern 
part of the Vestfjord the surface currents usually flow southwestwarcls 
on the bank, some of the water passing out at V z r ~ y .  According to my own 
observatiorls in this area the tides ]nay sometinles reverse the curre~lts 
in the southwestern part of the fjord. 
Fig. 20. Currents in  the upper 50 m of the Vestfjord 
in April 1924. Fronl Eggvin 1931. 
The temperature in the surface layers of the coastal current is usually one 
degree CO or more above that of the central and inner part of the Vestfjord. 
The isopleths of the plankton volumes on some occasions seem to 
have the same direction as the current lines, especially on the Lofoten 
bank and in the mouth of the fjord, although the picture is far from clear. 
The rich patches found along the outer shores of the Lofoten islands 
may correspond to eddies formed by the coastal current. Similar con- 
centrations of plankton in eddies are also ~llentioned by FISII and JOHX- 
SON (1937). 
Temperature observations have been taken simultaneously with 
the plankton hauls, but they do not gil-e very llluch explanation of the 
distribution of plankton, and I therefore find it ofno use to give theinhere. 
Conl$nrison lietzweelz Hnzrls witlz the ATnnselz Net alzd with the Clavke- 
Bzrnz$zis Pla~zlito7z Santfiler. 
In vertical hauls with the Xansen net n7e do not know the exact 
amount of water filtered. If the net is hauled slolvly enough, we mag- 
assunlc that all the xvater passing the lnouth of the net is filtered. As 
the opening of the net is 0.4 n l q h e  volun~es and figures have to be 
multiplied by 2.5 in order to get figures per m2 of sea surface. 
IT'hen we compare data from Nansen net hauls with the results from 
oblique hauls with the Clarke-Bumpus plankton sampler, we have also 
to take into consideration the different mesh size, the Nansen net being 
made of siIk No. 8 in the lower part and No. 0 in the upper cylindrical 
part, the sampler nets of silk No. 2 (A comparison between the catches 
by these two gear has been made earlier (WIBORG 1948)). In addition, 
the Clarke-Bumpus samplers have only fished between 75 m and the 
surface, while the Nansen nets have filtered the entire water column from 
bottom to surface. However, in May and June, when the plankton 
samplers have been used, we have reason to believe that most of the 
plankton organisms are concentrated in the upper 50 m or less, and are 
of such a size that they are sampled quantitatively by both kinds of gear. 
Vertical hauls from 100 m to the surface have been made with the 
Nansen net immediately before the Clarke-Bumpus sampler hauls at  anum- 
ber of stations, and we are thus able to make a direct comparison between 
the volumes of plankton sampled by both gear. Below are given the 
results from 32 stations in the Lofoten area during May and June 1949 
and 1950. The volumes of plankton taken with the Clarke-Bumpus 
samplers were calculated per m2 of sea surface, and the quotients calcu- 
lated between these volumes and the volumes per vertical haul with the 
Nansen net on the same stations. 
Nansen net 100-0 m 
No. of stations 4 4 10 7 2 1 4  
The range of variation is quite wide, from 0.7 to more than 6, the 
extreme value being 14. This wide range may partly be ascribed to dif- 
ferences in plankton volume of the sea water ~vithin short distances, 
as sho~vn earlier (pp. 31-36). Half the number of the stations have a 
quotient of 2.1-4.0, and the mean for all stations is also 2.5, which 
is the theoretical value. Some of the C.B. hauls were taken at  the per- 
manent stations at Skrova and Egguln at  nearly the same date as the 
Nansen net hauls, and a comparison has been made between the plankton 
quantities taken by the two gear (table 8). 
At Slirova there is in niost cases quite good agreement between the 
x701umes per m2 of sea surface calculated from the two gear. At Eggum 
there are greater divergences, but as the currents probably are of greater 
importance on the outer banks than in the inner part of tlie Vestfjord, they 
may be responsible for rapid changes in tlie plankton content of the 
sea water. 
l ab le  8. il Covzparisout betweelt Pla?zktoqz Voll~??zes pev 7 . 1 ~ ~  of Seu Sz~rince 
Calcz~lated fvovz Vevticnl Hazils with ATanse~z Net and /roiqz Oblique Haztls 
~ t ~ i t h  Clarke-Bzil~zfizts Pla?zkto~z Sai~tplers at Skrova and Eggziln in 7949-51. 
EGGUJI 
- . 
Kest station 21.8 1111.. T e x t  station 35.0 ml. 
V o l l ~ m e  Variations ilc tlze iVorwegian Sea durilzg 7950-51. 
I. In the z~fifier 700 11% at station ccilii')) and in Adjacent Areas.  A very 
extensive material of zooplankton has been collected from the Norwegian 
weather ships a t  station ((M)), on 66" N, 2" E ,  in the years 1949-1951. 
Vertical hauls have been made with Nansen net from 100 nl to the surface 
a t  least once a week. In addition hauls have also been taken once a 
month from 2 000-1 000 m, 7 000-600 In, and 600-100 m. The 
plankton material from 1949 has been worked up in detail by MSTVEDT 
(in press). 
In fig. 21 are shown the variations of plankton volume in the 100-0 m 
layer at  station during 1950 and 1951. The mean volume for 
the two years is below 1 1 1  in January and February, increases to 5 ml 
in April, further to 16.5 ml in May and reaches the maxinluni of the year 
with 17.0 ml in June. In August the mean volume has decreased to 
3 ml, anci there is a steady decrease from now on to December, \\Then the 
figure is below I ml. The detail variations for the years 1950 and 
1951 follow largely that of the average volume, the inore exact date 
for the maxima being in the middle of June 1950 and from the end of 
June to the beginning of August 1951. On some occasions great vari- 
ations in volsune occur within intervals of a few days. In adclition to 
random variations, which may in part account for the differences, hydro- 
graphical conditions may also be of importance, as the plankton samples 
Fig. 21. Variations in plankton volu~lle of the upper 100 m 
a t  station tM)) in 1950-51. Sansen net. 
in question showed on cursory inspection great differences in composition 
of the species of organisms. At station c(l\I)) the North-Atlantic current 
forms a large eddy (see HELI~ASD-H.ANSEX and NASSEK 1909). 'Cve may 
~vithin short distances meet water of purely Atlantic origin, or more or 
less nzixed with water perhaps originating off the Norwegian west coast 
or in other areas. In the deeper layers there is cold water originating 
in the East Greenland current. As the ship has not al~vays been in 
exact position, and the course of the currents may also change, we may 
within short intcrvaIs or distances have met water masses of different 
origin, which may explain the difference in con~position and quantity 
of the plankton samples. 
There are considerable variations in the quantities of plankton in 
the two years. In 1950 a haul of 27 ml was made in June, the average 
of the month being 16.1 ml, for the months April to August 8.3 ml, 
whereas in 1951 the maximum voltzme was only 14 ml and occurred 
at  the beginning of July. Average for the period April-August was 
6.S n ~ l .  The high records for 1950 agree very well with the observations 
of RAE (1951). In 1951 there was a second maximum in volume in 
August. (The same was also found in 1952). 
Fig. 22. Plankton volumes of the upper 100 m in the waters between 
the Faeroes, station ((M)) and Iceland 16 - 17 July 1950. 
Nansen net, ml. 
Temperature observations were made regularly at station ((M)). Below 
are given the temperature variations at 0 m and 100 m during April 
and for the period April-August of both years. 
April-August 
- - -- 
o m  1 l o o m  
I 6.40-13.40C , G.0°-S.30C 
I 
4.5°-1i.00C 4-.5°-'7.5'1 I 
1950 . . . . . . . . 
3.951 . . . . . . . . 
The temperatures were lower in 1951 than in 1950, especially in 
April. There may be some relation between the difference in the quan- 
tities of plankton, delay of time of the maximum, and the variation 
in the temperature of the upper 100 m. 
A nuniber of vertical hauls 11-ith Nansen net have been taken during 
cruises by the aG. 0. Sarsv in the Nor.i.i:egian Sea. In 1950 hauls from 
100-0 m were made between the Faeroes, station c(M)) and Iceland on 
16-17 July, (fig. 22). Between the Faeroes and cchf)), the plankton vo- 
lumes varied between 5.0 1111 ancl 11.5 ml, mean 6.5 ml, from ccMw to 
Iceland 5.8-15.5 1111, mean 9.3 1111. At station ccMw the plankton volumes 
on 14 and 21. July were 8.0 ml ancl 5.0 1111 respectively. 
April 
o m  1 100m 
G.4c-S.30C 6.0°-7.-!-'C 
4.1°-6.5cC ) 4.1°--0.40C 
I 
17ig. 23. Pla~lktoli volumes of the upper 200 111 in the waters between 
the Faeroes, station ctM)) and Iceland 28 June-2 July, 
and 27-36 August 1951 (underlined figures). 
Nallsell net, ml. 
In 1951 a number of hauls n-ere made from 200-0 m between the 
Faeroes, ((M)) and Iceland on 28 June - 2 July, and on 27-30 August 
(fig. 23). In the first period volumes in this area varied from 6.0-25.4 ml, 
mean 15.0 ml. At station ((M)) plankton volulnes on 29 June and 6 July 
.irere 14.0 ml and 14.4 ml respectively. 
In the last periocl plankton volumes on 4 stations near Iceland varied 
from 13.2 n11 to 32.0 ml with a mean volunle of 20.0 ml. At the next 
10 stations the volumes varied from 1.8 ml to 10.0 ml, mean 5.4 ml. 
4 t  ((M)) the plankton haul on 24 August yielded 2.0 ml. 
We may therefore assume that the 100-0 m hauls at station c(Mo 
are representative of the upper layers of a comparatively wide area of 
the central Norwegian Sea. 
2. I+z tlze total TVntev Colz~qqz?z nl Stntiolz cc,ll)). In table 9 are given the 
mean volumes in the different water layers at station (Mu during 1950 
and 1951. The hauls from 2 000-1 000 m ancl 1 000-600 nl have been 
pooled. For the deeper hauls the volumes of copepods are given separa- 
tely. Figures have also been calculated per 100 In of hauls. In the 
100-0 nl haills 30 separation has been made, as the plankton here 
Table 9. Pla1zkto7z Tfokt~izes in 7111 at Statiolt "-11" 1950--51, Sa~zse l t  
_Yet Hauls.  
- 
- 
Jan.  
Feb. 
Mar. 
Xpr . 
May 
Julie 
July 
Aug. 
Sep. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
- 
Depths : 
- 
Copepod T701. 
Total T'olume 
Copepod T-ol. 
Total T'olume 
Copepocl TTol. 
Total T701ume 
Copepod 1-01, 
Total Volume 
Copepoil TTol. 
Total T'olume 
Copepod Vol 
Total T'olume 
Copepod Yol. 
Total Volume 
Copepod 1'01. 
Total TTolume 
Copepod T'ol. 
Total Volume 
Copepod TTol. 
Total T'olume 
Copepod Vol. 
Total \Tolu~ne 
Copepod 1'01 
Total Tiolume 
IpT. 100117 
haul I 
Ipr. 1001il 
haul 
Total Total 
haul 
allnost entirely consisted of copepods, m~ith the exception of a fen7 hauls 
rich in salps, which were sortecl out and exclucled from the 1-olumes. 
The total volunies are al\vays largest in the deepest hauls, the cope- 
pods usually yielding half the quantity of plankton. When we consider 
the quantities per 100 111 of haul, the highest values occur in the upper 
100 m, with 13.5 in1 as the mean volume for June. But i11 this water 
layer the yearly variations arc great, and minilnunl values of 0.3 ml 
are founcl in January and December. In the 600-100 m layer the maxi- 
lnuln p e r l o 0  111 of haul is 4.9 ml in Shy ,  but in the other months the 
~ a l u e s  are mostly Inore than 2 1nlllOO m, niith a nlinin~unl of 0.8 1111 
rn February. Below the 600 111 level the lnaxinluni concentratiorl is 
found in November with 3.5 lnl/lOO 111. The range of variation is insigni- 
ficant, with a mininlum in April of 1.2 i111/100 m. If we exclude the 
larger organisms from the calculations, all the figures below 100 m will 
be reduced by approximately one half. 
In the 2 000-600 n1 layer the ratio largest to slliallest volume is 
only 3 to 1, in the 600-100 m layer solllenrhat greater, 6 to 1, but in 
the upper 100 m, 40 to 1. For the whole water colulnn the ratio will 
be 2.3 to 1.  
ITThen we compare the conditiolls found at  station nMw nrith those of 
S o r ~ e g i a n  coastal waters, we rvill find that during the period April- 
August, when the nlost intensive productio~i of zooplankton takes place, 
the average content of plankton is considerably higher in the upper 50 111 
off Korth Norway than in the 100-0 111 layer at  station GJ'I)). In 1950 
the mean volulne at  Eggu~n  for the saicl period was 17.0 ml, in 1951 
11.9 1n1, colnpared with respectively 8.3 1111 and 6.8 ml a t  station ((11)). 
In coastal waters the localities which maintain a larger populatio~l 
of planktori animals during winter are restricted to fjords and bays, 
where the cleeper water layers m o r e  comparatively little, such as in 
the inner part of the Vestfjord, where the station a t  Skrova is located. 
As shonrn previously (page 30) there is at  Skrova a nlore or less constant 
stock of plankton animals below SO m. If we consider the variation in 
the 300-50 m layer, the ratio of largest to smallest volume during the 
)'ears 1949-51 is on an average 11 to I, for the upper 50 m 30 to 1, and 
for the whole water column from bottom to surface, 4 to I .  At Eggum, 
where the plankton is almost entirely swept away during winter, the 
ratio for the whole water column is 45 to 1, for the upper 50-0 m as 
for Skrova, 30 to I. Thus there is nearly the same relative change in the 
plankton population of the upper water layers as a t  station cdl!)), and 
the 300-50 1n layer at  Skrova may to some degree be compared wit11 
the 600-100 m layer at  station ((11)). 
I11 fig. 24 are given the mean monthly plankton volumes in the total 
column from bottom to surface at  the coast stations during 1949-51 
anc1 for the 600-0 m c o l u ~ m  at station ccAI)) cluring 1950-51. The volumes 
of ccnon-copepodsa in the 600-100 m hauls are indicated by a different 
shading. The figure illustrates quite clearly the variations in plankto11 
~ ~ o l u m e  in the different water layers throughout the year and fro111 one 
locality to another. There is a pronounced increase in the amount of 
plankton from the Norwegian \.irest coast between 61"-63" N to the 
Lofoten area flirther north. At station ((31)) there is belox17 100 m a 
Fig. 24. Mean monthly 7-olumes of plankton in the coastal areas of 
;?;orway 1949-51 and a t  station ((&I)) 1950-51. Kansen net. 
Table 10. Plankton Voltiwles in vz1 of Dis$lace~te.nt below 1 nc%f Sea 
Szlrfnce i n  some Avzericnn a~zd Novtlz Ezwopenn TVatevs. 
Sorill Coast of Yorrregian Sea i South- 
LTor~vay ~ G O S ,  2oE 1 western 
, Barents Sea (author) 1 (antilor) (Jaschnow 
egg oil^ Slcrovr I 100-0x11 600-0111 i 1939) 
I 1 
Jan.  . . . . 11.1 1 29.9 - 
1;ebr. . . . . - 11.3 I - 
lfarch 
:\pril . '  . "!  . . 
Jlay 
" ' ' 1  June . . . . , 
5eptember 
October ' 
. . I  lovenlber 
L)ecember I 
pernlallellt stoc1.r of plankton organisms nrhich is maintainecl throughout 
the year, but the maximum quantity of plallktoil foulld in the upper 
600 nl is co~~siderably below the figures observed at Eggum, even if 
-\I-e inclucle the volumes of all the plankton organisms. 
Co?~zpav.ison witlz Other Aftens. 
gear used i11 the present investigation, the Nansen net and the 
Clarke-Bumpus plankton sampler, will not catch quantitatively all the 
organisms present in the plankton, but we may assume that they will 
+re a nearly COI-sect picture of the relative abundance of plankton in 
the areas investigated, when we exclude the swifter moving animals 
t.g. adult euphausiids and larger fish larvae. 
A number of observations on the quantity of zooplankton in the 
sea has been made both in European and American waters, but the gear 
and methods used have varied considerably. Figures have been given 
as cc (1111) of plankton measured either by settle~ne~lt or by displacement, 
per haul, or per 100 m of haul with different kinds of gear. Sometimes 
~o lumes  are calculated per m2 of sea surface or m3 of sea water. In  
table 10, a comparisoll is made between some areas in European ancl 
American waters which are supposecl to be very rich in plankton. The 
figures are given as ml of plankton below 1 ni2 of sea surface for the 
different months of the year. Settlement volu~nes have been recalcu- 
lated into displacement volumes by dividing by 4, the figures given by 
SAVAGE (1931) by 3 fro111 his own statement. 
Table 11. 36onfl?ly J l enn  VoLz~g7tes of Zoopln~zhton in 11t1111t~ i g z  tlze l i ppe i  
Layers of tlze Sea in some Ez~vo$ea7z Waters.  
St. eJI* 
(author) 
100-0 In 
! Southwest. I 
: Xorth Sen 1 Iceland. coast 
Ilollth (Snonge 1931)l (Jcspe~s81~ 1940) 
I AT,. depth. / 25-0 m 
1 6 5 m  i 
Jan 
Feb 
&Mar 
i p r  
3Iay 1 
June 
July 1 
Aug ~ 
Sept 
Oct 
Sov 1 
Dec 
I 
Max 
found 1 
I 
-
Olla 
(author) 
50-0 m 
RII~EY and B u i \ ~ ~ u s  (1946) suppose that the dry weight of zooplankton 
corresponds approximately to one quart of the wet weight of the sample 
measured by displacement. BIGELOTY and SEARS (1939) found that 
1 ml of plankton measured by displacement weighed 1 gr. Accordingly 
figures for dry ~iieight given in ~ni!ligrainmes (JASCHKOW, MANTEUFEL) 
have been converted illto ml of plankton by ~nultiplying by 0.004. 
The masimuln quantities are of approxinlately the same size at  
Eggum, on Georges Bank and in the Barents Sea, increasing in the 
order mentioned, but occur in different nionths of the year, on Georges 
Balili in May, in the Norwegian Sea in J L ; I ~ ~ ,  in Korth Norwegian coastal 
waters in July and August, and in the Barents Sea in August. If the 
development of t l x  plankton at  Georges Bank is, as it seems, two months 
earlier than at  Eggum, we may compare the months March-June 
there with May-August at  Eggum. The mean volumes for these periods 
are 88 1111 and 86 ml respectively. The September value at  Georges 
Bank is higher than a t  Eggum, but the January volume is comparable 
to that of Skrova. In the Barents Sea the plankton quantities are very 
high in June and August, and also considerable in December. 
On occasion the amount of plankton may be far above the average 
values. At Eggum a vertical haul in May 1950 yielded 295 ml/m2, a 
series of hauls nrith the Clarke-Bumpus plankton sampler outside the 
Lofoten Islas~cls at  the end of May 1951, 192 ml/m2 (see also pp. 31-36]. 
At Skrova a vertical haul in August 1951 gave 117 mI/m2. 
111 so~iie American and European waters observatiovls have also been 
made on the quantity of zooplankto11 per m h f  sea water, and in tables 
11-12 some data have been compiled from different authors. In table 
11 I have only considered the plankton in the upperniost water layers. 
The data froni the southwestern North Sea (from SAVAGE 1931) have 
been included, as the average depth in that area is only 65 1n. 
During all months of the year the figures calculated for tlie upper 
50 m at  Ona are of almost the same size as those for the upper 100 m 
sn the Norwegian Sea. Recent observations (unpublished) have, how- 
ever, shown that in the Norwegian Sea the plankton during the suinnier 
and autuinn is mainly concentrated in the upper 50 m and this would 
mean that the figures from station (dl)) probably have to be doubled 
to  be comparable to those from Ona. In the southwestern Xorth Sea 
tlie conditions also seem to be comparable to Ona in June, but from 
August to Sovelnber the concentration of plankton is maintained, while 
at  Ona the surface layers mere poor in plankton from and including 
July. The Icelandic coast waters are possibly richer than those of Western 
Norway, but not so rich as the Lofoten area. 
At Egguni the clensity of plankton in the 50-0 in layer was con- 
siderably above that of Ona from May to July, with an average volume of 
1.48 ml,'in3 in Rfay. If we on the other hand extend our comparison to the 
Barents Sea, the plankton concentratiolls there are still greater, with 2-20 
ml/sn3 in May ancl also high values for the months April, July and August. 
The inaximuin coilcentrations of plankton found in the surface layer 
were as follows: For the southnrestern North Sea 2.3 snl/ni3, at  Ona 
0.39 ml/in3, a t  Eggu~n in vertical hauls 5.4 nil/in3, plankton sampler 
hauls in tlie upper 25 m 6.4 ml/m3. BIGELOTV and  SEAR^ (1939) found 
a rnaxisnuni concentration of 6.9 1111/1n3 off the east coast of USA. 
Fuoln the Barelits Sea concentratioils of 20-50 1111/m3 are not tlnfre- 
quentlj. reportecl (JASCHNOTV, 1939, MANTEUFEL 1941). If schools of 
euphausiicls or great accumulations of medusae or salps are taken into 
account, the concentratiol~s of plankton snay be considerably higher. 
Finally Ire may consider table 12 on the concesltrations of zooplanktotl 
in the total water column from bottoin to surface on the east coast of 
USA, northurestern coast of Norway and in the Barents Sea. For the 
snonths May to November conditiosls seem to be quite similar in the 
Cape Cod area of USA and in the Barents Sea, quantities ranging from 
0.32-0.92 snl/m3. At Eggum the concentration of plankton is approxi- 
n~atelp tlie same from May to July, but small during the other months 
of the year. 
Table 12. Volrhn~es of ZooPlavlkton i~r wzl/nt3 i i z  tlze Told TVnter C O ~ Z L V E I I  
of the Sen 111 some Ezrro$ea~z and A ~ ~ z e v i c a n  TYnters. JIont l~l~~ Averages. 
- 
Cape Cod 1 
/East Coast of USA ' Bare"ts sea Eqyum, I\\' 
11011th 
I (B~geioiv 10 Sears I (JaSchno" Coast of Sol  11 a\ 
1939) 1939' (authori 
I 
January . . . . . . . . . .  
Februarj- . . . . . . . . . .  
March . . . . . . . . . . . .  
April . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
May . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
June . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
July . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
August . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Septevnhe~ . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  Octobcr 
Sovember . . . . . . . .  
Deceruber . . . . . . . . . .  
FI-0111 nrhat has bee11 saicl above the pla~lktoll quantities off the west 
coast of Kor~rray ancl in the upper 100 111 of tile central Xorwegian Sea 
area are of approxilnately the same size clurillg the periocl Xpr~l- 
August, and also co~nparablc to the conditions in the North Sea. I11 the 
coast and bank waters in the Lofoten area the plallktoll is richer during 
the periocl of production tha11 further south. In  suinmer still greater 
quantities of planlitoll are met nrith off Xorth Cape (1-12 1111,11Y3, 
MA~\TTEUFEL 1941), aacl especially i11 the Barents Sea, n~hich area llas thc 
greatest corlce~ltratio~ls of plankton in nortller11 \vatel-s yet clescribctl, 
but it is possible that in sulzimer similar co~~celltratio~ls may exist 111 
the coastal waters surrou~lcling the sout11westc1-n Sornregian Sea, along 
the Faeroes, Icelancl and Jan Mayen. 
Variations in Number of Organisms. 
111 fig. 25 are shorn11 the variations in total number of organisl11s in 
the vertical l l a ~ ~ l s  from bottom to surface during 1919 anc1 1950 a t  tllc 
localities investigated. 
111 1949 there are 011 the .ivhole two main periocls of abundalice. At 
Ona the first period extends from March to the lllicldle of July and the 
secol~d from August to September. The April figure at  Sognesjaen is 
bascd on one observation only. At the northen1 stations Eggurn and 
1;ig. 25, Variations in total number of organisms 194s-50 
Skrova the numbers are on the \vhole higher than on the west coast. 
The rich periods extend fro111 April to May and from August to October. 
In 1950 there were 3 peaks in numbers a t  Sognesjgen, in April, June 
and the middle of September, at  Ona only one period of abundance, 
from the encl of June to the midclle of September. At the northern 
stations the main maxima occurred a little later than in 1949, but a t  
Skrova a peak also appeared in March. Observatiol~s are lacking here 
between 13 August and 23 October. Numbers were on the whole higher 
in 19.50 than i11 1949 and Eggum was the leading station both years. 
The Composition of the Plankton, 
In  coastal p la l~ktol~ we usually fincl several species of organisms. 
Larvae of bottom invertebrates are numerous cluring spring and suminel-, 
and fish eggs ancl larvae may also at times be well represented. Aggre- 
gations of medusae and salps occur occasionally, mainly in summer 
and autumn, but on the whole pelagic crustaceans, above all the copepods, 
will account for the bulk of the plankton, both llumerically and by 
~ o l u m e .  
Fig. 26. The relative importance of tnon-copepods~) in the planlrton a t  Sognesj~er! 
in 1949-50. 1. Cladocera. 2. Euphausiid eggs and larvae. 3. Copelata 
4. Bottom invertebrate larvae. 5. Other organisms. 
At the coastal stations the copepods during the years 1949-50 
generally constituted 80-90 per cent of the total number of organisms, 
with a fen. exceptions. As the most important groups besides the cope- 
pods are considered the Cladocera, eggs and larvae of Euphausiicls. 
Copelata, and Larvae of bottom invertebrates. At Skrova the Chaetog- 
natha ancl Ostracoda were fairly abundant and have been separated 
as individual groups. Organis~ns which occur more rarely or sporadically 
such as Fish eggs and larvae, adult Euphausiids, Amphi- andIsopocls, 
Medusae and others, have been lumped as ((Other organismsv. 
In  fig.s 26-29 are shown the variations in relative percentage of 
the various groups besides the copepods at  the localities investigated 
during 1949-50. Only the monthly mean values have bee11 collsidered. 
Details will be found in the tables 37-40 a t  the end of this paper. 
At Sognesj@en and Ona the composition of the plankton is very llzuch 
the same. Benthonic invertebrate larvae usually range between 4 and 
7 %, except at  Ona in June 1950, when a swarm of cirripede larvae 
increasecl the percentage to 43. This group is of greatest relative import- 
ance in l\farch-April, June, and October. Eggs and larvae of euphausiids 
n ~ a y  ield 0.5-4 %, and have their peak in March. The cladocera are 
most abundant at  Sogllesj~ell in June, at  Ona in September. I n  the 
group ((Other organisms)) fish eggs and larvae were most pro~ni~lent  a t  
Ona in February-March 1950, and Lilnaci?za refrove~~sa at  Sog11esjr;ien 
Ona in August-November 1950. 
Fig. 27. The relative importance of icnon-copepodse in the plankton a t  Ona in 1949--50. 
1. Cladocera. 2 .  Euphausiid eggs and larvae. 3.  Copelata. 4. Bottom 
invertebrate larlrae. 5. Other organisms. 
Fig. 28. The relative importance of enoil-copepodso in the planktoll a t  Slcrox-a in 
1949-50. 1. Ostracoda. 2. Euphausiid eggs and larvae. 3.  Copelata. 
4. Chaetognatha. 5. Bottom invertebrate larvae. 
6. Other organisms. 
Fig. 29. The relative irnporta~ice of cnoa-copepods~) in the pla~llrtoll a t  Eggum in 
1943-50. 1. Cladocera. 2. Euphausiid eggs and larvae. 3.  Copelata. 
4. Bo.ttom invertebrate larvae. 5. Other orga~lisms. 
At Skrova ancl Eggu111 the cladocera are sparsely represented, n.h~!r 
the other groups have approxiillately the same relative importance as 
at  Ona and Sognesj~en. Eggs and larvae of euphausiicls are strictlj 
seaso~lal, occurri~lg in April-May. The percentages ai-e higher at 
Eggum (11-20 %) than at  Skrova (2.6 %), and, as mill be shown in the 
special part of this paper (page 186) this also applies to the total ~luillbel. 
The copelata are present all the yeas with an average percentage of 
2-4, on some occasio~ls rising to 16 (Skrova May 1949). The chaetognathq 
are most abundant in the deeper water layers at Skrova. The percentage 
is lo~v, about 0.5 %, but rather consta~lt throughout the year. - Thi 
lxnthonic invertebrate larvae seldom exceed 10 %, the yearly mean 
being 2-4 %. 
S/arintio.lzs i ~ z  the Conzfiositio~z of tlze Stock of Copepods. 
As already mentioned, copepods are the clominati~lg element in the 
coast plankton both by number and by volume. A total of 38 species 
has been identified, but only 8-9 of these occur regularly or in consider- 
able numbers. Some of the rarer species may be important as i~ldicators 
of currents or of  rater inasses of different origin. 
I t  is well known that copepods may vary considerably in size. e.g. 
from the large Pnrezlclzaetn no~uegicn  with a total length of 11 m n ~ ,  to 
the small Oitltona nnna which scarcely exceeds 0.6 mm. Within the 
Table 13. The Relatice Volzn~ze of Differe~zt Sfiecies axd Stages of Cope- 
pods, (Cnla~z~rs  fiizi~zarclzic~ts tage T7 = 700). JIeasrlre~~zelzts: Olza 24/5 
and 27/9-1949. 
Calrclzzrs !i~/i~zavclziczrs: I 
adults . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  160.0 
stage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . I  700.0 
I IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,  49.0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  u IT1 17.0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11 . . I  6.0 
1, I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 . 0  
nauplii and eggs . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 0.5 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  adults 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  stage ly-ITT 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r 111-1 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  A1.l/Ieti,zcTza llauplll 
Ccrlaizzts h~lpei,boi~ercs: 
stage l . . . . . . . . . . .  970.0 
~111crocrtln1~rrs p ~ ~ s z l l ~ ~ s ~  
adults and copepodites 
Acrci,iicc clrtzrsi: 
ac111lts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.0 I 
adu l t s . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
stage 1' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pni~rrrrlzaetcc lloifr,egzca: 
stage Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9.0 
7.0 
1 I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 6.0 
) I I I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.0 I i, I 1  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.0 
. . . . . .  I and llauplii 1.0 
Ceiztr1opngas hawzatzrs: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  adults 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  copepodites 
7'ci1zoi,rr loi?gico~7zzs: . . . . . . . . . .  
adults . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  adults 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  copepodites 
6.0 
Scolrczt lr~~cel ln ~ l z zno i~:  
adults . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  copepoclites ancl llauplii / 1.5 
oztlloilcl szl~zzlzs: 
. . . . .  adults alld copepoclltes 
OltI107z(l S ~ Z I ~ Z ~ ' O S ~ ~ ' Z S :  
. . . . .  adults and copepodites 
Oi~caeri Bovcalis: 
adults . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
adults . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- 
. I  
same species there may be great variatiolls in size from the first larval 
stages to  the adults, anc1 in addition, considerable differences in size 
may also occur witl-rirl the same stages of development. Thus the nxu7lber 
of copepods is not always an adequate expression of the relative import- 
ance of the species in the production of organic matter, or as food for 
plankton feeders. On the other hand, the presence of a large number 
Table 14 . The  Relatiae Vo l zme  of Different Species and Stages of Cope- 
pods. (Calalzus fin~.lzarchiczu stage V = 700) . Measznenzents: Skroun 
23110-48. 215 nad 27/8-49. 2514 and 25170-50 . 
adults . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  stage V 
H IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
x I11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1) I1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
females . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
stage V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
H IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
# 111 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
r 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
nauplii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Psez ldocnln~z~~s  elo?zgntus: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  females 
stage 1- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  u IV 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  u 111 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ) I1 
. . . . .  r I and ~lauplii 
adults . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
copepodites . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
adults and copepodites 
males . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
females . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
stage Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  u IV 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ) I11 
. . .  )) 11. 1 ancl llauplii 
Metridia lo?zgn: 
females . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
stage V-IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
a 111-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Metrzdln luce~ts  ' 1 
females . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  240  
stage V-IV . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . I  7 0  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ) 111-1 i 1 . 4  
. . . . . . . . . .  113etvzdza naupl11 1 0 5  
Acartia 1o~zgiven.zis & clattsi: 
adults and copepodites . . . . . .  
Ce+ttvopages lzaw~nt~ts: . 
adults . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cer~tropages t yp i c l~s :  
adults . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Scolecitl~vicella ?ninor8: 
adults . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ca~zdacia  uzov. vegica: 
adults . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Oithona si~12ilis: 
adults and copepodites . . . . . .  
Oithoun spi~li i~ostris:  
. . . . . .  adults and copepodites 
Oncnen Dovenlis: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  adults 
Hui~pncticoida: 
adults . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
of sinall planktoil organisms may be of importance e.g. as food for small 
fish larvae. as pointed out by MARSHALL (1949) and others . 
Lo~%arilxs (1908) calculated the volumes of most of the common 
copepods (not Cala~ztis) .  but only as mean volunies of copepodites ancl 
adults. BOGOROV and PREOBRAJEXSKAX-A (1934) give the dry weights 
of Psezidocalanz~s, Centvofiages and Acartin. BIGELOTV and SEARS (1939) 
made a volumetric study of the zooplankton of the northeastern coast of 
USA and calculated the relative volumes of the different species from 
direct measurements. 
I have calculated the relative ~7olun1es of the copepods indirectly. 
The animals were considered as cylinders, the length and the diameter 
of the cephalothorax being measured in a rnicroscope with a built-in 
micrometer, and the volume calculated of this cylinder. When available, 
a t  least 10 specinlens of each stage were measured. Thereafter the 
volun~es of the different species and stages were converted into units 
equalling the volume of copepodite stage T' of Calnnus finnzarchic~~s 
(tables 13-14). 
It is stressed that this method of conlparison must be very rough, 
the main reason being that the unit ~vill not be of a constant size, but 
the pictme vre thus get of the relative importance of the different species 
of copepods ~iiill nevertheless be more correct than the numbers alone. 
In  the tables 13-14 are given the relative importance of the most usual 
copepods occurring, measured against Calanzrs fs~~nzarclticus stage V .  Mea- 
surements have been made separately for the stations at  Ona and Skrova. 
At Ona one specimen of Cnlanzu Jin+~znrclzicus stage V is equivalent 
to  nearly 50 copepodites of stage I or approsin~ately 200 nauplii, or 
11 adults of Pseudocalanzu elongatus, or 70 adults and late copepodites 
of Oithofza sirnilis, whereas 7-9 stage V of Cnlnnl~s finmarchicz~s are 
equivalent to one specimen of Calanzu hyperboreus copepodite stage V ,  
or Parez~chaefa rzorvegica stage V .  I t  may be nlentionecl that in figures 
for Calanzis finmarchiczu obtained by weighing (BOGOROV 1933) one 
specimen of stage V equals 1.4 of stage IF', 6.4 of stage I11 and 17 of 
stage I1 and I. 
In  fig.s 30-33 is shoxvn the percentage distribution by number ancl 
by volume of the most important species of copepods in 1949-50. 
For details see the tables 41--48 at  the end of this paper. 
At Sognesjgen (fig. 30) 9 species of copepocls, Caln+zzls fi?z~~zarchicus, 
M e t ~ i d i a  I I L C P ~ Z S ,  Pse~~docnla?z~ts elongntl~s, Microcnla?zzu ~ z ~ s i l l z ~ s ,  Oztho~zn 
sirnilis, Acal/tia clausi, Paracala?zzrs finrvlls, Telizora longicor?zis ancl 
Scoleciflz~icelln minor together form more than 90 % of the total number 
of copepods. In 1949 Cnlanlls fimizarchic~rs was numerous in the first 
half of the year with a maximum of about 60 q/, in April, but scarce 
from July to December. Oithona si~icilzs is nest 111 percentage, varying 
from about 20 to 40 % all the year. Psezidocnln~zzrs and Microcala.rzzis 
are also relatively abundant, while Tei~torn ancl l letridia are best repre- 
sentecl in the second half of the year. 
Colanus finmorchicus A c o r t ~ o  spp 
Metridio spp. Ternora lonqicornts 
Pseudocalanus elongatus Otthona similis 
194.9 P o r o c o l a ~ u s  pnrvus Other copepods 19 5 0  
Microcalanus pusillus 
N U M B E R  i 
V 0  L U M E  1 
Fig. 30. Vuriatioils in tlic perccrii:igc compositio~~ of thc cr>pepoct stocli a t  Sogilesjncii 19-1'1-50. 
Colonus f i  nmorc hicus Microcolonus pusiilus 
Metr idio spp. Acorlio spp 
1949. Pseudocolonus elonqntus Oithono similis 1950. 
Porocolonus porvus Other copepods 
N U M B E R  i 
V O L U M E  ! 
Fig. 31. Variations in the percentage composiiiori of the copepod stocli at Ona 1949-50. CI\ P 
T5'hen we consider the relative iinportance of the different species 
by volume, we get another picturc. Cnlalills f i~z~~znrchiczis  is responsible 
for 40-80 7; of the copepod ~~olurne ,  with the greatest percentage in 
the period of general abunclance occurrillg in the spring and summer. 
Next in i~nportance conle Pseudocalnnz~s, A1letridia, i l i i c rorn lnn~~s  ancl 
Acnr f i n ,  while Oitholzn because of its small size is very insignificant in 
volume, never exceeding 10 %. 
In 1950 the numexical percentage variation is similar to that of the 
preceedilig year, but A1f7crocnln~z~ls play a greater part from January to 
July, Psez~docalanz~s from July to December. The volu~netric oinpositio~l 
again shows that C. j z ~ t ~ ~ z t r r c h i c ~ ~ s  s by far the most irnportallt species, 
sonletinles exceecling 60 7; of the volume, with Psez~docnla~zzrs econcl. 
I11 the group t(0ther copepoclso Ce~ztro$ages ty$zcz~s doini~iates entirely 
in September. 
At Ona (fig. 31) the composition in species of copepods is very sin~ilar 
to that at  Sognesj~eil. In 1949 C.  / i n ~ ~ z a ~ ~ c l z i c ~ r s  has two peaks of relative 
llurnerical abundance. P s e ~ ~ d o c a l a n u s  has a high percentage during the 
first half of the year, while O~tlzonn is more dominant in the autumn, 
Metridia,  A c a ~ f t i a  nd Paracnln~zzls are of some importance in the aut~zinn, 
while ll/licrocnln.vl.zn is constant in percentage. 
I11 volume C. fin~lzarclztczts clolnillates entirely nearly all the year 
except between Xorernber and February. In Septenlber the other 
groups are a little more promillent. 
The 1950 picture is in general similar to that of 1949. C. fc~z~~zarchicats 
is still more significant in ~ l u ~ n b e r  from March to July, ancl entirely 
dominates the volunle of copepocls froiu March to September. Psezldo- 
ca la~zz~s  i most inlportant in the autumn. 
At Eggurn (fig. 32) C .  f l~~~~$nrch i c z r s ,  J4zcvocala.tzz~s and Oifholzn are 
dominant in 1949. Psetldocnln~zz~s ancl 1VIettvdia arc of sonle i~nportailce 
in the first and last parts of the year respectively. C, fzlz~~znrchiczis 
makes up the greater part of the volunle almost all the year round. 
In 1950 :I4icrocala1llls is relatis7ely nuinerous at  the beginning of 
the year, Oitl~o?ja, Pseztdocnlan~rs ancl Paracnla~zzls in autumn and early 
winter, but in ~roluine C. f i ~ ~ ~ ~ z a ~ / c I ~ i c ~ ~ s  is of over vllelming importance. 
At Skrova (fig. 33) the numerical coinposition of the copepods in 
1949 is doiniilated by C. fz~t i~zarchic~ls  ancl Oitholza spp. the foriner fro111 
April to August and in Xovember-December, the latter in July-Octo- 
ber and in January. Calanils hy$evborezcs iliay also be numerous in 
spring ~vllile Microcaln~z~rs is more constant ill percentage. 
I11 volume C. f i~~i+zarc lz ic~~s  is the leading species, but C. Izyfierborezls 
alld Parez~chnetn, though generally scarce ill number, are also of consicler- 
able importance. Together these three species doininate the volurne 
entirely. The rather large number of C. I r~~f~erborezu  in early spring is 
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macle up of nauplii ancl eggs ancl has no noticeable i~lflueilce on the 
~ -o l~une .  
In 1950 C. jinniarchiclls is stro~lgly represelltecl nsuln~erically. In 
addition C. hyfievborez~s is abu~lclant at the beginning of the year ancl 
Pseildocnla~tzts in the autumn, while Oit,'zonn is relatively Inore scarce 
tha11 in 1949. 
111 volume C. f i ~ z ~ ~ z a ~ c l ~ i c ~ ~ s  seelns to preponderate entirely from llarch 
to December, but observations are lacking for the period 13 August- 
23. October. A coinpariso~l between variatio~ls in number and in volume 
of Cnlnnils ji?zwzarchiczis, calculated in the way mentioned, is give11 in 
the Special Part. 
The Different Types of Components in the Plankton. 
The origin of the plankto11 organisms foulld in a certain area have 
been the subject of intensive studies by a number of ~vorkers. CLEVE 
(1 897) ancl GRAX (1900, 1902) established different pla~lliton types or 
plankton conln~u~lities in order to characterize various ocean regions at  
certain seasons. FISH ancl JOHNSOX (1937) also characterizecl the dif- 
ferent organisms in the plankton accorcling to their probable origin. 
Here I shall abstain from co~ninenting upon the conclusions of the 
~vorkers mentioned, and nlerely restrict myself to a discussion of the 
present material. 
As the first maill group (A) we may consider those species which can 
11e regarded as a~itoclztono~is, i.e. belonging to the area all the year. 
This group may be split into the follo~ving subgroups: 1) Organisms 
I\-hich live in the deeper water layers and therefore are only subject to  
transport with the surface currents during the spa\vning time (usually 
in winter or early spring), when the a~liinals may migrate to the surface 
layers and stay there for shorter periods cluring the 24 hours. If the 
organisms have cliurllal vertical migrations, they may be transported 
by surface cmrents at  other times of the year also. 
2) Animals inhabiting the surface layers both as young and aduIts 
for- a longer period of the year, ancl which therefore may be transported 
by the currents for longer distances. 
3) Forms which are restricted rnaiilly to the southern part of the 
coast, b~zt  may be carried north~~arcls with the currents, especially in 
autumn, and nrinter. 
4 s  the second main grorrp (B) we will regard a~zilnals which are partly 
autochtollous, partly a l loch to~zo~~s ,  brought in from other areas, chiefly 
the Skagerak, the Sor th  Sea or the North Atlantic. Here we may again 
distinguish : 
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I) Foi-lns n-hich are able to establish a stock of their on-n in Sor~vegian 
waters for a shorter or longer period, but also get a considerable supply 
fro111 other areas. 
2)  Fornls which, brought in only singly or a fen- at  a time, are unable 
to reproduce in the coast water, and when introduced, disappear fairly 
soo11. 
I t  is ilnnlecliately clear that a number of organisins can~lot be cha- 
racterized as only belonging to one or another group, as transitions from 
one group to another take place. Furthermore, a grouping ~vhich may 
be found valid in one year, may fail in another, but it ~vill ne\~ertheless 
be useful to discuss the problems from this angle. 
A. 1. A zrfochto~zo?rs Deep TT/nfe~f Species. 
As the most characteristic forins ~r i th in  this subgroup lnay be con- 
sidered the copepods Pa~ezlclznefn aorvegicn, Ca lan l~s  hypesbore?is, iWicro- 
calaazrs $r~s i l l z~s  ancl A[. pygntae~ls, Oitlzolza spiairostris and a ilurnber 
of less numerous deep water copepods, fmther S n g i f f n  elega~zs, Ezfhroh?ztrr 
ltn?lzafn ancl different ostracods. \TTe may also include the euphausiids 
T h y s a ~ ~ o e s s a  inevuzis and iJfeganyctiphnlzes .rzorvegicn as belonging to this 
group. I t  is emphasized, however, that the grouping mentiolled is only 
valid for the Korwegian coast waters inclusive of the fjords. 
A. 2) Azrfoclztonous Srrsfnce Species. 
In this subgroup we may place the illost iinportailt animal of the 
Norwegian coast plankton, Calalzrrs ji~znzarchiczrs, and also the copepods 
Psezrdocnlanzrs elo~zgatzrs, T e n z o ~ a  longicorlzis, Acastin clazrsi and Oitho~za 
szl~zilis. Of ccnon-copepods)) nre 1nentio11 F~,if?l laria borealis and Livzacilla 
retroversa. 
The stateinellt that these animals sonletinles constitute the maill 
part of the zooplankton in the Sorn-egian coast water, does not exclude 
the possibility that they can be brought in froln other areas and therefore 
may also be referred to group B, 1). Both at  Ona and at  Eggurn popu- 
lations of C. f iqz~~zarchic?~~ \vhich are clearly of Inore southern origin, 
are irltroducecl in late summer and autumn. 
Anlong the a~limals which are usually restrictecl to the surface layers 
Pseudocala.lz?rs elofzgntus showed little difference in the length distri- 
butions from one locality to another during inost of the year. In common 
with lnost of the species included in group B, I )  P. elongnfzrs, 4 .  clausi 
ancl 0. similis have a late autuinn nlasimuin. 
A. 3) .  Sozltlzer?~ Az[tochlonoi~s Species. 
To this group I have only referred the copelate Oikofile~rra dioica, 
but on a thorough in~restigation more species, especially of medusae, 
could undoubtedly be added. 0. dioica had both years maximum occur- 
rence a t  Sognesj~en in Junc. At 01la it did not appear until August- 
September, off Eggum singly at  the end of August, not being numerous 
until September. Most of the stock of 0. dioica is without doubt carried 
northn-ards with the coastal current from the southern and south\vestern 
parts of the coast. The possibility that local stocks may exist in more 
closecl fjords ailcl bays cannot, however, be excluded. 
B. Allochto~tozis Species. 
To the secoild nlain group xvc refer a number of organiaxs with 
rnaximu~lz occurrence in the late summer ancl autumn. As already 
nzentionecl, a iluinber of species ~vhich have been classified in group A. 
2 ) ,  call also partly be included here. As the most important forms have 
been considered llletridia k c e n s ,  Paracalanz~s pal/vzts, Centropages typ icus ,  
Co~ycaezls  alzgliczts, A~zonzalocera pntevsoni and Sagitta setosa, with 
l~umerical importance in the order mentioned. 
All these species, except Sagitta setosa, seem to be of a very coinplex 
origin, partly from the Skagerak and the North Sea, partly from the 
North Atlantic. The proportion of the stocks derived from the different 
regions may vary collsiderably during the year, and from one year to 
another. 
i l 4 e f ~ i d i a  lzicens has frequently been reported as an indicator of 
water of Atlantic origin, at  all events i11 the North Sea (RAE and REES 
19471, but an isolated stock seems to be established in the Skagerak 
(FARRAK 1911). As the adults and most of the copepoclites usuaIIy resort 
to intermediate or deeper water layers, at  least during the day, A!!. 
Iztcens is not so dependent on the surface currents, and this may perhaps 
11e of importance for the establishmellt of local stocks. I t  will be shown 
later on (page 158) that the length distribution of the females of Jf. luce?zs 
at  Sogllesjdell differs somewhat from that of the northern stations. 
,If. Izcce?zs was al~vays most numerous in the autumn, but mi~lor peaks 
of abundailce were also found in May, especially in 1950. I t  may be worth 
inentioning that RAE (1951), using the Plankton Recorder, found i?!. 
1z~ce.lzs to be unusually abundant in the North Atlantic off the west 
coast of Irelancl froin March to June 1950, and in moderate numbers 
between Scotland ancl Shetland in May, while there was no sign of these 
collcentratioils between Bergen and station ctM)) and the species did not 
appear there until late in the autumn. 
P a ? ~ u c n l n ~ l ~ u  fiarvi~s in all localltics ~nainly occurred between -\uguzt 
and March, the single indivicluals taken cluring the first months of the 
year uncloubtedly being remnants of the late autumn stock. The masi- 
mum numbers were usually founcl in August on the west coast between 
61"-63" K and in the micldle of September in the Lofoten area. I t  may 
seem as if this species is partly neritic and more related to Ozkoplezr~~n 
dioica in its nature, but in other areas it has a very xvicte, alnlost cosmo- 
politan clistribution, although restricted to tenqerate and tropical 
areas (FARRAN 1910), and we must therefore assume that the local 
populations also get a supply from other areas. A small nul~iber of 
Paracala~~lrs may perhaps survive in the fjords of Northern P\'or\\-ay, 
propagating when the conditions are favourable. 
Centuofiages typiczls has probably a centre of abundance in the Skage- 
rak ( 1 4 r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  1940), but RAE and REES (1947) find that in the North 
Sea it is nlainly introduced from the north, under favourable circtlmstan- 
ces being able to establish a stock of its o~vn. I11 1949 C.  tyfiic~rs 
appearecl at  Sognesj~en as early as in June, at Ona in July, but at  Eggum 
not until September. In 1950 its appearance was similar to Pavacnln+tzts, 
and we nzay assunie that both species have a double origin, partly being 
introducecl from the Skagerak, partly from the North Atlantic. 
Cottycaetrs anglicus has a centre in the southeastern North Sea (RAE 
and REES 1947) but is also known to occur in the North Atlantic (SARS 
191 8). I t  was not observed in 1949, but in 1950 it was found a t  all stations 
in the autumn. As it was accompanied by a number of Atlantic species, 
we may assume a double origin for this species also. 
Anol~zalocera patersoni occurred singly at  Sognesj~en in June 191c) 
arid January 1950 and is probably of coastal or more local origin. 
Sngittn setosa is a typical representative of the North Sea plankton, 
according to FRASER (1937) ancl RUSSELL (1 939). R u s N s ~ R n ~ r  (1932) 
found it conlrnon in fjords near Bergen from February to November, 
numerous between April and August. The individuals recorded from 
Sognesjmen and Ona in August-October 1950 may therefore have a 
local source, although it is possible that they have been introduced from 
the North Sea together with e.g. Corycneus anglictrs. NARSHALL (1938) 
~nentions finds of S. setosa with the plankton recorder off the Nornregiali 
coast between March and October 1939, possibly being associatecl with 
the Baltic outflo~v. 
The forms which are referred to silbgroup B 2), have all presumably 
been brought in by the North Atlantic current. They occur mai:ilg. in 
autu~un and winter, and usually only single specimens are founcl. The 
inflow of Atlantic water must have been unusually strong in the autumn 
of 1950, as the indicator species Tvere very well represented, and the 
same was probably the case in 1951. For this year only the salps have been 
investigated. (See also table 15). 
The origin of Clairsocala~zrs a~czrico~nis is somewhat disputable, as the 
only records of its occurrence in European ~vaters are from west of Ireland. 
where the species is strictly oceanic (FARRAN 1920). I t  was, however, 
taken as frequently at Skrova as in the other localities, and we may 
assume that Clazlsocalartz~s, when introduced in coastal waters, may 
reproduce, and the offspring be carried into the Vestfjord by the coastal 
current. 
The salps are supposed to be very good indicators of Atlantic water. 
According to APSTEIN (1911) Salpa jzasi/o~nzis usually appears at the 
Irish coast in May, off the Shetlancl Islands in July, and off Bergen, 
Norway, In Septenlber-October. In Soveniber 1905 salps were carried 
right into the Sltagerak. FRASER (1951, 1952) reports that salps 
entered the Xorth Sea via the Orkney passage in J~ule  1950, but wel-e 
not observed north and east of Sl-retlallcl until November. O;I his cl-rart S o  
13 (1952) there is however a single recorcl in August in the Faroe-Shetland 
Channel. On the plankton recorder route betn7eel-r Bergen and station 
((81)) salps appeared ~ I I  late August 1950. Salps were obserx~ecl at  Ona 
on 30 August 1950, at  Eggunl they probably arrivecl betneen 1 2  Sep- 
tember and 13 October, ancl at station ((11)) on 29 September (see page 196). 
Finally I ~'irould like to clrn~rr attention to the inforl-riatioll given by 
AIANTEUFEL (1941) that in the Bavents Sea the conclitions cha~igecl 
considerably after tlie year 1931, in that organisnis which had eall~ei- 
beell recor-cled as extremely scarce, 1101~ began to appear more frequently, 
e.g. Aao~~znlocem patersolzi, P l e z ~ r o ~ ? ~ a ~ z ? ~ z n  roD/lstn, Ca~zdncin nvl~znfa, 
PIzyso$lzovn hydrosfaticn and others. In tlie same conr~ection ; \ I~STEUFEI 
11lelltioi-r~ tlie second generation of Cnlnnus f~~znznrchzrlls, which was not 
found there in earlier years (cfr. Special Part,  page 89). 
I t  is beyond the scope of this paper to cliscuss cliillatic changes of 
the sea, but similar changes to those in the Barents Sea are likely to 
have occurred along the Norwegian coast also. The appearance of 
Claznsoculniz~~s nrc/~icor~tzs may perhaps be attrib~ztecl to such a change, 
as FARRAY (1917) reported that Cla~~socaln~zits dicl not exte~icl beyond 
the north coast of Ireland. 
On the Use of Length Frequencies of Copepods 
in Biological Investigations. 
I t  has been fotl~ld that the same species of copepods may be subject 
to great variations in length, both from one locality to another, ancl in 
succeeding generations in the same area during the clifferent seasons of 
the year (GIIAN 1902, ADLER & JESPEXSES 1920, ~ ~ A R S H A L L  1933, 
S a ~ n f ~  1934 and others). I t  is generally accepted that the length varies 
inversely IJ-it11 the temperature of the surrounding water during develop- 
ment, although the amount of food present may perhaps also be of im- 
portance (USSING 1938). USSING also stresses that the length attainecl 
by a certain stage is the result of a numbel- of increnlents during the 
previous moults, which inag have taken place uncler varying conditions. 
Another cause of size variation xvhich must be mentioned, is the existence 
of races or varieties of the same species. REES (1919) states that in the 
Southern North Sea, in addition to thc usual C. fivtl~~nvchiczrs also exists 
another variety, C. helgolandicz~s, which is generally larger than the 
former. This variety \.\-as describecl as a separate species by SARS (1903), 
but later workers have generally not separated it from C.  fi~tiitnrchicus. 
A%ccorclil~g to REES (1949) this varietj- does not seem to occur in any 
numbers outside the Noi-th Sea. 
Lengtl-t frequency distributions have also been usecl to clistinguisl~ 
copepod populations of different origin (RUUD 1929, S T ~ R ~ I E R  1929, 
Soarnr~ 1920, JESPERSES 1939, REES 1949, CUSHIXG 1952). 
Cnla~z~ls  fim~znrclz~iczts vinters in the deeper water layers mainly in 
stage V. I11 early spring the copepoclites migrate towarcls the surface 
ancl lnoult into aclults clming, or inlruediatcly after this inigration (Soarar~ 
1034). The le~lgtll of the adults probablj. bears a nearly constant relation 
to that of stage T.'. According to $IAI;SHALT, and O I ~ K  (1952) the fernales 
solIzetis~ies survive for two months 01- more. They lnay therefore be 
carried for long distances by currents. A stucly of the size -frequencies 
of stage V and of the females in a certain area will give a lot of ii~forination 
110th regarcling the number of generations and. the ovigill of the stock, 
and supply kno~vleclge of the water movements. I11 orcler to illustrate 
the idea more clearly, a nuii~ber of females of C, fin~narch?;czcs taken in 
different localities along the westel-11 and northel-11 coast of Nor~vay a11cl 
111 the open ocean in the period 11-23 April 1950 were measured and 
the size frequencies are shown in fig. 34. 
At Ona the curve is bimodal, with peaks at  2.4 mi11 and 3.1 mln, the 
latter probably referring to females of the spring brood. At station ((MvI,) 
in the Norwegian Sea the lnaxinluln lies at  2.5-2.6 mm. Farther north 
there is a peak at  2.7 mnl near Skrova. At Eggum two maxiina occur, 
a t  2.4 mm and 2.7 nlm respectively. The same distribution is repeated 
at  st. 13.0 further north. In  the open ocean between North Norway ancl 
Bear Island st.s 114 and 117 both show maxima at  2.7 mnz, but the curves 
are more flattened than further south. At all the stations hitherto men- 
tioned, the temperatures at  the 10 rn level vary between 4.1" C and 7.0°C. 
&At st. 119 the main peak is still at  2.8 mm, but the curve extends towards 
iilcreasi~lg lengths, the largest females measuring more than 4.0 mm. The 
temperature is 0.4" C. St. 120 has pronounced maxima at  3.1 mm and 
3.6 mm, very few females s~naller tharl 2.9 mxn, and a tenlperature of 
+ 1.0" C. At St. 123 we have again a very \vide range in size, similar 
to st. 119, with pealts at  2.7 mni and 3.2-3.5 mm respectively, the 
temperature being 0.4" C. Finally, at  st. 124 there is a length distri- 
bution very like that of st. 117, ancl also nearly the same temperature. 
As alreacly shown, there is almost the sanie length distribution of the 
C. jin,~~znrch~~'clls females at station ((hfo, ancl at  the st.s 114, 117 ancl 1.24. 
Fig. 34. Size freque~lcies of Cc~la~zz~s  fi z~~zcci~clzicus feniales in the upper layers at 
different localities in April 1950. Left: sea te~liperatures a t  10 nl level. 
From what is known of the surface curre~lts in the area the Calnn~ts 
lnay originate partly from the central or southern Norwegian Sea, at  
the norther11 stations also in part from Norwegian coastal areas. The 
length distribution at Skrova is very similar, but here the population is 
evidently of local origin. Off Eggum and at st. 110 the populations may 
be derived from different sources, in coastal waters further south (compare 
Ona) or from local areas. At st. 119 ancl st. 123 we have s7ery clearly a 
mixture of two or more populations, one grown in \rrarIner ~vatcr (the 
peak at 2.7-2.9 mm) and another in water of low temperature (the 
peak at 3.2-3.6 mm). The latter population is represented more parti- 
cularly at st. 120, probably brought in by the south-going cold current 
on the eastern side of Bear Island. Earlier ~vorkers (MRAZEIC 1902, 
DAMAS and KOEFOED 1907, WITH 1915, FARRAN 1936) found a great 
variation in length of C. finmarchicz~s in the waters around Spitzbergen. 
BOGOROW and PREOBRAJENSICAYA (1934) also show variations in the 
length of C .  / innza~~chicz~s in relation to the areas of warm and cold water 
in the Barents Sea. 
The length distributions of females (and also of stage V) of C ,  fin- 
nznvclzic~~s during the early spring may thus give information as to the 
origin of the population, and also supplement our knowledge of the surface 
currents and degree of mixing of water of different origin. 
In September-November 1950 the copepodites of stage V of C.  
!inmavchiczcs occurring in the upper LOO m at station OM)) were very small, 
the mean length being only 2.04-2.20 mm. Simultaneously a number 
of salps were found, indicating that the plankton had partly been intro- 
duced from the North Atlantic. At Eggum the copepodites found in 
October-November of the same year were likewise small, and were also 
accompanied by a number of salps. In this case both the small individuals 
of C. finnzavchicz~s and the salps seem to indicate an influx of water of 
Atlantic origin in two different localities. 
Metridia lucens is repeatedly reported to be an indicator of Atlantic 
-\rater. According to BOGOROV and PREOBRAJENSKAYA (1934) it is also 
found in the warm area of the Barents Sea, presumably in late autumn 
or early winter. Its southern origin can be confirmed still further by the 
length distribution. The same authors found a mean total length in 
December of 2.29 mm, corresponding to a cephalothorax length of 1.46 
mm. From my own observations the minimum mean length in Norwegian 
coastal water in 1949-50 was 1.55 mm. The difference is negligible, 
and may easily be explained by the measuring method, or more probably, 
that the observations are from two different years. 
S o a ~ a r ~  (1929, 1934) studied the length variations of Calanus hypev- 
Oorezis in different areas. The individuals taken in Norwegian coastal 
waters were small, those in Arctic waters large. In the eastern part of 
the Noru~egian Sea the population was supposed to consist of imniigrants 
from Arctic waters. 
RiIeasurenlents have bee11 made of a number of females and stage V 
copepodites of C. hyperbo~~eus from deep water at station ctM)) in 1952. 
In June the mean length of stage V varied from 4.66-4.90 mm. A 
number of plankton samples were taken in the upper 200 rn on a cruise 
111 June with the ((G. 0. Sars)) in the sea northeast and southeast of Jan 
Maycn. Stage V of C.  k~perborezrs nleasured 4.66-4.98 mm on the average. 
As pointed out by @S-~T'EDT (in press) the stock of C. Izyperboreus at  
station cci\l)) is probably partly introduced by the cold current flo~ving 
soutl1eastwarc1s bet\veen Jan Mayen and Iceland, and gradually attaining 
cleeper levels. - In Nor~vegian coastal waters stage V of C. hyperboreus 
has a nlean length of only 3.98-4.17 mm. 
The length distributions of the closcly allied species Microcalanus 
pr~s~llzcs and h/l. p y g v ~ ~ n e ~ i s  at  station ctMs also show some very interesting 
features. 31. ~~t s z l l z c s  is founcl mainly in the 600-100 m layer. I t  has a 
length variation throughout the year nearly identical with that found 
in Sorn-egian coastal waters. Af. p y g ~ ~ z a e z ~ s  lives lnainly below 1 000 m. 
The length of the females is practically the same as that given by S A R ~  
(1900) for Arctic \iraters (0.89-0.91 mnl total length). There is the pos- 
sibility that the stock of 1W. pyg~?zaezcs may have grown up in the deep 
water layers at  station ctJI)), where the temperature is usually below zero, 
brtt i t  ilevertheless seems probable, that part of the stock is introduced 
by the Arctic current in the same way as C. hyperboreus. Certain peculiar 
changes in the length distributions in the deepest water layers also point 
in this direction (see the Special Part, page142). M .  pygwzaezts is also found 
sparsely in the deeper water layers in some Norwegian fjords, but the 
individuals are much smaller than those at  station cM)) (total length 
0.72 mm). 
REES (1949) showed that the two forms (or perhaps species) Cala~cccs 
fi~z~narclziczes and C. helgolandicz~s usually differed in size, when they were 
found together. In the same way I have found that the closely related 
species Psezedocalant~s elo~zgatl~s and P .  ~gzint~tzls, and Microcalanzu pz~sil lz~s 
and M .  $yg?gzaazu, usually have quite different size distributions. This 
applies both to the populations found in h'orwegian coastal waters and 
in the open ocean. 
A11 the examples given show very clearly how studies of the size 
frequencies of copepods may be useful for determining the origin and drift 
of copepod populations, and may increase the value of the species as 
indicators of certain water masses and currents. In the Special Part of this 
paper more details can be founct both on the size frequencies of the differ- 
ent species, ancl how the closely allied species \yere distinguished by means 
of the size frequencies. 
Some Aspects in the Production of Zooplankton, 
In the chapter on hydrography it was stated that the waters along the 
west coast of Norway are constantly moving northwards. Near the coast 
\ye have tlie Baltic current ivhic1-t can be followed irom the Sltagerak to the 
North Cape, ancl outsicle, the North Atlantic current, striking the Nor- 
wegian coast approximately at  W r e  and on tlre way northn~arcls gradually 
mixing mith the coastal crrrrent. Under such circunlstances it is very 
clifficult to discuss the production of zooplankton in relation to tempera- 
ture and salinity at  a geographically fixed point. Sol- are the localities 
investigated thus situated that we may follow the same population 
drifting with the currents for a longer period, as RCVFIELD (1941) did 
011 Georges Bank off the east coast of USA. 11-e nlust restrict ourselves 
to a stucly of the variation in composition and qtlantitj- of the plankton 
a t  different times of the year. 1Te may, howe\-er be allonrecl to regarcl the 
conditions found in one locality as llrore or less characteristic of a some- 
what n.ider area of tlle coast. - I t  was fou~ld that the plankton was 
generally more abunclant in the Lofoten and 7-esteralen area than at  
Sognesjoen and Orla on the nrest coast, ancl the spring increase started 
at successively later times as we proceedecl irorthn-ards. 
Phytoplankton obser~rations in connectioll with the zooplallkton 
hauls lracl heen very desirable. I11 1 9 4 7 4 8  phytoplankton was collectecl 
a t  some of the perinanent stations. The nlaterial has recently been wor- 
ked up, ancl a report by T. BRAARUD, Oslo, will soon be published. - 
In  earlier years the phytoplankton was studiecl cluring tlre spring 
and surnnler at  110re (GRAN 1929) ancl in the Lofoten area in the spring 
(FDYX 1929) and the quantitative results discussed by GRAN (1930). 
He states that the phytoplankton is generally nlore abundant in the Lo- 
foten and Vester5len area than a t  RI@re. The spring outburst of diatoms 
started earlier off Bergen than at  M ~ r e ,  and still later in Lofoten, as was 
also found for the zooplankton. 4 t  M ~ r e  the spring maximum in number 
of copepods occurred at  the end of April, one month after the phyto- 
plankton maximum (RUUD 1929). I11 the Lofoten area the spring in- 
crease in the phytoplankton usually started in the last third of March 
and lastecl from a fortnight to a month. When we stucly the work of 
S ~ ~ I J I E  (1934) it appears that the spawning of Cnlnnzrs finf~~nvchiczls 
niay start before the flowering of the spring diatoms. XARSHALL (1949) 
in a Scottish fjord found that the spring brood of most of the copepods 
was correlatecl with the spring outburst of cliatorns, but later in the year 
there cotllcl be both positive and negative correlation between the 
respective maxin~a. She points to the possible importance of nanno- 
plankton as part of the food of copepods. X o s s ~ s ~ s o ~ ~  (1939) states 
that the Ciliata, which in the Barents Sea dereIop in May-June, when 
the spring phytoplankton is decaying, form an important food for the 
first copepodite stagcs of C. fi1~nznvchic2~s. 
Finally I mould like to draw attention to some points ~vhich need 
further investigation: I t  has been known for a very long time, that the 
zooplankton is specially rich along the coastal banks of Norway, near 
to the continental shelf. S-411s (1886) ~nentions that in sulnmer large 
inasses of Cala~zz~s exist at  the edge of the coastal banks, along the 
eastern border of the Xorth-Atlantic cmrent. RUUD (1929) also states 
that in summer there was a ~naximum of C. f inma~diictts  along the 
edges of the coastal banks off Jil~re, anda minimum in the central part of the 
North-Atlantic current towards the Norwegian Sea. Similar phenomena 
have been observed in other ~vaters (BIGELOTV 1926, FARRAS 1927, 
EINARSSON 1951), while CLARKE (1940) found more plankton i11 coast 
water than on the slope off the eastern part of U.S.A. - I t  has been 
shown above that the banks off Eggurn are very barren in early spring, 
but the plankton increases in quantity very rapidly, ancl during spring 
and summer may be extre~nely abundant. 
When we take a section across the banks and over the edge of the 
continental shelf in early spring, the quantity of plankton will usually 
increase considerably in the edge area. This can be demonstrated very 
clearly. Below I give the volumes of plankton in ml taken off Eggum 
in vertical Nansen net hauls, on the bank from bottom to surface, in 
the edge area in the upper 75 m. 
1 Statlolls on The Imlllediately 
Year Month Date 
1 the Banli 1 Edge I outside the Edge 
The plankton samples mainly consisted of stage V and adults of C. 
finnzarchiczu. 
To which extent this population of C. f i~z~~znrchicz~s 1) originates 
from the depths of the ocean imlnediately outside, or 2) has been brought 
northwards by the North-Atlantic current from the Norwegian Sea, where 
- -- 
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a rich population is kno~vn to exist, or 3) comes from coastal areas further 
south, may be a point of interest for future investigations. All three 
sources are probably of importance. We refer to the size frequencies 
sho~vn on page 72. These large prespa\vning accumulations along the 
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edge in spring are undoubtedly of importance for the del-elopment oi 
the huge nlasses of C. Ji+z?nnrclzicris existing In sullinles fro111 the coastal 
banks of Sorthern Norway far into the Bareats Sea and north\s-arcls 
to Bear Isla~ld and Spitzbergen. GRAX (1900) was of the opinion that 
C .  fittnznrchicws stayed in deep water off the coast of Sordland all the 
year round, but that part of the large quantities filling the fjords in 
June and July were derived from an influx in Xi\-. According to F u v s  
(1929) and GRAY (1929) a rich pllytoplanliton also exists along the edge in 
spring, both at  R'I@re and off Lofoten. GRAS (1930) concludes that  the 
highest procluctivity is founcl in areas where tile coastal current mixes 
with Atlantic water, but that the great procluction of phytoplankton 
in spring is on the other hand limitecl to the waters of the coastal current. 
BRAARUD and I<LE~I (1931) found that in spring the Atlantic water in 
this area is richer in nutrient salts tlla~l the coastal water before 
the production of phytoplankton starts. They infer that the bicentric 
development of the phytoplankton, on the edge ancl in the fjord, is clue 
to the hydrographical conditions. The late de~-elopment in the inter- 
vening area of the bank is in part causecl by the vigorous chmning of 
the water masses. On the edge of the continental shelf the deeper 
parts of the Atlantic current, rich in nutrients, nlix with the adjacent 
coastal water. In this way the nutrient salts are added to the surface 
layers and utilized by rapid gro\ving phytoplankton forms found there. 
They state further (1.c. page 73): ((The profusion of plankton which is 
always found in the border-areas between Atlantic water and coastal 
water in the Norwegian Sea. . . . ~roulcl thus be due to an addition 
of nutrient substances from the Atlantic water and organisms from the 
coastal water where the renlains of the enormous production at  the 
tirsse of the spring n~aximuni, furnish the initial material for a subsequent 
output)). 
Sin~ilar conditions are most probably founcl all along the edge of the 
continental shelf from R'I@re ancl Northwards. SGXD (1929) reports that  
in the Lofoten area the Atlantic water is also richer in nutrient salts 
than the coastal water. 
We have thus an ample basement for a rich procluction of zooplankton 
albng the edge of the continental shelf in spring and early summx.  As 
lnentionecl earlier MARSI-IALL and O I ~ R  (1950) carried out some very 
insportant experiments on the egg-laying of C. , f i~zncn~clz ic~~s.  The rate 
of egg-laying was dependent on the amou~lt of food present, slowing clo~rn 
or ceasing entirely when foocl was scarce or lacking, but on the other 
hand being resumecl when food was again available. In the laboratory, 
individual females survived for Inore than two months, producing as 
much as 500 eggs. - With these facts in nlind it is better understoocl 
how such enormous quantities of Calaizlts may be produced along the 
edge of the continental shelf in spring and early sulnmer. The conditions 
are favourable, there is both a large prespa\vning stock of C. fziti~zar- 
clziclls and a n  abundance of food for the development and growth of the 
larvae. MASTEUFEL (1941) reports that this ((strealno of rich Cala?zlu- 
plankton reaches the northerninost part of Sornray in April, the Slurman 
coast in May. The terin ccstreamr) may to some extent be understood 
literally, as the individual fenzales ixay be carried by the current for 
two inoaths or more, ancl during this pcriocl produce eggs more or less 
continuously, but local stocks will join unclcrmay. 
How the winter population of C. fz'iziizarclziczis is re-established in 
the deep water outside the Xorwegian coast will be a problenl for future 
investigations. For the central part of the Nor~vegian Sea the question 
has been treated by @STT.EDT (in press). 
It is very likely that the arnount and kincl of plant food available 
in spring, probably also at  other times of the year, has a similar influence 
on the spawning of other plant-eating copepods, perhaps also on euphau- 
siids, as on C. fii~i~zarckiczts. 
For studies of the procluction of zooplankton in different areas it 
~vill therefore be r e r ~ 7  important to carry out simultaneous investigations 
of the phytoplankton. 
SPECIAL  PART 
T h e  Biology of the Different Species 
Copepoda Calanoida . 
Calanz~s fin~narchicus (Gunn.). 
Xurnerous and extensi1.e papers ha7.c been published on the biology 
of this copepod. They will not be quoted here, but only referred to n-hen 
necessary. 
The variations in number at  the localities investigated during 194%- 
50 are shown in f igs 35- 38. The black parts of the colul~lns signify 
the nu~nbers in the upper 50 m. Drawn lines indicate the variation of 
the stock in Calanus-units, i.e., the different stages have all been con- 
verted into stage V in the way mentioned on page 59. 
At Sognesjeien (fig. 35) there were at  least 3 maxima in stock d~lring 
the year, a spring maximum at  the encl of March, most obvious in 1949, 
hut both years consisting of about 70-80 % of nauplii, a second peak 
in June, made up mainly of copepodites I-IV and some nauplii, a 
third maximum in July, not observed in 1950 because of insufficient 
observations, and a possible 4th peak in September. The curve of the 
Calanus-units follows the variation -in total number, but the June peak 
is higher than that of April. 
At Ona (fig. 36) the spring increase seems both years to start ill the 
~niddle of Xarch or beginning of April. After a slight decrease in May 
there is a second rise in June, culminating in the second and greater 
maxilnuln in July, which was considerably greater in 1950 than in 1949. 
By September the stock has usually decreased to an insignificant size. 
The cmve for the Calanus-units largely follows the numerical vari- 
ations except in May-June, when the decrease is very slight. In  July, 
the maximum is much higher than the peak in spring, indicating that 
C.  f i n ~ ~ z a r c l ~ i c z ~ s  is now in the later stages of development. 
-4t Eggum (fig. 37) the spring increase in 1949 started in the first 
half of April, and reached first maximum at  the beginning of May. A 
second niaxirnuln occurrecl at  the end of May, a third and fourth 
maximum in August. From September numbers n7ere very low. In 
1950 the increase also began in early April and in the first part of May 
Fig. 35. Sumerical variation of Cnla~zus jiiz~nn~~clziczcs a t Sogncsjrren 
in  1949 and 1950, In 1000' s. 
the stock was a little larger than at  the same time in 1949. The increase 
continued throughout May ancl in the last half of the month the stoclc 
reached the very high number of 238 600, corresponding very well with 
a large volume of plankton, 118 ml (see page 26). The stock decreased 
largely throughout June-August, but again rose to 12 000 in the middle 
of September. From October to December the stock was nearly at  zero. 
In  1950 some of the 50-0 m hauls yielded lnore than the 300-0 m 
hauls. This may in part be ascribed to ranclom variations, the two hauls 
sampling the total population of Cnlanzu, but the possibility cannot be 
excludecl that the nets had been clogged during the hauling from 300 nl 
to 50 m, or had been washed insufficiently between the 300-0 m and 
the 50-0 m hauls. 
The spring maximum of the Calanus-units in 1949 was second to 
the summer maximum, and the figures were also very high in :l~lgust 
Fig 36. Numerical variation of Cala~zus finmarchicus at Ona in 1949 
and  1950, in 1000's. Curves and figures in italics: 
1000's of Calanus-units. 
and September. In 1950 the May maximum is by far the greatest, 
both in number and in units, and all the summer, till the middle of 
September, the figures are far above those of the preceding year. 
The stock variation of C. finrnavchicz~s at Skrova during 1949-50 
is shown in fig. 38. 
In 1949 the stock was very small till April, but increased considerably 
during the last half of the month. In May there was a minimum, then 
some increase to June, a decline at the end of June and a third maximum 
in July. Later there was again decrease and irregular variations in num- 
ber. In 1950 the stock numbered about 4000 in January-February, 
falling off to a minimum in March. The spring increase again took place 
Fig. 37. Sunlerical variation of Caln~zzts finnznrclziczrs at Eggum in 1949 
a n d  1950, in 1000's. Curves a n d  figures in italics: 
1000's of Calanus-units. 
in April ancl culininatecl in the middle of May. Numbdrs were higher 
than at  the same time in 1949. A ma'rked decrease occurred in June a11cl 
the first part of July, but some increase was found duriilg the last half 
of the month (with the exception of the last few days) and a further rise 
took place ill the begill~ling of August. 
Observatioils were uilfortullately lacking for nearly two .r~ionths, 
from August to October, but it is assumed that the variations in stock 
0300-0 
I Sintqle haul 300-0 m 
M J J  A 
Fig. 3s. Kumerical variation of Cnlanu: f~~~nznvclzic~~s at Skrova 
i n  1949 a n d  1950, in  1000's. Curves: 
1000's of Calanus-units. 
were irregular in the same manner as ill the preceding year. Fro111 October 
t l~ere  was a further decline to December. 
At Ona and Sognesj~en the highest number of C. Jircn<archiczls was 
alnrays foullcl during the last half of the year, a t  Skrova in April-May, 
but the August stock at  Skrova was nevertheless larger thall the autuinll 
stock at  the southern stations. The great decline in the stock after the 
spring lnaxinlum inay in main be ascribed to mortality, but a co~lsider- 
able number of Calnaz~s may also be carried away by the surface currelzts. 
The inaxirnuin in n~zmber usually coincided with the peak of Calanus- 
units. In June and July of 1949, however, all the unit-figures were highei- 
than those in April. In summer the Cnlaniis are in the later stages of 
development, and in spite of their lower number the volume of the stock 
is greater than in spring. In September 1949 and from Sovember 1949 
to February 1950, high numbers of units are also met with, in the 
last month even exceeding the June maximuill of 1919. In April 
1950 the unit-figures were much lower, In May there nras again a 
maximum of 9 900 units (16 600 in the 50-0 m haul). In June the 
figures were of about the same size. and the two ~llaxima in July 
and August yielded 10 900 and 13 400 units respectively. From Octo- 
ber to December the unit-values usually varied between 3 500 ancl 
5 000. 
In the discussion of the quantitative variation of C. fi~z~~znrclziczis in 
the Lofoten area it might be of interest to compare the data nrith the 
volume variations of the plankton in this area in R'lay and June 1949 
and 1950, when this species was responsible for the main part of the 
plankton. 
In the first days of May 1949 the plankton vol~uln~es were small near 
Skrova, less than 30 ml/m2. The number of Calanus-units was 1 500 
in a vertical haul on a station near Skrova. At Eggum the volumes were 
larger, 50-100 ml/m2, the number of Calanus-units on 2 May being 
6 900. Between 31 May and 3 June plankton was still scarce near Skrova. 
2 800 units on 28 May. Further out the plankton was more abundant, in 
the center of the fjord 50-100 ml/m2, and 16 200 units in a vertical haul 
1 0 0 - 4  rn. At Eggum there was also 50-100 ml/m2, the number of 
Calanus-units, on 28 may being 9 400. 
In 1950 plankton volumes on 3-7 &fay were between 30 and 50 ml/m2 
in the inner Vestfjord and near Eggum. Calanus-units at  Skrova on 
2 May numbered 1400 and at Eggum on 28 April 2 400. Between 31 
May and 3 June plankton volumes had increased to 50-100 ml/m2 
near Skrova and the Calanus-units to 9 900 (16 600) on 20 May. On 
10 June 5 800 units were found. Near Eggum the quantity of planktoll 
was 30-50 ml/m2 between 31 May and 3 June, but increased towards 
the northeast, indicating that some days earlier the amount of plankton 
may have been larger at Eggum, when we take into consideration the 
direction of the coastal current. We have only observations at  the per- 
manent station on 22 May, when the number of Calanus-units was 
106 500, which corresponded to a plankton volume of 295 ml/m2, and 
on 14 June with 43 000 units and 130 nll/m2. Thus a minimum in plank- 
ton volume and Calanus at the beginning of June 1950 has possibly been 
missed in the observations from the permanent station. 
Fig. 39. 17ariations in percentage of each stage of Cnlnnzts fi?zmnrc/zicus 
a t  Sogllesj~ell in 1949 (dra \~n)  and in I950 (broken). 
In fig.s 39-42 are s h o ~ ~ ~ n  the variations in the stage distribution of 
C .  , f i ~ l ~ ~ z a ~ c l z i c z ~ s  at the investigated localities during 1949--50. 
S o p e s j o e , ~  (f :g. 39). In 1949 there were maximum percentages of adults 
in the first days of February, of males at the beginning of March also, but a 
sillall proport ion of adults were founcl during the whole year. The nauplii 
hacl a main maximum in Xarch and secondary maxima in May, July and 
August--September. The copepodite stages 1-11 were scarce, \vhile 
stage 111 showed a main maximum in October, IV  in May-June, and 
V in January and December. 
In 1950 the females had 3 pronounced maxima by percentage, in 
February, May and October, the males two maxima, in February and 
May. The nauplii had again peaks in late March and late May, and there 
was also a high percentage in October. The copepodite stages 1-111 
occurred more sparsely, while stage IV had a main maximum in July, 
stage V peaks in January and April, and increasing percentages from 
October and onwards. Observations are lacking between 10 July and 
21 September. 
In 1949 maximum spawning seems to have occurred in iMavch and 
periods of minor spawning in May, July and Sepelnber. In 1950 the 
main spawning again occurred in March, the second spawning in May. 
Nothing can be said about the conditions in July and August, but there 
was apparently a maximum in spawning at the beginning of October. 
We must bear in mind that the population of Calalzus fir~nzarc1zic.z~~ 
is not stationary, but new stocks are brought in by currents, presumably 
from coastal areas further south (see page 72). This applies especially 
to the spring and summer, when most of the Calaltz~s is found in the upper 
water layers. 
RUNSSTR~RZ (1932) found in the fjords near Bergen nauplii of C. 
finrrzarclzic~ls numerous in March, in moderate numbers from April to 
June, scarce in July-August and again numerous in September-Octo- 
ber. South of Bergen GUNDERSEN (1953) observed spawning in March, 
May and August-September. 
Ona (fig. 40). In 1949 the females had peaks in early March, in May, 4u- 
gust ancl the end of October, the nauplii in the middle of March, August, 
October and November. The maxima of nauplii in March and August can be 
traced through the different copepodite stages to the adults. We may 
probably have lost a maximum of nauplii in June, omring to too great 
a span of time between observations. 
In 1950 the adults showed a peak at the end of January. A second 
maximum occurred in May and of the females also at the beginning of 
June. The nauplii had three distinct maxima, in late February, in 
August and in October, which all could be follo~ved up to the copepodite 
stage V. Also this year we have probably lost a June maximum of 
nauplii, which is likely to have occurred because of the preceding peak 
of females in May. 
In both years there seems to have been four separate spawning ~ e r i -  
ods, 1) late February-beginning of M a d ,  2) early J~lne, 3) Az~gzist, 4) 
October. Tlie two first spawnings seem to be most important and connec- 
Fig. 40. \Tari~tions in percentage of each stage of Calalzzrs fi~zl?za~,chic~ls 
at 01la in 1949 (clrawn) and 111 1950 (broken). 
ted with an increase of the stock. The spawning periods correspolld 
cluite wcll with the conditions found at Sogllesj~en. 
RUUD (1929) statecl that C .  j'innznrclzici~s at Mare had two spawning 
periods, in February-hlarch and in May-June. His observations how- 
ever, dicl not extend beyoncl the encl of July. 
If we analyse thc stock of Cnla~z~rs  at  the first maxilnuln, we find 
that in April 1949 it consisted of copepoclites stage I-IV, In May 1950 
of 60 % of nauplii and the remainder of stage I and females. In  July 
of both years however, the maxima in stock were entirely made out of 
copepodite stages ITr-V. R U ~ D  (1929) clraws attention to the possibility 
that large numbers of nauplii and copepodites spa~vned further south 
on the coast may be introduced in thk ~vaters off Ngre in March-April. 
Large numbers of C. f i ~ ~ n z n ~ c h i c u s  were also found at  the edge of the 
continental shelf (Storeggen) in April and May and may ~vell have 
spread and mixed with the stock from the coastal ~ i~a te r .  RUUD is of 
the opinion that the stock found a t  the coastal shelf must either have 
been carried in by the North-Atlantic current from west of the Shetland 
Islands, or have migrated up from the depths of the Norwegian Sea 
early in spring and then propagated near the shelf. Both these explana- 
tions may account for the large numbers of Calafz~rs occurring at  Ona 
in July. The spa~vnings which apparently took place in August and 
October may refer to populations which have been introduced with the 
North-Atlantic current. This hypothesis is supported by the length 
distributions (see page 94) and by the fact that a number of warm- 
water organisms, e.g. salps, also occurred at  Ona in September-October 
1950. 
Eggz~vz (fig. 41). In 1949 the females had a peak in the middle of March, 
and were also present fro111 May to September. Males were scarce, a few 
occurring in Xarch and May. Nauplii were found in a high proportion from 
the first half of April to the end of Nay, with maximum in April. A second 
lo~ver peak occurred in June, and a third at  the beginning of September. 
The first one can be follon-ed through to stage IV at  the encl of May- 
beginning of June. There was a seconcl maximum of stage IV in August 
~vhich cannot clearly be traced back through the lower stages, and a 
third peak in October, \vhich is preceded by maxima of copepodite 
stages 1-111 in the middle of September. 
In 1950 the maximull1 of females again occurred in March. A few 
females are also found during the whole year. The males were relativelj- 
more numerous than in 1949, present from January to March, some also 
in August and October. The nauplii showed a large percentage through- 
out April, follo~ved by successive peaks of the copepodite stages 1-111 
to a maximurn of stage IV at  the encl of May. h second small maximum 
of nauplii in July cannot be traced further, but the third inaximuin in 
August was follo~ved by peaks of stages 1-111 in August-September 
anci of IV a t  the beginning of Soyember. 
The main spawning thus occurred in A$T/! both years ~vitll subsidiary 
broods in Jwze  and in *4 ~[gz l s t -Se$ t~nzbe~~.  
Elg. 41. Variations in percentage of each stage of Cnlalzus fz?z~+tarchiczrs 
a t  Eggurn in 1949 (drawn) and ln 1950 (broken). 
~IAXTEUFEI. (1941) reports that a secolld generation of C. , f i l l ~ i a ~ -  
cliiclrs (stages I-111), which had probably been produced along the 
northwestern coast of Norway, was in some years found between North 
Cape and the Barents Sea from July to September. 
This agrees very ~ l l  ~vi th  the two subsidiary spawnings mentiolled 
above. 
Flg. 42. Variations in percentage of each stage of Cala~zz~s  f ~ ~ z ~ ~ m r c i l ~ ~ ~ ~ s  
a t  Skrova 111 1949 (drawn) and in 1950 (broken). 
In 1949 the first maximum in stock of C. , fz~tmarchiczu at Eggum 
was mainly made out of nauplii, next of stages I-IT, the July and Sep- 
tember peaks mainly of stage IV-V. I t  seems therefore reasonable that 
the stock gets a supply from other areas in sunlmer and autumn. 
Skroua.  (fig. 42). In 1949 the females had a very marked maximum in 
March, constituting more than 80 % of the stock. They were also present 
in a small proportion during the summer until September. Males were found, 
though sparsely, from February to April, and in August. Nauplii had 
a main maximum in April-Slay and secondary peaks in June, the 
middle of July and end of August. The first maximum can be followed 
through successive peaks of the copepodite stages up to stage V in June, 
and the second maximum of nauplii in J~ule can be traced with some 
certainly to stage IV in July. The August brood does not seem to have 
developed beyond the nauplii. In 1950 the stage variation was very 
similar to that of 1949, but the period of abundance of the nauplii was 
somewhat extended and a little delayed. In return the second maximum 
did not appear until July-August. 
At Skrova there is, accordingly, one main spawning period, in April-  
A/fay, and subsidiary spawnings in Jzl~ze and Jzlljt-Azlgzlst, of which the 
June spawning may be of some importance. 
MARSHALL and ORR (1952) state that individual females of C. filz- 
nzarchicz~s can spawn in the laboratory for a period of more than two 
months, producing more than 500 eggs. When we at Skrova get two 
peaks of nauplii at intervals of 4-8 weeks, these nauplii may very well 
have been produced by the same females. This assumption may, of 
course, also be valid for the other localities. 
Obserz~attio~zs 0% tlze Spaze~ni?lg of C .  fi?znznvchic~ls i q z  llze Vestfjord i l z  
Earlie,. Year s .  
According to Soarar~ (1934) eggs of C. fil~nzarchiclls were observed 
for the first time in 1922 on 18 March, ancl spawning mas still 
continuing on 27 April. In 1929 the spawning lasted at least from 4 to 
29 April. During the fisheries research cruises a number of vertical 
hauls have been taken with the Nansen net in the Vestfjord from the 
year 1922 up to the present, and from this material selected samples 
have been analysecl. O\ving to the mesh size of the Kansen net the eggs 
of C. fi~zlnarclzicz~s are not sampled quantitatively (WIBORG 1948), but 
when they are present in numbers, we may get an impression of the 
relative numerical strength. 
In 1930 no eggs were found on 18 March, but a large number on 22 
March. Eggs were still present in numbers on 12 April, but had disappea- 
red on 24 April. In 1939 no eggs were seen on 20 March, but occurrecl 
Fig. 43. Planktoil stations in the Vestfjorcl in April-&lay 1947. 
abundantly on 1 Aprrl. In 1947 eggs were observed singly on 17 JIarch, 
in numbers throughout -April, and a few were still found on 3 May. 
,4t Skrova the eggs of C .  f i~tnza~~clzicz~s were not included in the countings 
from 1949. In 1950 no eggs occurred on 20 March, 3 000 eggs were found 
on 11 April, 1 850 eggs on 15 April, and again no eggs on 25 April. 
All these data show that the spawning of C,  f i ~ ~ ~ ~ t n r c h i c z ~ s  in the Vest- 
fjord usually starts about the I st of April and lasts for 3-4 weeks. In 
some years the spanning ma!- be extended and last from about 20 hlarch 
to the beginning of May. 
S ~ P I ~ I E  (1934) states that in the Ofotenfjord, a continuation of the 
Vestfjord, the spawning of C.  / i i z~~~w~c lz i cz~s  start 1-2 weeks later than 
in the outer Vestfjord. 
In  1947 a nunlber of vertical hauls were taken in a longitudinal 
section of the Ofotenfjord and the Vestfjord during the last days of 
April, and another serles of hauls on 7-8 May (fig. 43). The percentage 
stage distribution of C, j ~ ~ l n i n ~ ~ c l z i c ~ l s  in these sections is sho~vn in table 
16. The eggs have been included i11 the stage distribution. 
In April there were maxima of copepodite stage I ant1 of nauplii. 
Some eggs were also present. Passing inwards in the Vestfjord, the 
maximum is gradualIy shiftecl to~vards nauplii. In the Ofotenfjord there 
was still a maxii~lunl of nauplii, but sonle females were also present. 
Table 16. The Percentage Stage Distvibuttor~ of C ,  fir~w~archicz4s ilz the 
Vest j jovd a n d  the Ojoten/jord out 24-26 -4Pril and 7-8 May 1947. 
I 
Date Station 
I 
h B 
6" 
? 
lr 
IV 
I11 
I I 
I 
s 
Eggs 
6" 
? 
V 
IV 
111 
I1 
I 
N 
Eggs 
The total stock of C. fin~~zarchiczrs was very small compared with that of the 
Irestfjord. At the two innermost stations in the Ofotenfjord the percentage 
of fenlaleswas still greater, nauplii were scarce, and no eggs were observed. 
At the beginning of May the stage distribution was irregular in the 
i~lnern~ost part of the fjord, with maximum of females but also many 
nauplii. In the middle of the fjord there was a maximum of stage 11-111, 
outermost of stage IV-V. We thus find a delay in the development when 
Ire pass from the outer fjord and inwards, confirming s@r\.raf~'s observations. 
Ve~~tical  Dis t~ ibz~f io?~.  
The vertical distribution of C. finrnarclziclbs will appear from the 
figures 35-38 where the 50-0 nl hauls are shown as black columns. 
-4t Ona and Sognesjoen the bulk of the stock was found in the upper 
rn. 50 ,4t Eggum and Skrova the Calan~is seems to be co~lcentrated 
in the uppermost layers in May and June, but later in the year the 
quantity taken in the 5 0 - 4  m hauls decreases very rapidly, a11d after 
the beginning or middle of August the entire stock was found below 
50 m. The copepodite stages 1-111 and the ilauplii have almost 
exclusively been taken in the upper 50 m, but a fen. were also found 
below 50 In, especially at Skrova and Eggum in April. 
Fig. 44. Variations in mean length of Cnln~zzts f z~~n~a~~clz iczcs  stage V 
and females a t  Sognesjoe~~ ancl Ona in 1949-50. 
2.8- 
.7 
A number of vertical hauls taken in steps from bottom to surface, 
and a series of hauls wit11 the Clarke-Bumpus plankton sampler in the 
years 1947-52 have shown that from early May to the middle of June 
all the Calanzcs in the Tiestfjord stayed in the upper 25 m both during 
day and night. At night the stock was sometimes concentrated in the 
upper 15 m or less. 
Variations ill. Size of C. fi~zn~a~rclzicus. 
A. At tlze AToru*egin~z Coast. The variations in mean size of C. f i ~ z -  
~~zarclziczls females and stage V copepodites at Ona and Sogncsjgen 
during (1948)- 1949-50 are shown in fig. 44. At Sognesjgen stage V 
copepodites nleasured on an average 2.22 1nn1 in December 1948 and 
2.10 mm in February 1949. The stock was very small in March, and no 
mean values were ~\rorlcecl out. At the end of May the length of stage 
V had increased to 2.34 1nn-1, and it rose further to 2.41 mm in July. 
A small increase fo1lo.i.i-ed in August, but in October the length was the 
same as in July. The fenlales measured 2.4 mm in February, 2.6 mm 
at the beginning of Jane, 2.7 lnln in July, and decreased a little in 
length in August. I11 1950 stage V again sho~vecl lninimuln length in 
the first clays of lfauch, increasing to 2.5 111111 at the end of the month. 
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\\'ith small variations this length was maintained throughout June, 
but dropped to 2.2 mm in the last days of the month. Later there were 
small variations. The females varied in size in nearly the same ~ v a y  as 
stage V, with a minimum length in March, some increase in April, and 
nlaximuln in May. In July a decrease follo~ved, and the mean length then 
remained nearly constant throughout September and October. 
At Ona females and copepodites of stage V were too scarce to give 
reliable mean lengths till the middle of March 1949. Stage V then 
measured approximately 2.3 mm and the mean size increased to 2.4 mm 
1n April, dropped a little in May and increased somewhat in June-July. 
In August and later there was again a decline in mean length. The 
females showed minimum length in March, maximum in April, the latter 
length being maintained with small variations till the end of July. In 
September the mean length had again decreased. 
In 1950 copepodites of stage V were scarce until the middle of April, 
when the mean length was approximately 2.6 mm, remaining nearly 
constant till the beginning of June, and decreasing throughout July 
and August. In September we again note some increase in the mean 
length, but the number measured was small, and the length distribution 
irregular (see fig. 45). In December the lengths were as in August. The 
females had approximately the same variation in mean length as in the 
preceding year. 
The individual length distributions of stage V during 1949 and 1950 
are shown in fig. 45 (see also table 49, pp. 225--228). 
In 1949 stage V had a bimodal size distribution from 18 July to 11 
October. In 1950 the curves were very irregular in shape from the middle 
of July to October. From the occurrence of foreign plankton elements, 
(e.g. salps) and from the hydrographical conditions we learn that in this 
period there took place a considerable influx of water from other areas, 
which brought in other populatiolls of C.  fi1~mn~c1zic1l.s. But we must 
also expect continuous breeding throughout the summer. 
The length distribution of the females was bimodal in the middle of 
April 1949 with lnaxirna at  2.5 inin and 2.9 mm, indicating the presence 
of inclividuals both of the winter and spring generation. The same feature 
was repeated in the middle of April and at  the beginning of May 1950. 
At Sogncsj@en the meall lcngth of fenlales and stage V of the brood 
~eneratecl in March-April \\?as greater in 1950 than in 1949. The surface 
layers were colder in March 1950, (the temperature in the upper 50 m 
varying betn-een 4.5"-5.5" C), than in 1949 (6.3"-6.5" C),  thus con- 
flr~ning the generally accepted theory that length varies inversely with 
the temperature cluring growth. At Ona we also fincl some difference 
in mean lengths in the period April-June of the two years, with lower 
Fig. 45. Size frequencies of Calmnus fi+zwzarchicus stage V 
at Ona in 1949 and 1950. 
values in 1949, but there was no clearly indicated rise in temperature, 
on the contrary, the temperature was a little lower during March of 
1949 than in March of 1950. I t  is therefore probable that the stock of 
C. fi.n~narchicus present at Ona in May-June, has in both years been 
introduced from other areas. 
The variations in the mean length of females and stage V at Skrova 
and Eggum during (1948-) 1949-50 are shown in fig. 46. 
At Skrova the mean length of stage V was near 2.5 mm in October 
1948 and remained constant to the beginning of February 1949. 
From the middle of the month there was a sudden drop in size to 
2.24 mm, simultaneously with the appearance of the females. 111 the 
Fig. 46. I'ariatiolls in mean length of Calcl~zlks fin?nnrfclziczrs stage V 
and females a t  Eggunl and Skr0x.a in 1949-50. 
last half of April the spring generatio11 had advanced to stage V with 
a mean length of 2.7 mm. Froin April to December there was generally 
n slight decrease in mean length, In 1950 there was a sharp decrease 
from May to June, but again a rise to July, and later small 
variations. 
The females occurred in representative numbers only from February 
to August. The mean length varied from about 2.7 mm in the period 
February-Xarch to 2.9 mm in July, and clecreased to 2.7 mni in 
L-iugust. In 1950 the variatiolls were very small, 2.7-2.8 mm between 
February and July, and within the limits of the 1nea11 error. 
The drop in mean length of stage V from January to March each year 
is very striking. Iaeasurements have also been taken of stage V from 
the spring of 1951, and the same phenolne~lon was again observed. A 
possible explanation is that part of the stock goes through two generations 
during the course of the year (see page 91). In spring the large iildividuals 
of stage T', which grew to this stage during the previous spring, moult 
into adults, and the slnall individuals of stage V, which reached this 
stage last suniiner ancl autumn, remain ancl moult later, if at  all. Smaller 
~~lclividuals of stage inay also have been illtroduced by the currents 
from other areas, presuinably further south (cfr. Eggum). 
Fig. 47. Size freqnellcies of Cnlnizzts fi~znznvclzicus stage V 
a t  Skrova in 1949 and 1950. 
The size distributiolls (fig. 47) are bimodal at the begin~ri~lg and end 
of February, although not very pronounced. 
The maxiinullz size of stage V was nearly the same in the two years, 
and the temperature of the upper 50 111 did not differ essentially from 
one year to another. 
1949 1950 
Fig. 48. Size frequencies of Cnla~zzis finnzarchiczts stage V 
a t  Eggam in 1941 and 1950. 
,4t Eggu~li the meail length of stage V was only 2.0 mm in January- 
Mai-ch 1949, but increased to 2.7 mm in April, the same size as at Skrova. 
During the follo\ving months the mean size decreased considerably, 
and except for a little rise in October, dropped to a minimum in Novem- 
ber and rose but slightly to the end of March 1950. A maximum of 2.8 
min then occurred at the beginning of May, but a fortnight later the 
mean size declinecl to 2.4 mm and remained thereafter nearly constant 
t1l1 the beginning of Aug~ist, Another decrease follon,ed in October, 
but in December the mean size had again rncreasecl. 
The fernales measured appvoxirnately 2.4 mm in January-April 
1949. In JIay the size increased to 2.8 nznz, remaining nearly co~lstant 
until July, when the females clisappeared from the planktoll. In 1950 
there nras an increase in meall lellgth from 2.4 mm in January to 2.6 inm 
in April and further to 2.8 111111 in May, some decrease in Jul),, and then 
the females disappearecl. 
The size frequencies are shown in fig. 48. In  Janual-y 1949 the cope- 
podites showed a bimodal distribution, with pealts at  1.9 nlm and 2.2 
mm. From August to November the maxima were little pronouncecl, 
but in October there were peaks at  2.0 mm, 2.3 n ~ m  ancl 2.6 mm, the 
two former also occurring in November. 111 1950 the curves were uniinodal 
until August, but more irregular from September to December (see also 
table 49, page 225). 
There are some comlnon features in the length variations of C.  ji~z- 
~~zarclziczts at  Skrova ancl Eggum, and the same maximum size in April- 
May, but in 1949 the decrease in nzean length after April was much 
Inore pronourlced a t  Eggum. 
I t  is obvious that the mean length of stagevat  Sognesj~en in February 
1949 was very near to that of Eggum in January-March. From July 
to October the mean length at  Ona is only a little below those at Eggurn. 
In 1950 however, there were no such similatities. 
The differencc in the length variations a t  Eggum and a t  Skrova 
may be explained briefly as follo~vs: 
At Skrova the stock of C. finmarchiczts is more stationary and only 
supplelncilted from areas near by, while Eggun~ gets a continuous supply 
from other areas, in April-May probably fro111 the Vestfjorcl, cluring 
summer and autumn mainly from the south. 
E. At Statiogz c(M)). A series of length measurements of copepodites of 
stage T' and females of C. fin~qzarchicz~s has been carried out on material 
from station ((M)) in the Norwegian Sea during 1950. The measmernents 
have been taken from all the different water layers, usually in the 100-Om, 
600-100 m, 1 000- 600 m and 2 000 (1 500, 1 800)-1 000 m hauls. 
In  f1g 49 are shom-11 the variations in mean length of stage TT in the 
different hauls during 1950. 
In  the upper 100 m the mean length was approximatelgr 2.2 Inn1 in 
the midclle of March, remained nearly consta~lt o the beginning of April, 
but rose to above 2.5 mrn in the middle of the month. Apart from a ~ n i n o r  
decrease in May this length rernained constant throughout June and Juljr. 
Fronz -August there was a continuous decline to 2.1 Inn1 in October, 
some increase in November, ancl a final clrop at  the end of Sovember. 
mrn 
2.8 I 
Fig. 49. Variations in mean length of Cnla~zus f i~~w~nrc l~ i c z r s  stage \- 
a t  station ((AID in 1950. 
In the 600-100 m layer the mean length remained almost constant, 
2.4 mni, from February to April, increased to 2.7 mm in the first part 
of May, then fell off gradually to 2.5 mm in July and varied but little 
the rest of the year. 
In the 1 000-600 m layer the variation was nearly identical with 
that of the 600-100 m layer. 
Below 1 0 0 0  m the mean length also varied in a similar \\ray as in 
the 600-100 nl and 1000-600 ni hauls, but the individuals were 
slightly larger. I t  must be noted, however, that the plankton hauls were 
taken more frequently in the 100-0 m and 600-100 m than in the 
deeper layers. 
The females were measured from 1 March to the end of July. The 
mean length varied very little in this period, on most occasions being 
2.7-8 nim, except from the middle of March to the middle of April, 
when it was 2.5-6 mni (see also table 49, page 234). 
The Ieiigtl-1 frequencies of stage V at  station c(M)) during 1950 are sho~vn 
in fig. 50. In  the upper 100 m the curves were always uniniodal, except 
on 11 NOT-ember, when there \rrere peaks at  2 1 Inn1 ancl 2.4 mm. From 
1 If arch to 31 July the usual mean length was 2.5-2.7 mm. Exceptioiis 
were the length distributiolls on 2 May and 18 May. On 28 April and 9 
JIay the copepodites were larger than usual, ancl the same also happened 
to the females. I t  seems as if other populations of C. f ia~~tn~~cl~ icz t s  had 
been introduced. 
Below 1 000 m bimodal size distributions are observed on several 
occasions. There are apparently 3 - 4  different size groups nlith lilavima 
at  2.1-2.3 mm, 2.5 mm, and 2.7 mm. In September-Novembel cope- 
poclites of stage V occur in the upper 100 m with peaks at  2.0-2.1 111ni. 
GSTVEDT (in press) in 1949 
observed two spawnings of C. fin- 
mnvchiclu at station ((&!)), the main 
one in April ancl a second one of 
minor importance in August. If the 
stage V copepodites from both 
spawnings are winterirlg in the 
deeper water layers, we shoulcl 
expect to fincl bimodal size distri- 
butions. As stated above, this is 
also the case, as we have birnoclal 
size frequencies below 100 111 fro111 
August to December, ancl also in 
March-April. I t  is, however, 
difficult to explain the bimodal 
size clistributions in the inter- 
mediate water layers in June and 
July, and the changes in size 
from one water layer to another. 
I t  is suggested that the copepodites 
from the two spawnings migrate 
to the surface at  varying speecl 
or at different times of the year. 
That the conditions at station 
((Yf)) must be very variable is 
easily seen by the size distributions 
of the copepodites on 9-12 May 
and 16-17 June. The large 
individuals present apparently 
belong to a different population. 
I t  seems as they migrate into 
the deeper water layers, but in 
July they have entirely clis- 
appeared. These copepodites may 
have been brought in by surface 
currents from the waters southeast 
of Iceland, where investigations 
at the end of June 1950 revealed 
a unimodal size distribution with 
Fig. 50. Size frequencies of C n l n ~ ~ t t s  
fin~znrchiczts stage V at station 
<(MI> ill 1950. 
the peak at 2.5 nam (mean length 2.5 111111) or possibly from the coast of 
Norway, where the mean length at the beginning of May was 2.6 mm 
at Ona and 2.8 mm at Eggum. 
Bimodal size distributions of stage V have also been observed at a 
number of stations in the central part of the Norwegian Sea at the be- 
ginning of July. These observations will be dealt with more thoroughly 
in a subsequent paper. 
The small copepodites of stage V found in the uppermost water layers 
at station ccA/Is from September to November must have grown to this 
stage at a comparatively high temperature. They may have been brought 
in by the North-Atlantic current from the Faroc-Shetland area, or 
perhaps from the North-Atlantic. A number of warm-water organisms, 
especially salps were taken together with the Calngz?u in September. 
If we compare the variation in mean length of stage V at station ((Aft 
with the size variations at Eggum (fig. 46) we find that from July and 
onrvards the curves have a similar course, but at Eggum the mini~llum 
lengths occur one or two months later. A great number of salps were 
also found at Eggum during the autumn, the first ones observed on 13 
October (The previous haul was taken on 12 September), and we nlay 
suppose that the Calanus occurring at ((14)) and at Eggum during the 
autumn arc of the same origin. 
Calanus Izyperboreus Krayer. 
This arctic species has been found in numbers in some Norwegian 
fjords, where it mainly keeps to the deeper water layers. At Mmre (near 
Ona) it is scarce on the coastal banks, but rather common in the fjords. 
(RUUD 1929). 
Nz~nzer.ical Variatiolz. 
At Sognesj~en single copepodites of stage IV-V were taken in 
June 1949 and May, June and October 1950. Some 250 nauplii which 
probably belonged to this species were caught on 28 March 1950. 
At Ona single copepodites also occurred between March and August 
both years, maximum number 18 on 28 March and 15 on 29 June 1949. 
At Eggum there is apparently no endemic stock of C. hy$erborezu, 
the deeper water layers being in constant motion and not well suited 
for the wintering of this species. No individuals were found between 
February and April either year. On 8 April 1949 some 250 nauplii 
and copepodites of stage 1-111 were found, later varying numbers (50- 
200) of stages IV-V and females, but only single specimens between 
September and December. In 1950 the conditions were much the same. 
A few nauplii occurred on 28 April, thereafter 20-100 of the older 
stages, and after 10 September the species was entirely absent. 
Fig. 51. Numerical \,ariation of Cnlanus hype?,borezls 
a t  Slrrova i n  1949-50, in 1000's. 
I t  is reasonable to suppose that the specimens taken at  Eggum had 
been introduced from other areas, presumably from the Vestfjord. 
S ~ a r a r ~  (1934) found a rather large stock of C. hyperborezls in the 
deeper parts of the inner Vestfjord. The species may sometimes keep 
very close to the bottom. Therefore we cannot always rely entirely on 
the samples taken in vertical hauls, as part of the stock may still be 
below the net, and will not be caught. 
The variation in nunlber of C. Izyperbore?~~ at Skrova during 1949- 
50 is shown in fig. 51. 
In 1949 the stock was very small during the first months of the year. 
but increased in March to about 3 000 individuals, mainly nauplii. 
Shortly afterwards there was a sharp decrease, and the stock later remained 
low lnost of the year, with minor peaks in May, June, July and August. 
At the beginning of February 1950 C. Izy$erbovez~s was again scarce, 
but the number increased very rapidly throughout February to a maxi- 
nlum of about 20 000, nearly all nauplii, in the middle of March. Eggs 
irere found in February, and their number is indicated by the shaded 
parts of the columns. As in the previous year, the number soon de- 
creased considerably and remained low during the summer and autumn, 
' 
with the exception of a small rise in August. 
Pvofiagation. 
It  has been shown by  soar^^ (1934) that C, hyflerboreus in the Vest- 
fjord only propagates once a year, in February-March. 
In table 17 are given the numbers of the different stages during the 
first five months of the years 1949 and 19.50. 
At the beginning of February 1949 there was a maximuin of females 
and copepodite stages IV-V. Single males and a few eggs also occurred. 
In  the last days of February some nauplii appeared, reaching a maximum 
of 1550 in the middle of March. Xo hauls were made between 19 March 
and 25 April. During April and May the stock consisted mainly of 
stage IV-V and a few females. A few stage I11 were taken in ,%pril. 
At the end of January 1950 the stock of C. lzy$erbove~u was made 
up of adults ancl stage IV-V in almost equal proportions. Four days later 
a nulnber of eggs occurrecl while the older stages mere scarce. Throughout 
February the number of eggs increased, reaching a lnaxilnulll in the last 
half of the month. No eggs were found in March. Nauplii appeared in 
the middle of February, culmi~lating in number in the middle of March, and 
decreasing rapidly to 25 April. After that time the nauplii clisappappeared. 
The felnales were rather well represented from the miclclle of March 
to the beginning of May, together with a varying nulnber of stage TT. 
The first copepodites of the new generation occurred on 11 April, and 
on 25 April all stages were represented, with a maximum of stage 11. 
Stage IV had a maximumon 2 Afay and 16 May and later stage V took the 
lead. Throughout theyears 1949 and 1950 copepodites of stage IVandVwere 
present all the time, similar to  that found in other areas. (WSTVEDT, in press). 
From the stage distribution it is evident that C. hy$erborez~s spawns 
in February, but there seems to have been great variations in the inten- 
sity of spa~v~ling from one year to another. I t  is very difficult to follon- 
the development through maxima of successive copepodite stages. This 
may partly be due to irregularity in spawning and a great mortality of the 
younger stages, partly due to their being carried away by surface currents. 
The copepodite stages 1-111 are very scarce ancl only present in 
April and the first days of May. 
The spawning of C .  hyperbovez~s seems to take place partly in deeper 
water, but the nauplii gradually seek the upper layers. This was clearly 
seen in 1950. No eggs were found in the 50-0 m hauls before 25 February. 
At this date and later the numbers of eggs and nauplii were twice as large 
in the 300-0 m hauls as in the upper hauls. 
The bulk of the stock of C. hy$erboreus was as a rule taken below 50 nl. 
Table 18. Nunzbeft of tlze Diffevent Stages of Calanz~s  hyfierborezls in f l ~ e  
Total Hazlls at H0la ilz the Vestfjord 22 Mauclz - 10 A$lfil 7946. 
I 
Stage 2213 1 2813 311 i 6* 1 10/4 
I 
. . . . . .  c? I 1 A - I I 
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Fig. 5 2 .  Sumber of Cnlanus I~ypeybovez~s nauplii at different stations 
in the Vestfjord, 2 February-4 March 1939. 
Tlze Pvopagation, Vertical and Hovizolztal Distvibz~tio~z of Cnlanz~s hyper- 
borezrs in tlze Vestfjord ill the Years  7930, 1939, 1946 and 1947. 
In order to supplement the material from 1949-30 I have examined a 
number of plankton sarnples taken in earlier years in the Irestfjord. In 1930 
~ert ical  hauls were made at H ~ l a ,  near the Skrova station. On 22 and 
29 March 6 800 and 3 000 nauplii respectis-el37 were found in the total 
hauls. On 5 April there were 1 300 nauplii, 1 900 copepodites of stage 
I and 150 of stage 11. In 1946 the same station was visited repeatedly 
during March and April, and the numbers of the different stages are 
given in table 18. 
The figures were very similar to those observed i111930. Of the younger 
stages only nauplii occurred until the end of l\darch, but at the beginning 
of April the copepodites appeared, with maximurn of stage I1 on 10 April. 
In the spring of 1939 a number of vertical hauls were taken all over 
the Vestfjord. In fig. 52 is shown the number of nauplii of C .  lzyper- 
borezrs in the total hauls from bottom to surface at the different localities 
in the period 28 February - 4 March 1939. The largest numbers of 
rlauplii occurred in the Ofotenfjord and the inner TJestfjord, decreasing 
out\vards, with the smallest numbers in the outer central part of the 
T7estfjord. I11 the middle of Adarch the nunlber of nauplii was approxi- 
Fig. 53. Plarlkton stations in the \iestfjord 4-5 April 1939 (table 20). 
lnately 4 000 a t  the localities near Skrova. On one station were also 
found 1000 copepodites of stage 111. 
The number of the different stages of C. Izyfierbo7/ez~s in the Vest- 
fjord 4-5 April 1939 are given below. (Table 19 and fig. 53). 
In  the outer part of the fjord there was a fairly large number of nauplii 
and copepodites of stage 1-11. Females and stages IV-V were also 
present, but scarce. In the inner fjord there was a higher nulnber of 
Table 19, Nz~?~zbef/  of the Dtfjere~zt Stages of Calanz~s hype? borezls i~z the 
Vesffyord o ~ z  4-5 April  7939 ( f i g .  53). 
Fig. 54. Planliton statioiis in the 17estfjorcl in the spring 
of 1947 (table 21-27). 
females and stage V, ant1 in addition a good number of nauplii. At 110 
stations were the hauls take11 cleeper than 150 m, hut the bottom depths 
are considerable greater in the inner fjord. 
Below is shown the number of the clifferent stages of C. I zype~~borez~s  
a t  tn-o stations near Skrova 011 17 April 1939. 
Station 
We have now a pronounced maximum of copepoclites of stage 11-111. 
It seems as if the development from eggs to copepodite stage I11 
has taken 1%-2 months. 
In 1947 vertical hauls \\rere talten near Skrova (st. 108, fig. 54) on 
27 February, and 380 eggs of C. i~ypeubovelrs were found i11 the 250--75 m 
haul, but none in the 75--0 m haul. Sauplii Kcre lacking. Vertical hauls 
Table 21. Vertical D i s i~ ibu t ion  of the Different Slages of Calanzrs hyfierborezu in the Ofoienfjord and in tlzc 
Vestfjord in Afiril (ufifier series) and M a y  1947. (for location, see fig 54). 
- 
Stations 112-144 
-p- 
240-50 
117-149 
' 21 
24 
33 
42 
I I .......... 
- T . . . . . . . . . .  
PIT . . . . . . . . . .  l - 
- 
l 
- 
- 
3 2 
17 17 
20 1 30 
- - - 158 
- l  - 
I 
1 -  116-148 
- - 
Intervals, m. 
Intervals, m. 1 400-75 75-25 1 25-0 1500-100 1 100-50 50-0 1 240-75 1 75-25 25-0 l --p 
-p- 
- - - 
400-90 / 90-50 1 50-0 500-300 1300-100 1 100-50 i 50-0 
145 356 1 - 57 1 90 
230 665 167 l 1 25 350 133 15 - 
7 S - - - 
- - l - i   - 
- - - 
- i - - 
- 
- l 
- 1  - 
9 . . . . . . . . . .  340 - 
\T . . . . . . . . . .  1 260 ' 1 
IV . . . . . . . . . .  150 l 
I11 . . . . . . . . . .  l - l  - 
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Fig. 55. Size frequencies of Cnlnnus hypevbo~,ez~s tage 5' (left) 
and fernales at Slirova in 1949-50. 
successive change in the proportion between younger ancl older stages 
from the upper layers tonrards deeper water in the central part of the 
Vestfjord (st. 112), and in May the survivors of the stock were found 
below 75 m. 
Length Varialions of Calanzrs hyperborez~s. 
From Sorwegian waters there are co~nparatively fe~v measurement5 
of the cephalothorax length of aclults and older copepodites of C .  l ~ ) * p d t * -  
bo~fezts. According to RUYD (1929) tile length of stage l' in the fjords 
at lfm-e was 4.05-4.50 Inn1 and of the females 5.18-5.63 nun. Iii 
open n-ater the corresponcling lengths mere 4 . 5 3 4 . 8 9  Inm ancl6.07 mm. 
1-or the 17estCjord So~ilre (1031) gix-es length measureme~rts of the 
carapace of the clifferent stages. The corresponding cephalotlrorax lengths 
~roulcl approximately he 4.1--5.1 111111 for stage V ancl 5.2-5.9 Inn1 for 
the females. 
Length measure~nents ha\-e been carried out of a large number of 
females ancl copcpoclites of stage IT cluring tlre two years (fig. 5.5). 
The colnplete series of measurel~lents are given in table 50 at the cad of 
this paper. 
I t  is immecliately obvious that the variation in size distribution is 
insignificant. The females usually range from about 4.37 111111 to 5,64 111111, 
alrcl the lneali lengths fro111 4.68-5.1.0 mm. For stagel' tlie correspollclil~g 
values are 3.5---4.75 ~ n m ,  and 3.98--4.1'7 mm. In stage V there is a slight 
increase in the Ineali lellgths fro111 February--3Iarch to April both 3-ears, 
and the females also silo\v some ,illcrease in lel~gth fro111 the spring to the 
autumn. The diifere~lces, lrowever, callllot be regarded as significant. 
So;\rar~ (1934) also reports that C. l zy$e~~Zlo?~e?~s xhibits no special 
scaso~lal changes in length. He fou~rcl that 27 0/, of the stock clid not 
attain maturity during the spring, but 1-emainecl i11 stages IV-V for 
perhaps 10 rno~lths (1.c. page 1117-8). This would indicate a two year 
cycle for this part of the stock, and if the copepodites of stage I V  inoultecl 
into stage V tlre following spring, they izziglrt then increase the llieall 
length of stage T7 some~vhat frorn Februar y-March to April. 
Length nleasureillents have also been carriecl out on plankton material 
from stations 116, 117, 147, 148, and 149 ill 1947, in order to strrdy the 
length variations of C. Ic)~$evbo)~ells ill tlie surface layer and deeper layers 
during April and May. The sa~nple fr-om the deep haul at  st. 148 had 
ulrfortullatcly bee11 lost, and inclivicluals from the cleepest haul at  st. 147 
\yere measurecl insteacl. 
The size distl-ibutions are shown in fig, 56 . There is a slnall increase 
in tlre mean length of stage V when we pass from the surface layers to 
the bottom water at  the i~inermost station, both in April ancl Ilay 
(st.s 1.17, 140). Further out, at  st. 116, no such difference occurs, but 
tlre lrun~ber of copepodites measured is small. For the stock taken as 
a n-hole the meall length is a little above that found in the deeper layers 
at  st. 117. In May, the meall length is less in the deepest haul at  st. 179 
than in the surface layers at  st. 148. The differences are, however, all 
withi11 the limits of three times the standard error. 
The females do not show any difference in mean length between the 
stocli in the upper and deeper hauls, either in April or in May. The 
lnean length is nearly the same at  st. 116 and st. 117. Froln April to 
May thcrc is a slight increase in mean length, too small to be considcrcd 
really significant. 
i. 
Fig. 5 G .  Size frequencies of Calavzzts /~ypei,bore~rs stage V and females in  
the upper 5 0 m  and below 75-100 nl in  the Vestfjord in 
April-May 1947. For  localisation, see fig. 54. 
JESPERSEN (1939) in East Greenland waters observed a slight increase 
in the mean length of C. hyfierborezu ~vith increasing depth. 
Pal-acala~zus parvus. Claus. 
According to earlier investigations on the west coast of Norway 
(RUNNSTRDM 1932, WIBORG 1944) Pnvacalanz~s f iarv~~s  is numerous 
mainly from July to December, scarce or absent during spring and 
summer. 
In fig. 57 is shown the numerical variation of Paracala~zzrs during 
the periods of abundance from October 1948 to February 1951. It 
will be seen that the occurrence is mainly limited to the months 
August-January, although some individuals may also be found in 
February-March and in July. 
In October 1948 Pavacalanzis was scarce at Sognesjmen, but numerous 
at Ona, in the beginning of Xovember also abundant at  Eggurn, where 
Fig. 57. Sunlerical variation of Paracala~zus parvus in 1000's 
in the periods of abundance in 1948-51. 
a stock of about 500 specimens still existed in January 1949. In March 
Pnmcnlanus had disappeared. At Skrova Paracalanus was absent in 
this period. 
From August 1949 to March 1950 Paracalanus occurred much more 
sparsely than in the preceding season. The Sognesjmen station was visited 
in August and October only, and the date for the maximum number 
therefore cannot be stated exactly. At Ona the peak occurred in Sep- 
tember, at Eggum in October-November. As in the year before, P a m -  
calanz~s disappeared in March. At Skrova a few specimens were also 
found from November to February. 
From August 1950 to February 1951 Paracalanus was very abundant 
in all localities. At Sognesjoen maximum numbers occurred in the 
middle of September or before, at  Ona at the end of August, with the 
addition of a second peak in November. The station at Eggunl ranged 
highest in number, with 12 000 specimens in the middle of September and 
another peak in the nziddle of November. At Slaox-a observations n ere 
lacking between 13 July and 23 October. A large stock oi P n ~ n c n l n ~ i ~ t s  wa  
found there on 23 October, but tlie number clecreasecl greatly to Xovember. 
I11 all areas, Pa~acalnnz~s  thus varied in the same way, being compara- 
tively llurnerous in the autumn of 1948, scarce 01- absent in 1949, and 
very abundant in 1950. 
Males, females and copepodites were counted separately. Most 
of the nauplii, ancl some of the youliger stages of the copepoclites 
\.\-ill pi-obably pass Chrough the llleslies of the Nansen net (\T'IUORL 1940). 
I t  has been very difficult to fi~icl any clear perioclicity in the occurrence 
of the adults ancl the copepoclites, and accordingly, I consider it would 
serve no purpose to give ally figures. The males were usually scarce, 
less than 10 O/o of the stock caught, and in nlany cases totally absent. 
The females usually amounted to 30 0/, of the stock. At Ona maximum 
of spawning probably occurs in April and October. According to previous 
investigations it must be assumecl that propagation goes on more or less 
continuously when Pavacalanus is present in numbers. Near Bergen 
Pavacalanlls had 2, possibly 3 broods between July and October (IVr~oric, 
1944). 
Vefftical Distvibz~tio~z. 
IVhen the plankton hauls were divided, most of the Pnt~ncnlaiz~is 
were taken in the upper 50 m, but on some occasions a few inclivicluals 
were founcl below 50 ni. Being an inhabitant of the surface layers 
Paracalalzzrs is entirely dependent on the currents, ancl therefore n7e 
probably have a connection between the stocks at  Ona and at  
Eggum. The occurrence of a large stock of Pa~acala?lzls at  Skrova 
in the late autumn of 1950 would also indicate a strong influx of the 
coastal current. The salinity \vas low in the surface layers in October- 
December 1950 (see page 21). 
Paracnla~zus is also reported fro111 areas farther north. In  1938 a 
fairly large number was taken in the Lyngsfjord, near Trornsa, and it 
inay also be carriecl into the Barents Sea. 
Pse~tdoculnnus e lo~~gutus  Boeck. 
SAKS (1900 ancl 1903) distinguishecl bet\veen 3 species of Pseudo- 
calanz~s, P .  elongatus Boeck, P .  ~tzajor G. 0. Sars, and P .  gracilis G. 0 .  
Sars. Many subsequent workers, e.g. DAAIAS (1905), and D A \ ~ r  \s & 
I<OEFOED (1907) had difficulties in separating the different species, ancl 
WITH (1915) considered them all as varieties of the same species. P .  
Fig. 38. Sulnerical variation of Psettdocaln~zzrs elo~zgntzls in 1000's 
at Sognesjaeil in 1949 and 1950. 
r~iiizziLits (I<r@yer) and claimed to have found transition fornls between 
them. He states ho~vever, that the three varieties have different habi- 
tats, P. elolzgallts main137 occurring in coast waters, near the surface, 
P. gracilis being a northern and oceailic form, and P .  nzajor mainly 
existing in arctic waters. JESPERSEN (1923) states that P. gr,ncilis was 
doininant in West Greenland waters, and FARRAN (1951) also considers 
this for111 as arctic. 
TT'ITH'S view of one species, P. nz in~~t t l s  (Kr~yer)  has been accepted 
by most of the subsequent ~~rorkers. For reasons mentioned below (page 
131). I am now of the opinion, that SARS (1 900, 1903) was right in establi- 
shing 3 species of Psez~docalanz~s. WITH (1915) had the opportunity 
of re-examining the specimens used by I<RDYER (184247)  in his des- 
cription of Cnlnfzzls nai~tzttzts, and writes (1.c. page 57) that they cc\vere 
Fig. 59. Sumerical variation of Psezsdocaln~ztrs r l o ~ ~ g n t ~ l s  
in 1000's at  Oils in 1949 and 3950. 
in the shape of the head most like Ps .  grncilzs, a l ~ d  were of middle size)). 
If the three forms are accepted as separate species, the name P,  gracills 
6. 0. Sars should accordingly be alterecl to P. 19~in1rtlls (I<r8yer), while 
P. elongaizls Boeck is retained. Regarding P,  nzajor, nothing can be 
stated with certainty as yet, it may be an indepenclent species or a 
large-sized P .  elongattu. 
P. elo~tgatus is very common in Nor~vegian coastal waters. Off M ~ r e  
it propagates all the year round nrith main spa\vning in March and July 
(RUUD 1929), and is at  least as numerous as Cnlanlts flnn~nrc,'zic2ts. The 
largest numbcrs usually occur in late summer or in the autumn. 
Nzi~~zerical  Vnriatiolt.  
In fig. 58 is shown the numerical variation of P .  elongatus at  Sogne- 
s j ~ e n  (luring 1949-50. 
Flg. 60. Xumer~cal var~ation of Pse~rdocnlaizus elo~zgntlrs 
in 1000's at Eggurn In 1949 and 1950. 
The stock was very small from January to May 1949. At the be- 
ginning of June there was a maximum of Inore than 10 000 specimens, 
but the number decreased to about 3 000 in the last half of the month 
ancl was of the sanle size in July. In August and October the stock 
numberecl about 1000.  KO hauls were taken in September. 
In 1950 there \-\-as an increase in number frorn February to April, 
some decrease in May, a sudden increase in June, and a further rise to 
July. No observations were made frorn the middle of July to the last 
half of September, when we have the maximum of the year, about 
13 000 i~ldividuals. Later the stock decreased rapidly to a millinlum in 
Sovember. 
At Ona (fig. 59) the nu~nerical variation in 1949 was almost identical 
~v i th  that of Sognesjgen, but owing to more frequent observations we 
call follow the increase in detail from the middle of March to a ~llaximum 
at the end of May. The stock fell off greatly a t  the end of June, and with 
minor variations the decrease continued to the end of the year. In  1950 
the stock was small from January to the first part of June, increasing 
throughout July to a maximum in the rniddle of August of Inore than 
23 000 specimens, decreasing somen-hat at  the end of the month. In 
Septenlber the stock was very insignificant, but \\as again somewhat 
larger in November ancl December. 
Off Egg~1111 (fig. 60) pcalts occurl-ed in the last half of May and be- 
ginning of August, the nlain n~axinzum of the year in the middle of 
September. The stock was still large in October but decreased to a loa 
level in Xovember. In  1950 the variations \yere similar to those 111 
1949. There were peaks at the end of May, lllidclle of October and the 
nzain lnaxiinu~n occurred in the first fc\v days of Sovember. After- 
wards the numbers decreased till the end of the year, but m7ere nzuclr 
higher than a t  the sallle time in 1949. 
At Skrova P. elo~tgntz~s was as a rule of nlinor importance, but was 
occasionally quite numerous. In the autumn of 1948 the stock on 10 
October amounted to 300, 011 23 October 15 700 and on 12 Koven~ber 
5 900-individuals. In  table 22 are given the monthly mean numbers 
of P. elo~zgnt/rs during 1949-50. 
Throughout 1949 Psez~docnln~tzrs nunbered scarcely more than 200 
-300 specimens, except on 4 July (1 800 nauplii, ~vhich possibly belonged. 
to Pn~ncnlalzzbs) and from 25 Septenlber to 22 November (500-1 300) 
with maximum 9-29 October. In 1950 Pse~rdocnln~zt~s was also very 
scarce from January to August, with the exception of a small increase 
in April-May. On 23 October the stock numbered nearly 11 000, 
decreasing to 2 300 at  the end of the month, and in November-Decem- 
ber varying from 500 to 1000. 
The percentage stage distributioll of P. elongatzls at  Sognesj~en 
cluring 1949 and 1950 is sl1011-n in fig. 61. 
As females and ~ ~ a u p l i i  are nearly always present, spa\ilning un- 
doubtedly goes on most of the year. Judging by the peaks in percentage 
most intensive spawning in 1949 probably took place in March, May- 
1;lg. 61. lTariatlons in percentage of each stage of P s e ~ r d o c n l c ~ ~ z z t s  e l o ~ z g a t ~ r s  
a t  Sognesj0en in 1949 (drawn) and 1950 (broken). 
June, August and October. The second spawning may be responsible 
for the maximum stock occurring at  the beginning of June, consisting 
mainly of stages 111-V and of females. 
In 1950 maxima in spawning seem to have taken place in March, 
Xay, July-August and October, with favourable results in Mag- and 
in July-August. 
As the maxima in the size of the stock never coincided with masilna 
of nauplii or the lowest copepodite stages, nre may assume that the 
observations have never been made at, or immediately after, the actual 
maxima in spawning, and that the stocks present ~4rhe11 we have a 
maximum in number, have been introduced from other areas, presumably 
further south. The same lack of corresporldellce has also been reported 
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Fig. 62. Variations in percentage of each stage of PseudocuIutztts 
elo?zgntus a t  Ona in 1949 (drawn) ancl 1950 (broken). 
from move sheltered waters (Loch Striven in Scotland, MARSHALL 1949). 
\Ve must bear in mind, however, that  the lower nauplius stages arc not 
caught quantitatively. 
,4t Ona the variation in con~position of the stock of P,  e lo~~gn2 i ts  
in 1949-50 is sllo\vn in fig. 62. 
Flg. 63 l'arlat~ons 111 percentage of P s e i ~ d o c n l a ~ ~ ~ t s  eloizgntus females 
[drawn) a ~ l d  nauplu (b~olccl~j a t Slrlox-a 111 1049-50. 
From the occurrence of fernales ancl nauplii we may conclude that  
the lnai11 spa~vning periods in 1949 fell in March-April, Majr-June, 
AAug~~st-Septen~ber and perhaps in October-Sovember, in 1950 in 
February-March, May, ancl September-October. The last period may 
possibly be split into two separate spawnings, August-September and 
October--November. 
When ~ v e  compare the percentage variation of the different stages 
and the variation in the size of the stock, it is obvious that horizontal 
~~;ovenients of the water may obscure the picture of the spawning periods. 
In  August 1950 especially, the stock consisted mainly of older copepodite 
stages and aclults, ~vhicll apparently have been introduced from other 
areas, probably froin further south. I t  will be remembered that there 
Tvas a considerable stock of P. elo~zgntlrs at  Sognesj~en in June and July, 
~ ~ h i c h  may very well on its drift northnrards have produced the stock 
found at  Ona in August. The saine features may have been repeated in 
October-November. 
The water transport from Sognesj~en to Ona may take from 4-6 
weeks. (See page 12). 
From the variations in the size and conlpositioll of the stock of P. 
c l o ~ z g a t z ~ s  RUUD (1929) concluded that there were 3 main spawnings at  
Yore, one in March, (probably still earlier further south), a second in 
Xay, and a third beginning at the end of July. This is well ill accordance 
~vi th  the present observations, especially froln 1949. 
Fig. 64. Variatioils in percentage of each stage of Psezrdocala~~zis  e Z o ~ ~ g a t z ~ s  
at  Eggurn in 1949 jdran-11) and 1950 (broken). 
At Skrova the stock of Pse~rt iocnln~uts in October-November 1948 
iiiainly consisted of copepodites of stage 11-IV, females and a fenr 
nauplii. The variatioi~ in percentage of females and nauplii a t  Skrova 
during some periods of 1949-50 is shown in fig. 63. In 1949 there were 
larger peaks in percentage of the females in the middle of March and 
encl of >lag-, of the llauplii 111 June-Julg~ and the eiicl of September-. 
\Ve may assume that some succesful s p a ~ ~ n i n g  took place 111 March, 
May, June and September. In 1950 spanming may have been llioi-e 
i~ltensil~e at the beginning of April, ailcl in Julj--August, but the ob- 
servations \\.ere scattered allc1 basecl on too low nmnbers to be quite 
reliable. 
,4t Eggum percentage curves of the clifferent stages of P. elo~zgnfi~s are 
show11 in fig. 64. 
In  1919 there have probably been rnasiina of spawning in March- 
-1pri1, J L I I I ~ ,  arlcl Septeinber. I t  is, holvever, difficult to correlate the pealts 
of feniales \\lit11 the spawning periocls, with the exception of the first 
one in March. We luust ascribe the cliscrepal~cies to the effect of the 
coastal current, cal-rg-ing the populations of P. elo~zgnl~cs northn7ards. 
111 1950 the spanni~ig periods niay be set to 11Ialch, May, August ailcl 
Sovenlber. 
111 the localities investigated we call selclolll correlate the peaks in 
percentage of the lower copepoclite stages wit11 a real increase of the 
1 1 
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stock. This may partly be caused by too long intervals between observ- 
ations. In the table (p.125) I have given the times of the ~naxinla in 
number ancl iri spawning at the different localities. Data in cursi~ve 
mean the greatest maximum of the year. 
At Ona and Sognesj~en the main ~naxima in stock in 1949 
occurred in May-June, in 1950 in August-September, a t  Eggum both 
years correspondingly later, in the middle of September and in November. 
One reason why we do not get a maximum in stock of nauplii and lower 
copepodite stages may be, that there is a more or less continuous spaw- 
ning, but a retarded development of the older copepodites, and thus 
an accumulation of the stages 111-V, similar to that found in a fjord 
near Bergen (WIBORG 1944). 
The spawning periods seem to be nearly the same in all the localities 
investigated, at Eggum sometimes a little delayed. 
Tfertical Distvibution. 
The vertical distribution of P. elo~zgatzts varies greatly. At Sog~lesj~en 
the main part of the total stock in 1949 was take11 in the upper 50 ni, 
except at the end of June and in the middle of August. In 1950 Inore 
than half of the stock was apparently concentrated below 50 m in 
June-July and September-October. 
At Ona the vertical distribution can only be seen from the 1950 
material. At the beginning of June, and from August to the beginning 
of October the entire stock evidently kept to the upper 50 m. At other 
times we find the main quantity below 50 m. In July there was a greater 
proportion of stage V ancl of adults in the deeper hauls, while the nauplii 
were relatively more abundant in the shallow hauls. 
Length Vnrintio~zs igz Psez~docalavtz~s elo~zgatz~s. 
ADLER and JESPERSEX (1920) have shown that P. elongatus in Danish 
waters has a yearly variation in length, the size of the females increasing 
from a minimum in March to a maximum in the middle of April, and 
later decreasing gradually throughout the summer and autumn. Similar 
variations are reported from British waters (R~ARSHALL 1949, DIGBY 1950). 
In fig. 65 is shomrn the variation in mean length of the females of 
P. elogigatzrs at the investigated localities during 1949-50. At Sogne- 
sjgen sufficient material for calculating reliable mean lengths was not 
obtained until June. 
The variations are nearly the same in all localities. From January 
to March 1949 the mean length was small, but increased sharply from 
the end of March to the lniddle of April. At Ona the mean length 
decreased as early as the end of April, at Eggum not ~int i l  the last half 
Fig. 65. Val-iations 111 meail length of Psrtldocnlnnzis elolzgatzrs 
females in 1949-50. 
of >fay. At the latter locality the maximum mean length was above 
that of Ona (1.27 mm against 1.55 mm) but this fact may be caused 
by the presence of some small females of the old generation a t  Ona, 
as will be shown later on. From June to November all localities exhibit 
almost the same variation. 
The maximum size of P. e loagn t z~s  females given by MARSHALL 
(1949) for Scottish waters was 1.203 mm, occurring at  the end of April. 
In the Barents Sea BOGOKOV and PREOBRAJENSKAYA (1934) in June 
1930 found a mean total length of 1.39 mm, corresponding to a cephalo- 
thorax length of 0.99 111m. The largest specimens measured 1.85 mm 
(ceph. = 1.22 mm). 
In  1950 the mean length was again greater at  Eggum in April than 
at  the other stations, and the variations other~vise nearly the same 
as in the year before. At Ona and Sognesjoen there was an increase in 
the mean length from August to November, at  Eggum from November 
to December. A similar increase is reported from the Kattegat (ADLER 
ancl JESPERSEN 1920), possibly related to an early autumn brood, with 
the offspring growing up in water of decreasing temperature. 
Some of the individual size distributions of the Psez~docalantrs  fe- 
males are shown in fig. 66. Further details can be found in table 51 
at  the end of the paper. 
At Ona the curve for February 1949 is unimodal and compact. In 
March some larger females occur, but the peak of the curve does not 
move until the end of the month. From no~v on to the end of April 
the size distributions are bi- or trimodal with a large range of size. I t  
is likely that apart from females of the local spring brood, indivicluals 
12s 
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Flg. 66. Selected size frequencies of Psezidocalaizi~s elorzgntzts 
females a t  Ona and Eggu~ll in 1949. 
of both the old and new generatio11 may have been brought in from 
other areas. At the end of May the size distribution is again unimodal, 
ancl the large females have disappeared. The size distributions relnaill 
largely ullcha~lged from July till the beginning of September. This 
might indicate that fernales deriving from the possible brood in Xay 
(see page 123) clo not spa\vn until August. On 22 September there is 
again a change towards smaller lengths, and the same curve nre also 
find in February 1950. We might therefore assume, as ~vill also be seen 
froni the stage clistributio~~, that part of the stocli of P. elovtgnt~cs spends 
the winter as females. During 1.950 we find broadly the same cycle in 
the length clistributions as in the previous year. 
At Eggum the size distribution remained unchanged from November 
1948 to the middle of hlarch 1949. Large females appeared in small 
 lumbers at the beginning of April and had entirely replaced the small 
ones on 23 April. Throughout May and June there was a rapid change 
tosvards smaller lengths. The size distributions changecl little from 
June to the middle of September, but in the middle of October there 
was again a decrease in size. In 1950 the length variations were broadly 
as in 1949. 
The rapid changes in the size distributions which usually occur at 
Eggum during May and June may be considered a rather certain indi- 
cation that the stock of Pset~docala~zz~s has been brought in by currents. 
We also note that except from the end of March to the beginning of May 
the length distributions of the females are as a rule unimodal and com- 
pact with very pronounced maxima, perhaps indicating that the periods 
of propagation are comparativelgr well defined. 
Pseudocalnnus minzitus (Krcdyer) (= P. gr-acilis G. 0. Sars). 
DA~IAS (1905) stated that Pse~cdocnlanzrs elongat~~s had an area of 
abundance in the central part of the Norwegian Sea. He did not however, 
distinguish between P. elongattls and P ,  nzz'nz~tzu. - At station ))Ma in 
the middle of DAIIAS' area ~ S T T ~ E D T  (in press) found a population of 
Psez~docalnnzcs of the g~acilis type, occurring in the upper 100 m only 
during the months May-July, at other times of the year below 100 m, 
from August to March the total stock being even taken belo\v 600 m. 
There xvas only one spawnillg period a year, in April-May. 
Pseudocnlartz~s elongntlrs is a neritic species with a pronounced epipe- 
lagic habitat, being found in the surface layers for a greater part of the 
year, and having 3-5 annual spawning periods. - The temperatures 
of the upper layers at station (01)) are not essentially different from those 
in Norwegian west coast \\raters, in 1950 varying between 5.6"-13.6" C 
at the surface and 5"-9°C at the 100 m level. There must therefore 
he other factors, perhaps the salinity, bf decicive importance for the 
clistribution of P. ~ftirtutzu. 
I have had the opportunity of exalnini~lg the plankton material 
from station ((i\I)) from the years 1950-52, and can verify ~ S T V E D T ' S  
observations. The Pser~docnlawzrs were all typical P. minz~tus (grncz'lis). 
I11 1952 the females were found between March and June. A large 
number were measured. The size frequencies were unimodal and 
compact, the range of variation 0.97-1.44 mm, the mean lengths 
1.12-1.14 mm. A few females of P. elongatzu were seen in RIarch ancl 
/'. 
in Kovember. They were considerably smaller than the P, vzinzrflrs 
females, measuring 0.72-0.97 mm. 
GRAN (1902) reports a mass occurrence of P. elongatus in the inner- 
most part of the Porsangerfjord in North Norway, in the bottom layers, 
where the temperature was below 0°C. I t  seems very probable that 
these were P. ~ni?zutus. SARS (1903) took a few P. minutus (gracilis) in 
the Lyngenfjord in North Norway ancl in the sea between Norway and 
Bear Island. PIfj7self, I have found P. ?lzinzttzrs in the Balsfjord, Ulsfjorcl 
and Porsangerfjord in North Nor~vay, but always together with P. elo~r- 
gatt~s, and inferior to this species in number. I have also found single 
P. ~~zinzrtus in the Hardangerfjord south of Bergen. 
BOGOROV (1932) mentions a very peculiar vertical distribution of P. 
elolzgatzrs in the Barents Sea, with t\vo maxima of abundance in tlie 
same water column under entirely different conditions, in the upper 
25-10 m with a salinity of 29,2-34.4 "/,, and a temperature of 0.G"- 
6.0°C, and in the 160-100 m layer, salinity 34.87-34.98 "/,, and a 
tenlperat~zre of f 1.2"- f 1.9"C. BOGOROV regards these populations 
as two ecological races, but it seems more likely that we have to do 
with two separate species, P. elolzgatzts in the surface layer and P. 
?lzin~ttzls in the bottom layer. 
A few specimens of P. minzltl~s were taken at Sognesjoen in February 
and July of 1949 and in March 1950, at Ona in hfay, July and November 
1950, at Eggum in May-July 1950, and at Skrova from November 
1948 to April 1949 and in March-August 1950. Nearly all individuals 
were found below 50 m. 
Some stage V copepodites and adult females of P. mintrtus were 
measured from 5 samples at Skrova in the period 1 February-25 Aprll 
1949. For comparison some individuals of P, elongatus were measured 
from the same samples. The results are shown in table 23. 
P. ~gzinutz~s was exclusively taken below 50 m, with the exception 
of one female and 3 copepoclites. The individuals of P. elongatus mea- 
Table 23. Cephalotlzo~~ax Lepgths of Pseztdocalanz~s qlzinzltzls and P. 
elongnflls Stage V and Fewlales at Skrova I .  Febr. - 25. Apr. 7949. O m  
Diu. Line = 0.509 vznl. 
sured in the table, n ere also taken in the deeper hauls, but the cope- 
podites and fernales fou11cI in the upper l~atzls had all the same size 
clistribution. In Novernber 1948 13 stage V copepodites of P. ?izinzbtz~s 
were taken in a 300-50 rn haul at  Skrova. They measurecl fro111 0.96 
mrn-1.27 mm, while copepoclites of P. elongatzrs from the same sample 
lneasured 0.71-0.92 mm. 
At Ona 8 fernales of P .  J T Z ~ I Z I / ~ I ~ S  taken on 24 May 1950 measured 
from 1.07-1.37 mm, 12 females of P. elongatt~s in the same sample 
0.97-1.22 mm. 
I t  is evident that there is usually a pronounced difference in size 
between the two species. Observations from plankton hauls taken in 
sections from the Sorwegian coast into the Norwegian Sea the end of 
34ay 1952 sho~ved, ho\\-ever, that at this time of the year, the fe~nales of 
bath species hacl approximately the same length. I t  seems likely, that  
P. qlzinutlrs in Kormegian coast waters has only one spa\vning period 
a year, in Ilarc11-April. Another proof would be, that the stage V 
ccrpepodites taken in November 1948 at  Skrova were of the same size 
as those found in February-April of 1949. 
I t  is very difficult to find any characteristics, in addition to the 
shape of the body and the different length of the second antennae, 
which clearly distinguish P. elo~zgatz~s from P. nzinutz~s. Nevertheless, 
I have had no difficulty in distinguishing the later stages and the adults 
of the two species, and am quite convinced that they are two clearly 
defined species, ~vith strictly different habitats. In Norwegian waters 
P. ~ninzrlzls has probably a distribution similar to Calanzts Izyfierboreus, 
present in the depths of a number of fjords. I t  may be supposed that 
the stock in some places rnay get a new supply from the Sorwegian 
Sea with the influx of the Atlantic current in spring or early summer. 
I t  is stressed that the mean length of the females both at Ona and 
Skrova was very near to that observed at  station ({MD. 
P .  elovzgatzis and P. nziwzzttu will without doubt prove useful as indi- 
cators of clifferent water masses, the former of coast water, the latter 
of oceanic water. An investigation has been started on this question 
111 the Korwegian Sea, and the subject \\rill be treated in a subsequent 
paper. 
J3icrocnla~~us pusillus G .  0. Sars. 
The genus Jilicvocnlnnz~s was established by SARS (1903) with the 
two species JI. @rsillz/s and 111. pygnzaezls, the latter previously described 
as Pse~~doca lan~ts  $ygnznerls (Sars 1900). WITH (1915) collsiclerecl both 
species as ~~arieties of &I. fiyglnaetls, and the same view has been adobted 
by a nurnber of workers (RUUD 1929, S r o n a r ~ ~  1929, JESPERSEX 1934, 
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Fig. 67 Sumerical variation of Mzcrocnln~zus p~tszllzrs a t  Sog~lesjoe~l (curve) 
and 01la (columns) in 1949 ancl 1950, 111 1000's. 
1939, U s s ~ s c  1938, WIBORG 1940, 1944, MARSHALL 1949 and others). 
FARRAK (1951) lists them as two subspecies, N!. p. pyglnnezis ancl 1l.I. p. 
pi~sillus, the former occurring mainly in arctic waters, the latter in 
temperate and boreal areas. WILSON (1942) reports that M .  pygwtaet~s 
was taken very frequently in the Pacific, both in tropical and other 
areas, even close to the surface. I t  seems very unlikely that an otherwise 
arctic form should thrive at the high temperatures prevailing in the 
tropics, and I am inclined to believe that \VII~SOX'S determination must 
be incorrect. 
For reasons mentioned below (page 141) I am now of the opinion 
that M .  ~lrsiZ1.u~ and M .  pygmaeus have to be considerecl as two separate 
species, as originally stated by SARS (1903). 
Il.1. pllsillrrs occurs regularly in all the localities investigated, some- 
times fairly abundantly, as already mentioned in the composition of 
the copepod stock (pp. 59-65). 
Nzwzerical Vnrintio~z. 
111 fig. 67 is shown the numerical variation of d4. pzlsillrls at 
a Ions Sognesj~en (curves) and Ona (columns). At Sognesjwen observ t '  
Fig. 68. S~~lllerical  variation of Microcalanus $ L I S ~ ~ ~ L I S  at  Eggum 
in 1949 and 1950, in 1000's. 
mere scarce duriilg the first months of 1949. There was a snlall stock 
of 111. pzlsillzrs in January and February. From 1 June the number 
increased to a nzaximuin at  the end of the month and then decreased 
graclually to the end of August. In 1950 a slight increase took 
place from January to February, a sharp rise throughout April to a 
rnaximuin at  the beginning of May, a rninimum at  the end of the 
month, and a secoild sillall peak in June. Figures were low in Septembei- 
and later. 
At Ona the variations in nuinber xvere often irregular. Major maxima 
occurred in the stock in March and May 1949 and ill May and July 
1950. The stock was very sillall duriiig the last half of both years, 
and from January to May 1950. 
Fig 69. Kt~merical variation of A ~ ~ C Y O C ~ ~ ~ ? Z ~ ~ S  pi(sillus a t  Slrrol-a 
in 1949 and 1950, in 1003's. 
At E g g ~ i n  (fig. 68) Micvocala+ct~s was sometimes very abundant. Xum- 
bers were  lo^ a t  the beginning of 1919, but rose to apeak in April. The maill 
maximum occurred a t  the end of June, other peaks a t  the beginning of n u -  
gust and in October. In 1950 more marked maxima are indicated i11 RIarch, 
June, July and September, and there was also a slight increase in December. 
At Skrova (fig. 69) the numerical variation was very irregular in 
1949. Xaxima occurred at  the encl of January, end of June and encl 
of August, but there \liere also peaks in nearly every month. In 1950 
the highest nunlbers were obser~~ecl at  the beginning of the year, but 
from the nlidclle of June till the nlicldle of July the samples were not 
very well preserved, and some of the small Mic~ocalan~ls nlay have been 
destrog-ecl. Moreover, observatio~ls are lacking from the middle of August 
to the miclclle of October, in which periocl maxi~nul~l  nurnl~ers occurrecl 
in 1949. 
Pro;bagntiout. 
Males, females and copepodites have been counted sepal-atelv. As 
stated eai-lier (\VIBORG 1918) all nauplii and some of the smaller 
Fig 70. T'ariations in percentage of l~/lzcrocnln~zzts pzlsillzts females 
and  ales a t  Sognesj~en in 1949-50. 
copepodites will pass through tlie meshes of the Nanseil net. In 
order to locate the spawning periods I have calculatecl the relative 
percentages of males, females and copepodites, the variations in percen- 
tage of the adults being shown for Oiia and Sognesj0en in figs 70-71 
for the years 1919-1950. 
At Sognesj~en there were maxima in percentage of the males in June 
1949 and in March and October 1950, of the females in August 1949 
arlcl in March and May 1950. 
At Ona, where the observations were made more frequently, the 
nlales showed maxima in March, June and September of 1949, and in 
Pig. 71. Variations in percentage of :l/lic?~oca~a~zzrs p l l ~ i l l l l ~  
females and males a t  Ona in 1949-50. 
Fig. 72. Variations in percentage of Mici,ocnlnnzts pusillzts females 
and ~llales at  Eggum in 1919-50. 
January, May and July of 1950, the females in April, June, August 
and November 1949, and in January, April-May, and from August 
to November 1950. When we take into account the variations in the 
size of the stock, the rise in number from February to March 1949 ma!. 
be due to a brood in February, any spawrnings which took place in 
September and November having evidently been unsuccessful. In  1950 
the increase of the stock in February may have been caused by a spaw- 
lling in February, and the rise a t  the end of May by a brood in April--May. 
Furthermore, the considerable increase at  the beginning of July \voulcl 
indicate propagation in June. In August ancl later any spawning 
which may have taken place have been unsuccessful. 
In 1949 the spawning periods at  Ona may be determined to January, 
March-April, June-July, September ancl November, in 1950 : Januarg- 
-February, April (May), June, ancl August or later. Tllese obser- 
vations are in accordance with RUUD (1929) ~vho  judged the spa\vnings 
to be in or before March ancl betxveen the middle of May and the end 
of June. In Loch Striven in Scotland YARSHALL (1949) found broods 
of 114icrocala1zzcs in January, March-L4pril, nfagv-June, and August- 
September. 
The percentage variations of nlales ancl females of 114. pzcsillz~s at 
Egguln and Skrova during 1949-50 arc sho\vn in f igs 72-73. 
At Eggunl the females had maxima in April, May and August of 
1949 and January, March-April, J11ly-~4ugust and November. When 
we conlbille the percentage variations with the stock variations, the 
Fig. 73. Variations in percentage of A/licvocaln~zzts pzrsillus ieillales 
a i d  inales at Skrova in 1949-50. 
spa~vnings may be said to take place in January (February), April, 
&lay-June, August, and perhzps November of both years, nearly iden- 
tical with those at  Ona, but the late autumn spawnings seem to have 
been more successful. 
At Skrova the percentage variations are lliuch more irregular then 
at  Eggum, but me can distinguish some major fluctuations. The females 
in 1949 had peaks in February, April, July, October and November, 
in 1950 in February, March, May, July-August (probably), and in 
November-December. Males were more scarce and irregular in appe- 
arance, but some maxima are indicated. If we assume that propagatio~l 
takes place some time after the maximum percentage of the females, 
and also take into account the fluctuatiolls in the size of the stock, the 
inaili spa~vning periods for both years mould be: February-March, 
Xay, July-August, October, and November-December. 
The spawnings all seem to be delayed a fortnight or a month in 
relation to those at  Eggum. 
Vertical Dist~ibutiolz. 
The bulk of the il/licrocnla~zus was usually taken below 50 m, but on 
some occasions a certain percentage occurred jn the upper 50 nl, at  
Eggunl especially in Nay and June, at Skrova from December to Febrtlary 
(Note the black colunlas in f igs 61-68). 
A number of females of Ail. pz~sil l l~s have been llieasurecl throughout 
the year, at  Eggum and Skrova in 1949, at  Ona in 1949 and 1950. (See 
table 52, pp. 240 ---24 1). The variations in mean length are shon711 ill fig. 74. 
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Fig 74 \-anatlons 111 llleall length of l l l zcro~alanus  ~ L I S L I I Z I S  female5 
a t  Egguln and Skrova 111 1919, Ona 111 1949 ailcl 1950, 
anti statloll c(hIo (600-100 m haul) 111 1952. 
At Ona the mean length was niinirnum in February, rose slightl~. 
to March and then increased to a lnaxilnuln at  the end of Ilag-. Some 
decrease f ~ l l o \ ~ e d  to July, but the mean length rose again in August 
ancl reached a second maxinlum in October. Then follonred another 
decrease to December. Figures were higher in 1950, and the increase 
from August to October less pronounced. 
At Eggum the variations n-ere similar to those at  Ona, but n-ith 
~llinimum in March, lnaxilnum in June, a second lnininluni in A L I ~ U S ~ ,  
and some increase in mean length till January 1950. 
At Skrova the variations were less obvious than at Eggum. ~f in imum 
length was found in February-March, nlaxinlum in April-May, and 
then some decrease till June. Later the length remained constant. 
A number of 114. $~ISZIZZIS females were also measured from station 
((11)) in the Norwegian Sea during 1952. The females were n~ainljr taken 
in the 600-100 m hauls, sometimes also in the upper 3.00 In, but the 
length distributions proved to be quite identical in the two hauls. The 
mean lengths are inserted on fig. 74. The variation is sinlilar to those 
on the coast of Norway, wit11 minima in November-March and in 
September, maxima in May-June and in October. The extreme figures, 
0.46 mm and 0.52 rnln respectively, are both below the corresponding 
figures from Norwegian waters, but as the measurenlellts were lrtacle 
on material from different years, too 111uch stress cannot be laid 011 thii 
clifference. 
Selected size frequencies of JI. f i~ is~l l z i s  females from the permanent 
stations in 1949 are slzo\i~rl in iig.s 75-76. 
At 01za the curves have a tendency tonrards bimodality in spring 
ancl summer. The increase i~z size from July to October may perhaps 
indicate that another populatio~~ of i l . l i c ~ ~ o c c ~ l n ~ z ~ ~ s  has been brought in. 
-4s shown earlier (page 30) there nras an i~lflus of water of high salinity 
in the cleeper layers in May-August 1949. The range of variation, 
0,41-0.60 mm is a little wider than that give11 by RUUD (1929). At 
Eggulzl (fig. 76) the curve is trimodal at  the beginning of April, and 
individuals are undoubtedly present both from the winter and spring 
generation. In  Nay and June there are also some small fellzales. From 
tlze beginning to the end of June females of the summer generation make 
their entry. The length distributiorz found in August is maintained 
throughout tlle rest of the year. 
Fig. 76. Size frequencies of ildicrocala.vtus ~usillzls 
a t  Eggunl and Skrova in 1949. 
At Skrova (fig. 76) the length distributions in February and March 
are bimodal, with a major peak at 0.48 mm and a small one at 0.60 
mm. As will be shown later (page 141) the large illdividuals proved to 
be M. $ygntae$~s. Before this fact was realized, the figures had all been 
included in the calculatioli of mean length. As M. $ygmaeus m-as usually 
very scarce, the error illvolvecl is not essential. - In April the curve 
was quite irregular, and in May bimodal, the females present, probably 
deriving from the winter generation as well as from the spring brood. 
In the last few dag~s of June the early summer brood has advanced to 
females, and afterwards the size distributions remain largely unchanged 
for the rest of the year. 
Length Variatiorzs in Relatiou to Tenzpe~~ntttrc. In Norwegian waters 
&I. p ~ ~ s i l l ~ r s  was as a rule talien below -50 m during the day. Nothing 
car1 be said about vertical migrations. At 01la the temperature at the 
50 ni level ill1949 varied between 5.5"C and lZ°C, in 1950 from 6"-15°C. 
At Eggum the range of temperature i11 1949 was 5.5"-11°C and at 
Skrova 3.5"-12°C at the 50 m level. 
In the Scottish fjord Loch Strive11 MARSHALL (1949) founcl nearly the 
same length variations as in Norwegian waters, the mean varg~ing from 
0.51-0.58 mm, the total range being 0.45-0.66 nim. The temperature 
at sea surface varied betwee11 4.5"-16.5"C, at 30 m 6.5"-13°C during 
the year (data from MARSHALL, KICHOLLS and ORR 1934) or nearly the 
same as at Ona. 
At station aM)) in the Norwegian Sea the temperature at 600 m level 
in 1950 varied between 0°C and 3"C, at 100 m 5.5"--9°C. I have not 
got the data for 1952, but it may be assumed that the variations were 
not essentially different from 1950. As mentioned above the females 
of 144. flluillzu were of the same size or even smaller than on the coast 
of Norway, and it may therefore be assumed that during development, 
Il l ic~ocalan~ts flztsillzts in the Norwegian Sea do not live below 100 m. 
This \vould again lead to the assunlption that the species may be distri- 
buted by the surface currents. 
FARRAX (1936) reports the finding of M .  flz~sill2~s in moderate numbers 
80 nautical miles north of Spitzbergen. The fenlales measured 0.63- 
0.67 mm total length which would correspond to cephalothorax lengths 
of 0.51-4.54 mm. These females had undoubtedly been carried north- 
wards by the North Atlantic current. 
In East Greenland fjords USSING (1938) measured a number of 
A\licrocala~~z~s females throughout the year. The total range was 0.436 
-0.668 mm, with peaks at 0.49 mm and 0.565 mm. I t  is probable 
that both peaks refer to Ad. flzuillits, but some of the larger individuals 
might be M. flyg7qzaezrs. 
The temperature of the upper 25 n1 varied in the course of the year 
between f 1.5"-10°C, and because of the length distribution it is 
again assumed that development takes place in comparatively warm 
water. There is also the possibility, though this is not mentioned by 
USSING, that the females of il/licvocalanzts (p7tsillils) had been introduced 
from another area. 
Micf-ocalanus pygmaeus G.  0. Sars. 
As already mentioned, some large Micvocalan~ts females were found 
at Skrova in February 1949. In addition to the size, they also differed 
from the ordinary females of i~4icrocnlanzts present by the shape of 
the body, having a slightly thicker abdomen and a somewhat darker 
colour. On a closer examination they proved to be typical M. fiygmaeus 
as described by G. 0. S A R ~  (1900) from 'the Polar Sea, but the total 
length was only 0.72 mm, (cephalothorax 0,54 mrrl) tvhile SARS' spe- 
cimens measured 0.86 mm. WITH (1915) claimed to have found inter- 
nlediate forms between 144. $ygnzaezu and llf. flusilltts, especially in the 
characteristics given by SARS, the spinulation of pes IV and the relative 
length of the second antennae. WITH'S conclusion^ seem however to 
be based on rather scanty material, and he also admits ((that a careful 
re-examination of a goocl material from the different localities is neces- 
sary before settling the qustlon of the identification of the species.)) 
(1. c. page 68). 
Females and copepodites of d l .  pyg~~lneus  were found at  Skrova in 
nearly all months of the year. They were all of approximately the same 
size, indicating that there is either only one spawning period a year, 
or that  &I, pygnzae~is keeps close to the bottom in uniform temperature 
surroundings all year round. In both cases the biology would be clifierent 
from that of M. $zisillzts. 
The presence of the cther\vise arctic or deep water species f l l .  $yg- 
glzaezts in the Vestfjord rnajr be a feature similar to the occurrence of 
Culalzzis hy$erborez~s in deep Sorwegian fjords. I have examined some 
plankton samples from the deep of the Bmmnielfjord south of Bergen 
(station F, GUNDERSEX 1953) from the beginning of May 1952, and 
found some specinlens of dil. $ygwzaez~s. The females measured 0.72 mm, as 
at  Skrova. 
It may be assumed that the species also occurs in the Skagerak ancl 
in the outer Oslofjord. 
At station cM)) in the Norwegian Sea WSTVEDT (in press) found that 
A4. $ygnlaeg~s mainly kept below 1000 m, clearly separated from the 
population of Ail. $z~sillzts, nrhicli n7as mainly taken in the 600-100 1x1 
hauls. 
A number of measurenients has been carried out of females of hi. 
pyg~zaezrs at  st. c(M)) during 1952 and some of these are given in table 24. 
The length distributions are usually unimodal with a range of varia- 
tion of 0.65-0.79 mm, and mean lengths 0.71-0.74 mm. The corres- 
ponding total lengths nrould be 0.79-0.96 mm and 0.89-0.91 mni 
respectively. In June a bimodal size distribution appeared in the 2 000 
-1 000 m hauls n-ith the niain peak at  0.65 mm and only an indication 
of the usual peak at  0.73 mm. These smaller individuals were not founcl 
in the 1 000-600 m hauls. In July no hauls were taken below 1 000 m 
but in August the same phenomenon ~ 7 a s  repeated. The smaller incli- 
viduals were then very scarce. ,4t present no explanation can be given 
of this unusual length distribution. One might assume that a nen- 
population of &I. $ygnzne~ls had been introduced in the bottom water. 
If a spa~vning had taken place and the new brood developed at  a higher 
temperature, it is strange that these inclividuals do not appear in the 
1000-600 ni haul. The question niill be investigated further and dealt 
vrith nzore thoroughly in a subsequent paper. 
Pnretlchaeta norvegica (Boeck). 
A few individuals of this species were talten regularly a t  Sognesjmen, 
Ona and Eggurn. This does not necessarily mean that Pnreiic'laetn is 
Table 24. Lengtlz iVIeasurernents o/ Cephalotlzoran- o j  2;er~cales 01 ilficro- 
calanzu 9ygvvzaeus al St. "M" in 1952. One Div. Line = 0.0125 ntvvz. 
Date 
--- 
' I l  53 54 55 56 
' l i  
Fig. 77.  Numerical variation of Pa~,ezichaetn ~zovvegicn 
at Slrrova in 1949-50, in 100's. 
scarce in these localities. In the inner Oslofjord, where Parez~clzaetn has 
previously been reported as very scarce (WIBORG 1940) recent investi- 
gations have shown that this species may occur in rather large numbers 
very close to the bottom (F. BEYER, verbal information), and this may 
also be the case in the localities investigated. In the deep Norwegian 
fjords Parez~chaeta is common (SARS 1903). 
At Skrova Parez~chaeta was found regularly, sometimes in numbers, 
and as mentioned before (page 62) it may then account for a rather 
large propotion of the plankton volumes, especially in the deeper hauls. 
In fig. 77 is shown the numerical variation during 1949-50. The highest 
number usually occurred from February to May (maximum in March), 
and in September-October. As Parez~chaeta may not be caught quan- 
titatively because of its living habits, the figures must be considered 
with caution. 
Fig. 78. Variations in the percentage stage composition of Pavcucl~netn 
vzoraegicn at Sltrova February 1949-February 1951. 
The entire stock was as a rule taken below 50 m. Single specimens, 
mostly females or older copepodites, were sometimes taken in the upper 
50 m, and on one occasion the 50-0 m haul yielded most of the stock, 
mainly stage V copepodites. 
Propagation. 
The nauplii and all the different copepodite stages have been 
counted separately. As the number per haul was as a rule rather low, 
the figures have been added together for all the hauls in each month 
and the percentage stage distribution calculated per month. 
In fig. 78 is shown the variation in percentage composition of the 
stock during 1949-50 and January-February 1951. For the sake of 
sizplicity I have lumped the nauplii and copepodite stage I ,  and in 
the same way stage I1 and 111, and IV and V. 
There is a marked periodicity in the occurrence of all stages. In 
the course of the year the adults showed maxima in December-January 
and in June, the nauplii and stage I copepodites in January-February 
and in August-September, stages 11-111 in March (April) and August 
(not in 1950) with additional peaks in May and October, stages IV-V 
in June and November. 
Females carrying egg-sacks were found in nearly every month of 
the year, and reproduction probably takes place all the year round, as 
stated by earlier investigators (Ruuu 1929, WIBORG 1940 and others), 
1111t maltinla in reproductio~l seem to occur in two periods, the first from 
I J. 
December to January, decreasing to May, and the second, sonie~i~hat 
more extended, in June-August. The latter period was perhaps unsuc- 
cessful in 1950, since the percentage of stages IV-V mas very high 
both in August and in October. 
R u ~ x s ' r ~ u a r  (1932) reports that propagation takes place from January 
to April and from June to September in the fjords near Bergen. In the 
Oslofjord maxima of reproduction occurred in February-April and 
in October (WIBORG 1940). 
The females were about twice as numerous as the males, the per- 
centages of niales for the whole year being 26.0 and 27.0 for 1949 and 
1950 respectively. ~ S T V E D ? .  (in press) found only 17 O,/, of males in the 
Norwegian Sea. According to NICHOLLS (1934) and others the males 
of Pnrez~chaeta have rudimentary mouth appendages and are not able 
to feed. - In the copepodites of stage V the t ~ v o  sexes were represented 
in about equal numbers. 
Lefzgth Variations of Parezlclzaeta ~zoruegica. 
The cephalothorax lengths of all specimens of the copepodite stages 
Vua and V , and of all the adults of Pnrez~chaeta lzorvegica found a t  
Skrova during 1949, have been measured, altogether 411 specimens of 
stage V2,420 of V ? , 75 males and 158 females. As no notable changes 
occurred in the size distributions during the course of the year, the 
material has been compiled for two periods, February-July, and 
August-December. The results of the nleasurenielits are given as 
percentage curves in fig. 79. 
Copepodites of stage V ? were somewhat larger than stage V d ,  average 
lengths 4.45 mm and 4.16 n1n-1 respectively in the period February-Julj,. 
Both groups showed a slight decrease in length in the latter half of 
the year. 
The males were only a little larger than stage V6, average 4.42- 
4.44 mm, and the curves are very compact, but in the first period there 
is an indication of a second rnaxirnum at  4.57 mm. 
The females have a ~vicler length distribution, ranging from less than 
5.2 mm to 6.4 inm, with an average length of 5.78-5.80 mm. There 
are no changes throughout the year. These lengths are nearly the same 
as tho2e found by GAULD (1951) in Scottish waters. 
Pnrezrcl~aetn lives in water ~vllere the temperature change very little 
in the course of the year, nlostly varying between 6.5"-7.0°C. It may 
he of intercst that in West-Greenlancl waters, south of Davis Strait 
JESPERSEN (1939) found P. norvegicn females to vary in length between 
5.0 mm ancl 6.5 mm, with a nlean length of 5.68 mm. The temperature 
Fig. 79. Atean percentage size frequencies of Pnveuclzaefa no~~vegica stage 
VJ, Tr Q , and adults at Slrrova in the first and second 
half of 1949. Vertical lines: mean lengths. 
of tile deeper water layers was 3.9'4.7"C. If the length has a constant 
inverse relation to temperature one might suppose that at other times 
of the year the temperature of the deeper layers in East-Greenland 
waters must be considerably higher, or that the Pareuchaefa females 
occurring there have been introduced with Atlantic water. P. norvegica 
is also considered by RUSSELL (1935) to be an indicator species of oceanic 
Atlantic water. 
In the warm area of the Barents Sea BOGOROV and PREOBRAJEKSKAYA 
(1934) found females of P. ~zo~.vegica of a total length of 8.4 nzm (cep- 
halothorax length = 5.62 mm), in the coId area of a total Iength of 9.0 
niln (ceph. = 6.03 mm). 
Centropages hamatus Lilljeborg and Centropages typicus K r ~ y e r .  
Ccittrofinges 17n1izatzis is considered to be a neritic species (SCOTT 1911). 
I t  occurred rather sparsely J i l  the samples. 
At Sognesj~en a few indiriduals were taken from June to October 
1949 ancl from March to July 1950, at Ona single specilnens in June 
ancl October 1949, and June, July ancl September 1950. At Eggum 
C. 7zn111af1ss occurred in April and September 1949 and Arrgrrst-Sep- 
teiilbcr 1950, at Skrova from August to October 1949 and in July- 
Pluyust 1950, single individuals only. 
Centropages typicus is, according to SCOTT (1911), more Atlantic than 
C .  hanzatzts. Near Bergen it occurs from June to November with maximum 
in reproduction in August- September (RUNNSTRDJI 1932), and is also 
very abundant in October-November (NORDGAARD 1912). C. tyflicus 
is also numerous in the western part of the English Channel, in the 
Faeroe-Shetland area and in the Skagerak (OSTENFELD 1931). 
At Sognesj~en the species was found from June 1949 to January 
1950 and in September-October 1950. In the latter periocl it was rather 
abundant, and the following numbers were found : 
I 8 . . . .  650 1 5s 
9 . . . .  1 3 3 
C . . . . . .  I 3 500 
N . . . . . .  500 , 50 
I 
T . . . . . .  1 5650 1 641 
MJe mntlst however bear in mind that there is a gap in the observa- 
tions between 10 July and 21 September. 
At Ona C. typicr~s was more frequently found than at  Sog~lesj~en, 
being present in October 1948, from September 1949 to January 1950 
and from July to December 1950, very abundant from 16 August to 
6 November as shown below: 
At Eggum this species was also fairly common, present in November 
1948 and September-October 1949, but as at Ona numerous in the 
autumn of 1950, as shown below: 
At Sltrova C. tyfiicus was very scarce. Single individuals occurred 
in July and September 1949, and 15 specimens on 29 October 1949. 
In  1950 160 specimens were taken on 23 October, 28 October: 16, 25 
November: 7, and 28 December: 17 specimens. 
The sudden appearance of C. tyfiicus in the different localities clearly 
indicates that there are no local stocks in these waters. The species is 
brought in by the North-Atlantic current or the coastal current and 
then persists for some time. Other species have a similar occurrence, 
as will be mentioned Iater on. 
At Eggum C. t y f i i cw  seems to arrive one month later than at  Ona. 
Some individuals are also carried into the Vestfjord. As no hauls were 
made a t  Skrova in September 1950 the exact date of arrival cannot 
be given. 
C. typicus is an inhabitant of the surface layers, but some specimens 
are also found below 50 m. 
Temora longicornis Muller. 
Te.~zora longicornis is known to be a neritic species with a tendency 
to occur in swarms (FARRAN 1911). In the localities investigated the 
occurrence was as a rule very patchy. 
The monthly mean numbers of Temo~pa at the localities investigated 
are given in table 25. 
Table 25. T h e  Montdzly i l lean hTunzbers of Temora longicornis in 7949 
and 1950. 
I 
1949. 1 Yay / June I July / Aug Sept. I Oct. ' i Tov. IDec.  
Sognesjoen . . . . . .  1 - 1  2 /1511 l120521  2351 - 1  5051 - 1  - 
Ona . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Eggu~n . . . . . . . .  
Skrava . . . . . . . . . .  
- 
1 On 1. June: 2321. On 22. August: 750. On 25. September: 1050. 
on 10. October: 1550. 
I Sognesj~en . . . .  I 816 1 310 ' 807 - 1 309 9 ' - - 
Ona . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 0 , ": 18 
. . . . . . . .  Eggurn 0 0 
. . . . . . . .  
- 
25 1 248 1 I 1 0 
0 426 1033 2 5  4: 0 
1 1  I 0  
- /  0 3  I 0 
At Sognesj~en Tenzora was scarce or absent till May 1949, but com- 
paratively numerous from June to October, with rnaxi~na a t  the be- 
ginning of June, last half of July, and in Septelliber or October. In 
7950 it was present for a longer period with maxi~lia a t  the encl of 
April, in July, and perhaps September. 
At Ona Temova was more scarce, but regularly present from April 
to October 1949 with maxima a t  the end of the months April, June, 
August and October. 111 1950 only one maximum was observecl, in the 
l~iiclclle of August. Ruun (1929) also founcl the largest stocli on the bank 
111 the autunm. 
At Eggum Temora occurred very scattered ancl sparsely both years, 
but  quite large numbers were fo~nld in October 1949 and in September 
1950. The maxima occurred later than at  Ona. 
At Slcrova Tenzorn was quite common in October ancl November 
1948, mean numbers 400 ancl 700 i~lcli~icluals respectively. In 1919 it 
was sparsely present in April and May, but ab~uldant in the autumn 
from September to November with maxinlunl at  the beginning of October. 
In 1950 Temora was found regularly from April to the end of Novenlbel, 
but in small numbers only, with a maximum in October. Fro111 the 
table it will be seen that the maxillia in numbers occur successi~ely 
later as we proceed northwards. 
Propagatiorc. 
Males, females, copepodites and nauplii have been counted separately. 
The latter are not caught quantitatively. In table 26 is given the 
percentage composition of the stock of Temova a t  SognesjBen from June 
to October 1949 and from April to September 1950. 
If we take the presence of nauplii as a sign of propagation, it is 
evident that spawning must go on more or less continuously, when Teijzora 
is present in numbers. Judging from the nlaxilnun~ percentages of the 
different categories, it seems probable that spawning was more intense 
Table 26. T h e  Percentage Co~~z$osit io~z of the Stock of Teiilova loizgicor~zis at 
Sognes j@en in 7 949-50. 
in Jlay, July, a i d  August-September of 1949, and April, June a11d 
September 1950. This assuinptioll is in accordance with observations in 
the fjord Nord%svatn near Bergen (\VIBORG 1944). 
&It Oila the numbers of Ter~zorn \Irere usually quite low and the per- 
centage cornposition has not been colizputed. Nauplii occurred sparsely 
from the encl of June to October 1949, but were 110t observecl in 1950. 
-It Eggurn nauplii were abunda~lt in Septelnber ancl October 1949 
and in Septeinber 1950, at  Slirova also at  the end of September 1949, 
hut \yere scarce in 1950, as observatioils were the11 lacking in Septeinbei-. 
Tenzova is an inhabitant of the surface layer in a11 localities, being 
mainly foui~d above 50 m, ancl this fact characterizes its distribution. 
The high nu~nbcrs sometimes found a t  Egguln and Skrova may 
1,c due to transport by currents from southerll areas, but a small 
stock seems to exist in the Vestfjord during most of the year, and will 
perhaps procl~~ce a large iluinber ~vhen the circu~nstances are farntlrable, 
as i11 September-October 1949. 
M e t ~ i d i n  1z~ce11s Boecek. 
Two species of Metridin occur more or less regularly in all the locali- 
ties investigated, 111. Zz~ce~zs Boeck and 116. longn Lubbock. The adults 
ancl copepodite stages IV-V of the two species are distinguished quite 
easily, but the lo\?rer stages and the 11auplii call only be separated by 
measurements. In  all the localities, except at Skrova, 114. loaga was 
~ e r j 7  scarce in relation to d l .  Ir~cens, and can be left out of considtration. 
116. lzlcens is regarded as an Atlantic species, being brought in with 
the North-Atlantic current, but there is also a11 isolated stock ill the 
Skagei-ak, (FARRAN 1910) which may be introduced with the Baltic current 
1:; the coastal areas of Western Norway. XORDGAARD (1905, 1912) 
reports that off Bergen A f .  lz~cens is soinetlmes very abuildant and im- 
portant as food for e, g. coalfish. 
~Yzl~~ler i 'ca l  Varintiort. 
The numerical variation of hf. Zzcce~zs at the inrrestigatecl localities 
clui-ing 1948--50 is shonrn in fig. 80. 
I t  is immecliately clear that A [ .  1ucen.s is a sumnler ancl autumn 
~OI-IYI. At Sog~lesjdeil there was a sinall stock in Desember 1948, cle- 
creasing to January 1949 ancl remaining low until June. From July 
there was a rapid increase to a maximum at the beginniilg of 4ugust. 
Fro111 Scpteinber the stock decreased steadily in size until February 
nest  year. Between April and December 1950 the stock had 3 peaks 
of abundance, in April, June ancl October, but the ilumbers were much 
Ion-er t11a11 in the summer of 1949. 
Fig SO. Nulllerical variation of ildctridia Zrtce~zs, October 1948 - 
December 1950, in 100,s. 
At Ona the stock of $1. lwcens was very considerable in October 
1948. In  March 1949 the number was very low, but peaks occurrecl 
in June and in September. From October 1949 till June 1950 the stock 
was negligible, but two peaks were again observed at the beginning of 
July and in December. 
At Eggum M. lztcens was also numerous in the autumn of 1948, 
the stock decreasing to a minimum in February. Two minor peaks 
occurred in April and May of 1949, and then two main maxima in June- 
July and October. In  1950 minor peaks mere observed in May and July, 
and a main maximum in September. 
At Skrova M. lz~ce+zs was very abundant in the autumn of 1948 and 
decreased in number to a minimum in February. A small increase 
followed in February, but some of the nauplii found possibly belonged 
to M. longa. 
Throughout the summer and autu~nn the stock was inconsiderable, 
but in September there was a small increase, in October a maximum, and 
afterwards decrease to January 1950. I11 February there was again a rise 
to a maximum of about 1 000 individuals in March, mainly nauplii, but 
the identification was uncertain, and they may partly have belonged 
to Ill. longa. No copepodites were found. 114. lzlce~zs was scarce or absent 
Table 27. Mogzthly Mean Percentages of the Different Stages of Melridia Iucens at Sogaesjøen i n  7949-50. 
Year Stage J a n  , Feb. -Dlar. 1 Apr. May 1 'June Jnlg i u g .  / Sep. liit. Nov. Dec 
8 . . . . 38.6 20.0 - - 
!? . 1 9 . 3  53.31 
- 1  - 1949 
i I 
8.7 1 2.5 
- 8.0 
1 
11.8 0.6 
14,7 1 0.6 
V-IV . . 
1 
- 7 2 
18.6 
15.0 1 24.0 
- I 19.4 
- 61.4 
- 22.8 1 13.3 - - 
' 111-1 . . 
N . . 
8 .. 
I ? .. 
1.8 2.2 
- 1 2 4  3.91 3.41 2.5 
22 S 
7 2 
1950 
3.8 
17.0 
73.5 
2 7 
0.5 
' 44 2 
l 
3.6 i 8 7  
3.4 9.6 
2.7 
1.8 1 - 
- l  - 17.5 1 1;:; 1 l 35.0 1 - 25.2 - 34.2 1 - 
- O 
- 25 I 
l 
2.6 O 
21.3 
44.3 
2 9 5  
13.2 
12.2 
22.3 
- 
l 
22.3 
- 29,5 
6.7 
6.7 
26.6 1 2.3 0.1 
O 4.2 98.7 34.3 
60.0 67.0 O 59.8 
9.7 1 0.9 
111-1 . . 9.7 I 4.4 I N . . 44.1 91.3 
8.2 4.4 
O 
47.8 
8.0 52.0 
58.4 l 26.0 
4 S 
52 9 
Fig. 81. \Tariations in the percentage stage coi~lpositio~l 
of il/leti/idicr lnceizs a t  Olla in 1949. 
loo- 
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througho~~t  the sulnmer ancl autunlll of 1950, but reappeared in October 
and illcreased ill number till December. 
When we compare the different localities it is apparent, that the 
spring maxilnum in 1949 occurrecl first a t  Ona, seco~lcl at  Eggum and 
last at Sognesj~en. The same may also have been the case with the 
second maximum, but observatiolls were lacking at  Sognesj@en betn-een 
10 July anel 21 September. In 1950 the c~nclitions were liiore variable, 
as me clo not have the same ~iumber of peaks in all the localities. 
- 
- 
- 
7 
Males, fenlales, stages TT-IV, 111-1, and the nauplii have been 
co~zntcd separately. In table 27 is sho~vn the mean nlo~ltlily percentage 
composition of the stock of Jl. licce~cs a t  Sognesjmen during 1949-30. 
Samples with less than a hundrecl specilnells have been onlitted. 
The adults are presciit nearly all the year, with highest pel-centages 
in Jan.-Feb., May-June and Sept.-Oct. Feniales were also well 
represented in R/Tarch 1930. Sauplii are also found the year round, 
with peaks in December--February, May, July ancl October, when we 
colnbilie the observations of the two years. There are probably four 
Iliain spawnings, ill February, Xaj-, July ancl October, ancl iliclicatioii 
of a fifth1 one in December-January. 
Fig. 82. Variations in the percentage stage colnpositioll 
ol M ~ i i , i d i n l ~ ~ ~ ~ ? z s  a t  Egguru in 1949-50. 
At  Ona (fig. 811) the  ariat ti on in stage coinposition is more irregular 
than at  Sognesj~en, possibly caused by a double origin of the stock, as 
lnentioned above (page 67). 
01113- tile observations from 1949 are shown in the figure. The spaw- 
ning periods seen1 to be nearly the sarne as at  Sognesj~en, February, 
-April, August, October and December. In the autumn however, there 
seems to be continuous spawning from September to Janualy. 
At Eggum (fig. 82) the adults are usually present in much greater 
percentages than further south, with pronounced maxima in February, 
April, June-July and Noveinber 19-1-9 ancl ill June-July, October and 
December 1950. Peak percentages of the nauplii in 1949 occurred in 
March, April, May, and froin July to December, with maxima ill August 
ancl October. In  1950 the peaks were more separated, occurring in 
Xay, August ancl November-Decembei-. There are probably four  mail^ 
spa~vnings, corresponding to the peaks of nauplii in February-March, 
April-Rlay, August ancl October-Xoveniber. As at  Ona, the inost 
intensive spa\vning at  Eggum takes place from August to November, 
but all the peaks occur a fortnight or a niont1-1 later. 
At Slirova it is more clifficult to give exact data on the percentage 
conlposiiion of the stock of ill. lzlce~zs with the nauplii includecl, as the 
ilauplii of Ill. logzga have not becn distinguished. With the percentage 
variations of the adults and the older ancl younger copepoclites of 
JI. Zzrce~zs, and the number of 12fet~ idin nauplii per month, (tables 28-29) 
n e inay nevertheless be able to trace the span-ning periods fairly accu- 
rately. 
Fronl the lnaxiinuin percentages of stage 1-111 nre may conclucle 
that spawning took place in Septeinber and Decelnber 1948, in January 
ancl October-Deceniber 1949, and in September 1950. The occurrelice of 
-lIetl/idzn nauplii indicates that spa\~ning may go on inore or less con- 
Tablc 28. Mo;ztlzly Mean  Percegtfage of Adztlts a?zd Copepodifes of Jletridza 
Ziice~zs a f  Shrooa 1948-50. 
1948 1 Ja i l  Feb Yar. hpr. , May 
I 
- 
d' 1 - 1  - I - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ S o  observatioils 
Y-IV . . . . . . . . . .  - - - - -  
111-1 
I 
- - 
. . . . . . . . . .  
I 
tinuously from October to May, when females of M .  lucens are present. 
I t  is assumed that M. luce7zs is usually brought into the Vestfjord in 
September-October, and then survives for some months. In the autumn 
of 1948 a greater stock of M. lztce~zs had probably been introduced. 
With the work of ~I.IARSH.ILL and ORR (1952) in mind, we have reason 
to assume that the number of generations of 114. k ~ c e n s  per year may 
be considerable less than the number of spawnings, If Dl. lzbcens takes 
the same time for the de~~elopment from egg to the mature adult as 
Calanzts finmarchicz~s, (minimum 1 month) and afterwards may survive 
for two months or more, this would give maximum 4 generations a year. 
As the temperature of the upper water layers where the spawnings may 
take place, is comparatively low during winter and early spring, the 
Table 29. Mogzthly M e a ~ z  N1~n~be1.s of Melvidia Naup l i i  at Skvova 1948-50. 
development may be delayed. I t  is therefore likely, that in Xorwegian 
waters the bulk of the 114. luceqts only go through 3 generations a year. 
The length variations (page 158 ) also support this view, and furthermore 
R ~ E  (1951) reports the evidence of three distinct generations of 
M .  l u c e ~ t s  in the North Sea ancl Northeast :\itlantic during 1950. 
M .  lzlcens is known to make pronounced vertical migrations, but may 
also be taken in the upper layers in daytime (RUUD 1929). Off the coast 
of Ireland (FARRAN 1947) females of J/l. l z ~ c e n s  in 1931 accumuIated in 
the upper 25 m after dark, while in 1932 they stayed below 50 m also 
at night. The younger stages were taken mostly below 50 m both 
during clay and night. 
As the present material has all been sampled during the daytime, 
we have to restrict ourselves to the general distribution during the day. 
Divided hauls were taken in 1949 only, and the percentage of the different 
stages above and below 50 m has been calculated for the stations Sogne- 
sjmen and Eggum as shown below: 
As the development proceeds from the nauplii to the older stages, 
the larvae apparently seek deeper water, and the majority of the cope- 
podites of stage IV-V and the adults are found below 50 m. At Eggum 
there is a higher percentage of nauplii and stage 1-111 copepodites 
below 50 nl than a t  Sognesjmen, but in November a greater proportion 
of the copepodites was found in the upper 30 m, 38 % and 83 0/, of 
stage T'-IV and 111-1 respectively. 
V a r i a t i o n s  ivt  Leizgth o f  AIetvidia lzicens. 
A number of females of M, lzlceqzs have been measured from Sogne- 
sjmen, Ona and Eggum in 1949, and from Ona in 1950. The variations in 
mean length are shown in fig. 83. 
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Fig. 83. Variations in lnean length of A\~eti,idia luce?zs fernales at the 
investigated localities in 1949 and a t  Oila in 19.50. 
At Sognesj~en the mean length is at  a minimum of 1.55 111111 in 
January and rises but little to February. In  May the figure has increased 
to 1.85 mm and increases still a little to July. Later the mean length 
falls evenly throughout the autumn and winter. At Ona the variation 
is the same as a t  Sognesj~en, but the figures are lower. Minimum occurs 
in March. I11 1950 the nlaxiniurn mean length was a little greater. At 
Eggum the variation in mean length corresponcled closely with that 
founcl at  Ona. Slight drops in niean length are indicated from the encl 
of April to the beginning of May and fro111 the end of May to the be- 
ginning of June. 
The variation in mean length of JI. 1 z ~ c e . t ~ ~  bears some reselnbla~lce 
to that of Calanzts f i n~+~a~~cJz i c z~s ,  but the increase in spring is lnorc even. 
The mean lengths range fro111 1.55 mni to 1.90 mm. 
In fig. 84 are shown selected size frequencies of ilil. l~rce?zs fernales 
at  Ona and Egguln cluring 1949. The curves are mostly unirnodal. The 
sizes vary from 1.33 mm to 1.90 mm. 
Frorn the Barents Sea BOGOROT and PREOBRAJENSKAYA (1 934) give 
the total length of M.  lztcens fernales as 2.29 rnln (cephalothorax length 
= 1.46 mm) in December. This is bclo~rr the rninilnurn mean length 
found at  the permanent stations, but as nTe have already seen, the 
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Flg 81 Selected size frequenc~es of a l I e t i ~ ~ d z a  l r l ~ e ~ t s  females 
at Ona and Egguln 111 1949 
lengths may vary from one year to another. In the Barents Sea 2lf. 
lucens is only found in the warm area, ancl the stock is supplied by the 
Sorth-Atlantic current from more southerly areas. 
Met?-idia longs Lubbock. 
longa is co~lsidered to be an arctic species, but is also found i11 
the deep Korwegian fjords (Sam 1903). On the coastal banks it is 
scarce (RUUD 1929). Near Bergen maximum occurrence is met with in 
Xarch and in September (RDNNSTRO~I 1932), nrhich is in accordance 
with the conditions found in the Oslofjord (WIBORG 1940), where propa- 
gation took place in February and in August-September. 
Nltvzericnl Variation.  
131. longa occurred very sparsely a t  Sognesj~e11, Ona and Eggum. 
111 the first locality 15-100 individuals, mostly stage V copepodites, 
were taken in April-May 1949 and June 1950, otherwise single specimens 
only. At Ona a few copepodites were found in November 1949 and 
stragglers in January, March, June and December 1950. 
At Eggum the same distribution was observed, the largest number 
being 61 specimens in October 1949, on other occasiolls mainly single 
specimens. 
Skrova is the only locality where ,%l. Zongzgn had a regular occurrence, 
which confirms its nature as a fjord species. The average figures for 
the years 1949-50 are given below. As mentioned earlier, the nauplii 
are difficult to distinguish from those of M. lucens, and in the table 
only adults and copepodites of A4. longa have been included. 
I 
,an. Feb. ~ a i .  ~ ~ r .  hIay jnne ljuly b o g .  1 ~ e ~ t . l  Oct. SO\-. ~ e c  
The stock is of a moderate size. Maxima occur in January, April, 
June and August of 1949 and in March and May 1950. 
A number of Metridia nauplii were found in February-Xarch 1949, 
ancI it is assumed that they in part belonged to &I. longa. At the end 
of April the lengths were measured of a number of Metridia copepodites, 
and it was seen that 80 % of stage I belonged to M .  lz~cens, while 
85 O/, of stage I11 belonged to M. longa. This would indicate that the 
spawning of M .  longa had taken place in February-March. A feuf 
stage I copepodites of M. longa were also found in October. 
Only single copepodites of M .  longa were taken above 50 111. The 
entire stock kept to the deeper water layers. 
Variabions i n  Length. 
A number of females of M. longa were measured a t  Skrova at different 
times of the year 1949. For a comparison I also measured individuals 
from the innermost part of the Oslofjord taken on 14 June 1933 and 
23 February 1934 (see WIBORG 1940), and from station c(Mo in the 
Norwegian Sea in January-July 1952. The percentage length clistri- 
butions from all localities are given in fig. 85. 
At Skrova the variations in mean length were very Small, from 
3.50-2.60 mm during the year. The total range of variation nras 2.33 
Fig. 85. Percentage size frequencies of Metridin lolzgn 
females in the Oslofjord, at  Slrrova, 
and a t  station sN,. 
-2.82 mm. In the Oslofjord 41. longn spawns twice a year, (WIBORG 
1940) and the females taken in February accordingly represent the 
summer generation, those from June the spring generation, with lnean 
lengths of 2.31 mm and 2.10 mm respectively. On station ((81)) the 
variations in mean length between January and July 1952 were but 
slight, the mean length in this period being 2.70 mm. 
T h e  Length Var ia t ions  of M .  longn in Relat ion to Tef?zperatzrve and 
Snl in i ty .  At Skrova M .  longa is usually found in water with a salinity 
of 34-35 O/, and a temperature of 6.5"-7°C most of the year. ,4t 
50 m level the temperature may sink to 4" C. 
In the Oslofjord the deeper water layers have also a temperature 
of 6.5"-7°C' but the salinity is lower, 32-33 o/,, (BRAARUD and RUUD 
1937). As the nauplii and copepodites of stage 1-111 were found to 
swim at higher levels than the adults (WIBORG 1910), they may be subject 
to higher temperatures, which may explain that M. lolzgn females are 
smaller in the Oslofjord than at Skrova. 
At station c(Mw the females of M ,  lofzga were taken mainly in the 
600-100 m layer. At the 100 m level the temperature in January-May 
1950 varied between 5" C and 7"C, at 600 rn between 0°C and 3"C, and 
i t  is reasonable to assume that the temperature variations were not 
essentially cliffereat from those of 1952. By vertical migration within 
the 600-100 1x1 layer AT. longn may thus be subject to temperatures 
which may account for the larger size of the females. 
il. 
I11 the White Sea BOGOKOV (1932) gives the mean total length of 
31. longa females as 4.03 mm. The corresponding cephalothorax length 
would be 2.49 nlm, or very near to that found at  Skrova. In the White 
Sea the temperatures of the deeper water layers were from + 0.1"- 
f 1.5"C, the salinity 28.48-27.94 Oi , , .  One might have expected larger 
individ~zals at  such low temperatures. Ho~vever, as Boco~ov  anci 
PREOBRAJEXSI<AYA (1934) found in tlze warm water area of the Barents 
Sea (temperature 4.7"C) females of M. lo~zgn measuring, on  the average, 
3.66 mm total length (ceph. length -- 2.26 mm), and in the cold water 
area near Fra~ltz Josephs's Land (temperature f 0.5"C) specimens 
measurillg 4.00 mm total length (ceph. = 2.47 mm), the figures can 
apparently not be compared with the data from the present investi- 
gation. In East Greenland waters USSING (1938) found an average length 
of 2.65 mm, a range of variation of 2.34-2.80 mm. He also stated 
that there is no annual variation in size. JESPERSEX (1939) on the basis 
of a very extensive material gives the mean length of M. long@ females a ,  
2.78 mm ancl2.70 ~nln respectis-ely for East Greenland and West Greenland 
waters, the difference being attributed to differences in sea temperature. 
Although it seems that the temperature is the most important factor 
in determining the length of the adults of A4, longa, the possibility 
cannot be excluded that a low salinity may also be of importance a i  
a limiting factor. 
A cat-tin clausi Giesbrecht. 
Of the two species, Acnr f i n  c la~ i s i  Giesbrecht, and A. longireuzis 
(Lilljeborg), the latter has been found in small numbers only, mainly as 
adults. It is iinpossible to clistinguish the nauplii and first copepodite 
stage of the t\vo species, but when adults ancl older copepodites of only 
one species have been foulld regularly, the lower stages may with a 
high degree of certainty be regardecl as belonging to the same species. 
In fig. 86 is shown the nu~nerical \,ariation of the total stock of 
A .  clazrsi at  the different localities, in the periods when the numbers 
exceeded 60. Acartia was also found at other times of the year, but 
mostly in very few examples, mainly females. 
,4t Sognesjoen A c a j ~ f i a  was present from 21 July to 11 October 
1949 and from 28 March to 25 October 1950. In 1949 maxima were 
observed in August and in October. No observations were made during 
September-, when the maill inaximuln probably has occurred. In  1.950 
Acartia was more abundant than in the preceding year, and was present 
for a longer period, ~ i~ i t l l  n~axilna i11 April, June ancl September. Obser- 
vations were again lacking for most of September. After 11 October 
the stock dinlinished very rapidly. 
Fig. 86. Sumerical variatioll of Acnrtin clnz~si in the periods of 
abundallce in 1949 and 1950, in 1000's. 
3 
-4t Ona Acnrtin was very numerous in October 1948, with a stock 
of 3 800 specimens, nearly all (85.5 %) females. In April the stock 
numbered 1 000, of which 66,6 % were copepodites. From 27 April to 
8 August the species was completely absent, and otherwise scarce in 
the periods not included in the drawing. Maxima occurred late in August, 
late in September and in the middle of November. In 1950 Acarticl 
was more scarce, but present all the time, with peaks in March, late 
in August ancl in the beginning of November. 
At Egguin Acnrtin was lacking in April and from 31 May to 16 August 
1949, and was scarce in the other periods not included in the figure. 
JIaximum nuinbers were observed in October 1949 and in September 
and November 1950. There were also some 200 individuals in the 50-0 
m haul on 22 May 1950. 
At Skrova A .  clnzlsi was very abundant in the autumn of 1948. 
The stock variation was as follows: 
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In the period 15 March-30 April 1949 no stock was fou~zd, and 
later only a fen. individuals until August. As will appear from fig. 86 
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inaximum in stock occurred in September-October ancl the number de- 
creased rapidly till the end of November. In  1950 there was a break 
in the observations from August to October. 
Propagation. 
Males, females, copepodites and nauplii have been counted separately. 
Most of the nauplii pass through the meshes of the net. 
The variation in percentage composition of the stock of A .  clausi 
at  Sognesjgen in the periods of abundance in 1919-50 is shown in 
table 30. 
Table 30. The Percentage Covzposition of the Stock of Acnrticc clallsi at 
Sogilzesjwefi iqz 1949-50. 
From the occurrence of the ~lauplii we may conclude that there 
n-ere n~axillla in spawning in July and September 1949 and March, 
May, (August-)September and October 1950. 
At Ona (table 31) the nauplii were usually more scarce than a t  Sogne- 
sjoen. In the autumn of 1950 the observations have apparently not 
coincidect with the actual spawning periods. 
From the variation in the stage composition it seems likely that  
more intensive spawning takes place in March-April, and possibly in 
July, August and October. The large and sudde~l fluctuations which 
occur in the size of the stock, confuse the spa\v~ling periods. Ruuu 
Table 31. The  Peltcentage Conzposition of the Stock of Acartia clazlst at 
Onn in 7949-50. 
1 1413 1 1717 30/8 1319 / 5110 125/10 16/11 
' 5 4  1294 I266  I364  
4 9  
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(1929) also mentions such fluctuations, ~vhich are probably caused by 
the ~llovements of the surface layers, carrying with them a varying 
quantity of dcar t ia .  
At Egguln (table 32) nauplii were only found in October 1949, 
but the high percentage of copepodites in the middle of September 
points to a spawning in late August. In 1950 the maximum of spawning 
also occurred in August. 
Table 32. T h e  Percentage Colrzfiosition of the Stock of Acavtia clausi at  
Eggzhnz in 1949-50. 
1949 1950 I -  
Date 119 17/10 1 2 / 1 1  121/11 9/S 2 1 / S  12/9 13/10 1/11 1 4 / 1 1  1 6 / 1 2  
I 
h . . I  - 2.4 I 16.7 
1 1  I i I 
At Skrova some nauplii were found in October 1948, and there was 
, 
a high percentage of copepodites from the beginning of October till 
December. 111 the autumn of 1949 nauplii were more common, being 
present throughout October. During the winter females mere the only 
representatives, usually occurring singly. In  1950 observations were 
lacking in September and for most of October. Later the percentage 
of adults increased steadily. I t  seems as if the spawning of A .  clausi 
a t  Skrova took place mainly in October of all the years investigated. 
Both at  Egguln and Skrova A. clausi is probably brought in by 
the coastal current from the south, mainly in the autumn, and this 
fact nlay explain the irregular variations in spawning and in the size 
of the stocks. 
In all localities the bulk of A .  c l a ~ ~ s i  was taken in the upper 50 111 
with a few exceptions: At Sognesjmen a greater proportion of the stock 
occurred belo~v 50 m most of the year 1950, except in May. At Ona the 
major part of A .  c la l~s i  was found below 50 m from the end of October 
to the middle of December. At Skrova sometimes one third to one half 
of the stock kept below 50 in. 
At Sognesj~en and Ona the males seemed to live in deeper water 
than the females, as shown in the table below for Sognesj6en on 4 different 
dates in 1950. 
I 
Date Haul, ~ n .  , ,3 % 9 %  
i i 
In the deeper haul the percentage of inales nearly always exceeds that 
of the females. On 21 September there was apparently no difference in 
the proportions bet~veen males and females in the two hauls. 
At Eggurn and Skrova no such difference could be clearly seen, on 
the contrary, males were sometimes proportionately illore abundant in 
the shallow hauls than in the deep ones. 
A cartia Iongirernis Lill jeborg. 
As mentioned above, this species appeared sparsely in all the localities 
inves'_Igated. I t  is know11 to be neritic (FARRAS 1910), ancl this may 
account for the scattered occurrence in the present material. LYSFIOI~II 
(1912) found A .  longirenzis in numbers in the Trondhjemsfjord but 
scarce or lacking in the offshore -waters. 
A. longiremis was present a t  Sognesj~en in October ancl Decenlber 
1948, June-July and October 1949 ancl from April to July 1950. The 
highest iiuinber of speci~nens found was 250 i11 October 1949 ancl 200 
in May 1950. At other times the number mras alx~rajrs below 50. At 
Ona a few specimens were encountered in August 1949 and in Janual-y 
1950. According to RUUD (1929) A .  longiremis was taken irregularly 
on the bank off Mgre. A single specilnen \vas observed a t  Eggulll in 
June 1950. At Skrova A .  lo~zgire~+zis \!,as found a little Illore regularly, 
in March 1949 and froin January to August 1950, but only in nuliibers 
up to 25. 
All specimens of A .  lo~zgire~qzis were talten in the upper 50 m. 
Other  Cnlnnoids. 
The following calanoicl copepods have been found Illore or less 
regularly, but in small nuinbers : 
Rhincalanus ~zaszbtus Giesbrecht, Claitsocala~t~ls n~,c~lrcorlzis (Dana), 
Sfiinocnln~c?rs lo~zgicov~zis Giesbrecht, Aetiderls nj,~~zntrls Boeck, Ch?l.iciz~ts 
nn~zatus  (Boeck), Diaixis hzberntca (A. Scott), Scolecttlzricella nzinor Brady, 
A4nzallo$hora ?nu:?za (Scaphocalartzu ~rtngnzls) (T. Scott), Plezwontawzma 
~obztsta (Dahl), Pleuronzamma abdonzirtalis (Dahl), Heterorhabdus norve- 
giclks (Boeck), Candacia norvegica (Boeck), Cnndcrcin nrwzata (Boeck), 
-4 nonzalocera patersoni (Templeton). 
Rlzi.rzcala~zz6s naszttus was taken singly at  SognesjGen on 11 November 
and 29 December 1950. At Eggum single nauplii and copepodites pro- 
bably belonging to this species were found in September and October 
1949 and one female was found on 28 April 1950. 
Clausocnlanus arcz~icornis has hitherto not been recorded from Nor- 
wegian waters. Owing to its small size i t  is easily overlooked or mistaken 
for P a v a c a ~ a ~ l ~ ~ s  or Psetcdoca~anzrs. According to VERWOORT (FBRRBX 
1951) the three species of Clnz~socalan~ls, C.  nrczticornis (Dana), C.  pergens 
Farrail and C. $aztlultts Farran all resemble each other very closely and 
can only be distinguished by size, the fernales measuring 1.0-1.6 mm, 
0.9-1.05 mm and 0.75-0.82 mm respectively. FARRAN is of the opinion 
that they are three races of the same species, C .  arct~icornis. The indivi- 
duals found in the present material were all females, measured about 
1.0 mm total length, and have been determined as C. arcz~icovnis, formae 
pel.ge14s and $ndzllzts. 
At Sognesj~en single Clazlsocalanzls females were taken in October 
1949 and in December 1950. At Ona they were noticed a little more 
frequently, in Kovernber 1948, from October to December 1949 and in 
December 1950, at Eggum in November 1948, and i11 January ancl 
October-December 1949 ancl 1950. At Skrova Clausocnlanus mas talien 
from October to November 1918, in September-December 1949 ancl 
in December 1950. The species has also been founcl in plankton material 
froin earlier years, in November-December 1938 being prescnt from 
3Imre to the Lyngeafjord north of Troms~ .  I also took sgme specimells 
at  station aM)) in the Norwegian Sea in December 1952. The felzlales 
\yere of two size-groups, measuring respectively 0.90 mm and 1.06 mm. 
As already mentioned, Claz~socala~z~~s may be easily overlooked and 
a closer examination would undoubtedly have shown it to be present 
~liore frequently in the samples. The individuals were all found in the 
cleeper hauls. 
The species of Clnztsocnln~z~~s are all reported from the Northeast 
A l t l a ~ ~ t i c  (FARRAW 1920, 1951), and may thus be carried into Norwegian 
coastal waters by the current. Claztsocalaizr~s was always taken together 
xrith a number of other copepods of Atlantic origin. 
S$inocala~zz~s abyssalis is kilo\vll fro111 the deep Non~egian fjords 
(S,i~is 1903). A single copepodite of stage V was taken in the 200-50 111 
haul at  Sognesj~e11 on 29 Decelllber 1949, and 2 females on I G  January 1950. 
Aetidefis armatus is also a deep water form, occ~lrring sonletimes at 
the surface during the night (VERVOORT 1952). Single individuals, 
mostly females, were found at  Sognesjmen and Ona at  different times 
of the year. At Ona both males, females and copepodites occurred 
on 16 December 1950. At Eggum Aetideus was still Illore scarce, being 
found only in April and September 1949 and in December 1950. At 
Skrova this species ulas not noticed. 
Clziridizis a n m z t ~ ~ s  is likewise a deep water species. At Sognesjmen 
it was only taken during the minter months, from December 1948 to 
February 1949, October 1949-February 1950 and September--December 
1950, mostly in single specimens, maxinlum 31 individuals on 17 Decem- 
ber 1948, all stages being present, but the first stage copepodites most 
numerous. At Ona and Eggun~ Chiridiz~s was only caught once, in 
March and February respectively, but at  Skrova it occmred more 
regularly all the year round, numbers never exceeding 20. From other 
observations it is known that Clzir idz?~~ generally keeps close to the 
bottom and thus avoids the ordinary nets. 
Scolecitkricella ~ n i n o r  occurred regularly in all the localities investi- 
gated, but in rather small n~zmbers, the stock seldom exceeding a hundred 
specimens. The monthly mean numbers at  Sognesjmen in 1949--50 are 
shown below. 
- 
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Maximum numbers occurred on 17 December 1948, 1 June and 
1.1 October 1919, 12 May, 16 June and 21 September 1950 with respec- 
tively 190, 500, 150, 150, 270 and 450 specimens. At Ona this species 
was more scarce, in 1949 found all the year found, but seldom more 
than 1-10 specimens each time. In 1950 only a few stragglers occurred 
in May, November and December. At Eggum we find about the same 
occurrence as at  Ona, but at  Skrova Scolecitlzricella was a little more 
numerous. The monthly mean numbers were as follomrs: 
JIaximunl numbers, 300 specimens, occurred on 4 July 1949. 
Scoleciilzricelln ~7as  nearly always found below 50 m, a few specimens 
sometimes being taken in the upper 50 m. 
Diaixis lzibe~nica was taken once, at Ona on 14 November 1949. 
One female of ScaPlzocala~zz~s wagnus was found at Sognesjgen on 
16 January 1950. 
Pleziro~~za~nl?za robusin occurred three times, at Sognesj~en on 25 hIay 
1950 and at  Eggum on 1 February and 16 December 1950, all females. 
I t  mas also recorded in plankton hauls at More in September 1937. 
One male of Pleu~omantnza abdo~zinnlis xvas found at Eggum on 5 
January 1 949. 
Heterorhabdus norvegicz~s lives in the deeper layers of the Nor~vegian 
fjords. Stragglers were encountered at  Sognesj~en in February and 
December 1949, March, May and June 1950, and at Ona in December 
1949. No Heterovlzabd~~s were observed at Eggum, but at Skrova single 
specimens, mainly females, were again met with all the year round. 
Cn~zdacia ~zorvegica is considered to be a deep water species (FARRAX 
1948). Single specimens have been found at Skrova in October and 
Xoven-iber 1948 and in December 1950. 
Ca~zdncia armata is epiplanctonic and regarded as an indicator of 
A4tlantic water (SCOTT 1911, RUSSELL 1939, R ~ E  1951). I t  was 
recorded singly at Sognesjoen in October 1949 and October-November 
1950, and at Ona in December 1950. At Eggum a few copepodites of 
C.  cr~l~zafa were found on 3 November 1948. I11 1949 the species was 
lacking, but in the autumn of 1950 it occurred from 13 October to 29 
December, the numbers varying from 2 to 59. All stages were found, 
includecl nauplii, on 13 October and 1 November. C. armata was also 
recorded in plankton material from the Vestfjord in November 1938. 
A ~ z o ~ ~ ~ a l o c e u a  pate~/soni belongs to the Skagerak and North Sea (SCOTT 
1911, R . ~ E  and REES 1947). Single individuals were taken at Sognesj~en 
in June 1949 and January 1950. 
Copepoda Cyclopoida. 
Oithona sirnilis Claus. 
Oitkona sinzilis is one of the most common copepods in Northern 
~r~aters, and is also very abundant, especially in the autumn. Only adults 
and copepodites have been included in the counts, as most of the nauplii 
pass through the meshes of the net. As shown earlier (page 59-65) 0. 
sil~zilis, (nauplii excluded), is usually second to Calanl~s  finvnarclzz'ctrs 
in number, constituting 20-30 % of the total number of copepods, but 
owing to its small size only forming 0.2-5 % of the copepod volume. 
Fig. 87. K~imerical variation of Oit/zo?zn sirnilis a t  Sognesjnen 
in 1949 and 1950, in 1000's. 
The n~z~l~erical  v riation of 0. sirnilis during 1949-50 is shown in 
figs 87-90. 
At Sognesj~en the species was usuallji scarce till the middle of Alay. 
Minor peaks are indicated in March and April (1950 only). The spring 
iliaximum seeins to have occurred in May botl1 years. At the elid of 
Nay 1950 the 50-0 m haul yielded rnucli Inore than the 200-0 m 
haul, probably because of I-andom variation. Observations merc lacking 
in September 1949, and in August and part of September 1950, in s~~hich 
period the main maximum of the year is likely to have occurred. 
At Olia 0. signilis was more abundant. The main lnaxi~nuln of the 
year appeared in September 1949 and in August 1950. Secondary peaks 
\Irere foulid in February, April, and Junc 1949, and in February, ?lay, 
July and December 1950. 0. sig~zilis was very scarce from October 1949 
till June 1950, but was iiiuch inore numerous in August 1950 than in 
the sanie month of 1949. 
Fig. 88. Xumerical variation of Oitho~zn S I . ~ I L L ~ Z S  at Olla 
in 19+9 and 1950, in 1000's. 
At Eggurn 0. si~zilis was still more strongly represented than a t  
Ona, and the autumn periocl of ab~uldance more extended. Both years 
the main nlaxilnum occurred in September, with additional peaks in 
Xarch and June 1949, and in April, R'Iay, July and November 1950. 
0. si~nilis nTas 011 the ~v l~o le  much more numerous at  Eggum in 1949 
than in 1950. 
At Skrova the species was very abundant in the autumn of 1948, 
the total figures for October-Sovernber being: Oct. 9:  14 400, Oct. 23: 
9 500, Nov. 12: 7 800. In 1949-50 0 .  s i ~ ~ ~ i l i s  was again less abundant, 
but 1vitl-r the main occurrence in the autumn. In 1949 the main maximum 
occurred in August and in September, other peaks at  the beginning of 
February ancl in July. Minor peaks are also founcl in all the other months 
except April. Oithortn seems also to be of some importa~lce from October 
to March. In 1950 observations were lacking from the middle of August 
to the last days of October. At other times of the year Oithonn seems 
to have been less abundant than in the corresponcli~lg periods of 1949. 
There are peaks in Janrlarjr, February, May, Sovember ancl December. 
Fig. 89. Sulllerical variation oi Oztl~onn szt~zzlzs at Egg11111 
In 1949 and 1950, 111 1000's. 
The maximum abundance of 0. si~.lzilis in late summer and autumn 
is in conformity with the observations of other plankton workers. 
P~~o+agatio~z. 
Riiales, females and adults have been counted separately, the nauplii 
are only caught to a snlall extent by the Nansen net and can be left 
out of consideration. 
0. sirnilis is kno11rr1 to be very prolific and to propagate most of 
the year. In  an attempt to trace the possible periodicity in breeding, 
the relative percentages of the females have been calculated, and are 
Fig. 90. Sumerical variation of O~tllor~rr s l~)z l l l s  a t  Slirova 
in 1949 and 19.50, In 1000'> 
Fig. 91. Variation in percentage of the females of Oitlborzn sinzilis 
a t  Sognesjoen and Ona in 1949 - 50. 
Fig. 92. Variation in percentage of the females of OitRo~zn sinzilis 
a t  Eggum ancl Skrova in 1919 50. 
shown for Sognesjdell ancl Ona in fig. 91, for Egguin and Skrova in 
fig. 92. 
At Sognesjoen there were peaks in percentage in January, May ancl 
July of 1949 and in February-March, Nay (small) ancl October 1940. 
At Ona more conspicuous peaks were noticed in February, May, 
August, September and November of 1949, ancl in February, May-June 
and August-September of 1950. The next peak appeared in January 
or February 1951. 
At Eggum the most prominent peaks appeared in March ancl Sep- 
tember 1949 and in January, March, April and July of 1950. 
At Skrova the percentage variations were very irregular, but major 
peaks are indicated in February, May and '4ugust 1949, and in January, 
April-May and June-July of 1950. 
We must be careful in drawing too detailed coliclusiolls from the 
percentage variatio~ls. I t  seems as if there are from three to five periods 
of more intense reproduction during the year, but the percentage of 
females is usually 25 or more most of the year, indicating that  propa- 
gation may go on more or less continuously, as has also been shown 
for other areas (~IAXSHALL 1949 and others). 
The black colun~~ls on the figures indicate the  lumbers in the upper 
50 m. 
In 1949 the entire stock at  Sognesj~ell was nearly always taken in 
tlie upper 50 m, while in 1950 a greater proportion, usually more than 
50 %, swam below 50 111, except in ;\fay. At Ona nothing can be said 
of the conclitioils in 1949. In 1950 the ~naxinium llu~nbcr \\-as nearly 
always found in the upper layers. One some occasions, hourever, the 
major part of the stock of 0,  si ini l is  frequented the layers below 50 m. 
At Eggum most of the Oitlzona was taken in the upper 50 m, a certain 
proportion always in the deeper layers, 011 some occasions more than 
30 %, as in September, Kovernber and December of 1950. 
At Skrova the major part of the 1949 hauls gave more O i t h o ~ z a  ill 
the upper 50 m, except from October to December. In 1950 Oitlzonn 
n7as more abundant in the upper 50 m from the middle of April to the 
1)eginning of August. 
Oitlzo?~a spinirostris Claus. 
This is consiclered to be an Atlantic form (FARRAN 1911). 111 the 
present work I have attempted to distinguish the copepodites of the 
t ~ v o  Oiflzona species, but some of the smallest copepodites may have 
been confused. The numerical variation of 0. s$iwirostris during 1949- 
50 at  the localities investigated is sho\v11 in table 33. Where more 
than one haul has been made in a month, the average figure is given. 
The number seldonl exceeds a few hul~dred specimens. 
Table 33. Tlze iWo9zthly 1Vlean iVz~mbers  of Oitlzona sp i~z i ros t j~ i s  at  tlze 
Investigated Localities in 7949-50. 
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At Sognesjmell maximum in occurrence was found in July-August 
1949 and in April and June 1950. S o  hauls were made in August 1950. 
,It O11a 0. spinirostr is  mas also comparatively scarce, sometimes entirely 
absent, with peaks in May, July and September 1949, aiid July 1950. 
At Eggum a inaximu~n seems to have occurred at  the eilcl of August 
both years, ancl a s~nall peak is also indicated in April 1950. At Skrova 
the figures, n-ith small variations, were generally lo~ver thail at  Eggum. 
The numbers were highest in February, (August-) September and 
1)ecemhei- both years. 
Some speciluens of 0. spin*ivostris were taken in the upper 50 m. 
but the main part of the stock came from the deeper hauls. Ilainly 
females were caught, copepodites were less frequent, ancl the males 
very scarce. 
Oncaea borealis G. 0. Sars. 
This species seems to be rather common in Norwegian fjords on the 
east and west coast (RUXYSTR~AI  1932, WIBORG 1940) in the internlediate 
ancl deep water layers, but less abundant on the banks (RUUD 1929). 
P. JESPERSEN (1939) says it has its main distribution in colclcr, partly 
arctic areas. In the present material it was always scarce, except at  
Sognesj~en, where a moderate sized stock ~ v a s  present between Ifarch 
and August both years. In 1949 the number in this period variecl between 
150 and 750, with maximum on 23 June. In 1950 the figures were 
higher, 100-2 000, the main maximum occurring in the middle of Junc, 
another peak of 800 specimens on 28 April. Outside the period mentioned 
the numbers were always below a hundred. 
At Ona Oncaen was scarce, but undoubtedly present most of the 
year, even if it was not always noticed because of its small size. 11% 
July 1950 300 specimens were taken, on other occasions the number 
never exceeded 50. 
At Eggum Oncaea was likewise scarce, only being noticed from IIay 
to September 1949 and April-August 1950. A single specimen was also 
taken in December 1950. Maximum numbers were observed in Junc 
and August 1949 and in July 1950, 150, 250 and 360 specimens respec- 
tively. 
At Skrova the species was found regularly all the year round, but 
numbers exceeded a hundred only on two occasions, in November 1918 
(300) and in May 1950 (150). 
0. bo~~ea l i s  was usually equally distributed above and belo\\ 50 m 
at Sognesj~en in 1949, (58 % and 42 % respectively), bu t  on many 
occasions the major part of the stock was taken below 50 m. At Eggum 
and Skrova the bulk of the Otzcaea was nearly always taken in the deeper 
hauls. 
Some 300 specimens of Oncaea sivvzilis G. 0 .  Sars were taken at  
SognesjBen on 28 March 1950, a few also on 21 September of the same 
year. This species has previously been recorded from some fjords near 
Bergen (SARS 1918, RUNNSTROAI 1932). 
Oncaea nzinuta Giesbrecht. Single females mere noticed in 1950 at  
Sognesj~en on 28 April and 16 December, at  Ona on 6 Noven~ber ancl 
16 December. SARS found this species near Bergen. 
Cof-ycaezts nnglictrs Lubbock. 
Cor3$cnez1s n~.zgZzc11s i show11 by RAE ancl R c ~ i  (1 947) to be an autumn 
ancl winter form in the South-Eastern North Sea, belsig most abundalit 
in European coastal waters fro111 Denmark to Holland. I t  has also been 
founcl off Bergen fro111 June to February (NORDGAARD 1912) ancl in the 
fjords near Bergen in the first montl-ts of tlie year (RUNKSTKO\I 1932). 
Co~/ycnezrs was not observed in 1949. I11 1950 sosnc 250 feniales n-ere 
taken at  Sognesj@en on 21 September, ancl later single speciilzens occurrecl 
until the end of December. At Ona single fe~liales were taken from 30 
<&ugust to tlie end of December. A t  Eggum the species \rras present 
froin 13 October 1950 to 9 Januarj7 1951. In November males, females 
and copepoclites were all founci, but the total number never exceeded 
50. Other organisnls of southern origin were talien a t  the same time, 
e. g. Cnlldaczn nn~zntn ancl salps. Single Corycnez~s \!?ere also observed 
a t  Skrova from 13 October to 25 Noveiliber 1950. 
YIost of the Corycnelis talcen in Sor~rregian coastal \!raters probably 
originate in the Skagerak or the North Sea, ancl are carried northsvards 
by the coastal current, but it call be assuinecl that some iizdivicluals 
have been i~~troducecl by the Kortli-Atlantic current, as the species is 
also recorded fro111 the Sorth-Atlantic Ocean (SARS 1918). 
Connen rapax Giesbrecl-rt. One Inale of this peculiar small copepocl 
was found a t  Sognesjmen on 16 January 1950. I t  has not previously 
been recorded froin Nol-wegian waters, only fro111 the Atlantic Ocean (v. 
BREEAIEX 1908). 
Copepoda Harpacticoida . 
Copepocls belongi~lg to this order were always scarce, lllainly because 
so few species are really pelagic, and also because they are so small 
that  they easily escape through the nzeshes of the Nansen net. 
Microsetella norvegicn Boeck nras recorded in 1950 at  Sognesj@en 
in March and May, at  01la in December, and at  Egguln in February 
ancl March. At Skrova it was found more regularly froill June to De- 
celnber 1949, highest nuinber 300 specimens on 25 September, ancl in 
1950 it occurred singly fro111 January to May ancl in December, the 
apparent absence dming summer probably caused by bad preser- 
vation of the samples. 
Single Hn1itlznlestj~i.s cfrolti (Kr~yer )  occurred at  Sognesjtfen in J t~ ly  
1950, at  Ona in August and at  Skrova in March of the same years. 
Copepodites and nauplii of Longipedia spp. were taken in small 
lluinbers at Sognesj~en and Ona in August and September 1949 and 
at  Egguni in July 1950. 
Other harpacticoid copepods were found singly, but not determined. 
1,. 
Gopegoda Monstrilloida. 
rWonstrilla longicor~?is J. C .  Thompson. Single females at  Ona on 
16 December 1950, and a t  Eggum on 11 June and 12 November 1949. 
Cyl-rzbasonza rigidziln Thompson. One male at  Eggum on 9 January 
1951. 
Other Organisms. 
Cladocet-a. 
Evadne nordlrtanni Lovi.11 was nunlerous a t  Sognesj@ell during the 
sunsmer. The mean numbers per month in the total hauls during 1949 
-50 are shown below. 
8200 specimens on 1 June. 
The maxirnum in both years fell in the first half of June. 
At Ona Evadne was more scarce, present from April t o  November, 
with maxirnutn numbers in August-September. The monthly mean 
numbers were as follo\.\ts: 
At Eggum the period in which Evadne occurred was still inore re- 
stricted. In 1949 it was only present on 17 September, and in 1950 
from 28 July till 14 Novembel-, the mean monthly numbers being: 
July: 1, August: 565, September: 2000, October: 100, and November: 1. 
Skrova had a sislall stock of Evadne, never exceeding 200 specimens 
in the months July-October of both years. 
The Pod012 spp. had about the saine occurrence as Evad~ze .  Three 
species occur, P. lezcckarti G. 0 .  Sars, P. fiolyfihemoides (Leuckart) ancl 
P. interntedius Lilljeborg. 
At  Sognesjaen thc figures were as follovvs: 
P. lez~ckarti was present from March to June, inclusive of the June 
maximum, and replaced by P.polyphenzoides in July. A few specimens 
of P. intermedizu were observed in October 1949. 
At Ona the Podon spp. had their main abundance from July t~ 
September, but a few individuals were also encountered in January, 
April, October and November of 1950. The August maxiimm both 
years was entirely made out of P. polyphemoides. 
1 hIar Apr hla~r j June 1 July Aug Sept. Oct. 
I July / August I Sept. October Wov. 
At Eggunl the Podon spp. were present mainly from ,4ugust to 
November, some specimens also being taken on 2 May 1.949. The mean 
monthly figures were as follo\vs: 
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P. polyphe~fioides was entirely dominating, but single P. lelrckarti 
were observed in Allgust 1950. 
The Podoft spp. were scarce at Skrbva, present in 1949 in April ancl 
in July-September, in 1950 in May and July-August, perhaps also 
in September. During summer and autumn P, poly$hemoides was njore 
coinmonly found. The stock variation in the two years was the following: 
I I 
I Aprtl July 1 August September i 
I 
1949 . . . . . . . .  100 0 1 150 1 125 110 
1950 . . . . . . . .  90 1 100 
L I  
- 
I I i I 
Thc cladoccra \\-ere all mainly taken in the upper 50 m. 
Decapoda. 
Adult decapods were only taken 011 a fen- occasions. Slllgle 111~11~1- 
duals of Pnszplcaea stvndo Risso were found a t  Sognesjden in June anci 
July 1949. Pnsiplznen inr~Zn I(r6yer occurred at  Skrova 111 January, 
June and Decelnbel- 1949 ancl in December 1950, always singly. 
Larvae of clifferent species of clecapocls \.\-ere foulld quite regularlj-. The 
occurrence at  the cliffere~lt localities during 1949-50 is s h o ~ v ~ ~  in table 34. 
Most of the decapod larvae are fomlcl in the months i\larc11-~4ugust, 
in sparse nu~l~bel-s. 11Iztnidn ancl Png~trzis larvae were 121ost numerous, 
especially from April to July. 
Euphnusincea. 
The euphausilcls or krill are very iniportant in the ecoaomy of the 
sea. A very goocl survey of the sigllificallce of this group as foocl for 
clifferent sea al~il~lals, birds a i d  fish is given by EIKARSSOX (1945 pp. 
159-163). The present author has sllo\vn that eupl.rausiicls constitute 
the lllalll foocl of cod of the 0-1 group i11 some Nonvegian fjorcls (WISORG 
1949). Adult euphausiids aue only occasionally taken in the Sallsell net. 
At Sogllesj~en the follo\ving species were taken singly: (1) Tlzysnizopod~r 
ncz~tzj~~oizs Holt & Tattersall, in June 1949, (2) Megniz~~ctiplzaizes qzorilegica 
nf. Sars, in January 1950, (3) ATycfzplznites coz~clzii (Bell), i11 October 
1950 and (4) Tlzysca~zoessa inerinis (I<rbyer), in June 1950. 
At Ona Tlcysavtoessn was caught ill October 1948 anc1 Xugnst 1950, 
Mega~tycfiplznizes in January and September 1949 and ~\~yctz$l~a~zes in 
November and December 1949. RUUD (1928) fou~ld larvae of the latter 
species oft h l ~ r e ,  but says that 110 adults hacl hitherto been recorded 
fro111 Kol-nregian waters. 
At Eggun~ Megn~zyctiplzn~zes was taken in Ja~luary, September 1949, 
and in May 1950, while at Skrova Tlzysnrcoessn ancl AVlegaizyciifiltcrizes 
occurrecl quite regularlj-, the forll;er in October 1948, May, October and 
Novellzbcr 1949, ancl February, Jfarch, October arlcl December 1950, 
the latter in October ancl November 1948, June, July, September and 
October 1949 and in October 1950. The nunlbers variecl fro~ll 1 to 25. 
The euphausiids were mainly take11 cluring the clarker time of the year, 
and chiefly in the deeper hauls. 
According to EIXARSSOX (1945) Tlzysaizofio~tn nczttifvo~ts has its 
northern border of distribution restrictecl by the subillai-ine riclge stretch- 
ing froill The Faeroes to Iceland ancl Icelancl-Greenlancl. The adults 
occur inainly in the interllzecliate and deep water layers, the larvae in 
the upper 100 rn, ~vllich may account for the presence of this species 
a t  Sognesjaen and Skrova, being brought in as larvae by tl-te Sorth- 
Atlantic current. 
Table 34. The Montlzly A4eaq.t Nzbnzber oj Decapod Lavvae Z I L  tllc Total 
Hairls nt  Sognesjneqz, O m ,  Eggznfz and S k r o ~ a  r t z  1949, aqtd 1950 (zfz 
bmckeis) . 
I Jan I Feb Alai 1 i p r  1 hiay 1 June Jtlly Kug I 
I I Sept. I Oct. 
- - 
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Eggs, nauplii, luetanauplii and furcilia larvae of the e~~phartsiicls have 
been co~ulted separately. In the figures all the different species of 
euphausiids have been taken together. The eggs ancl early nauplii of 
Meganyctiphanes can hardly be distinguished from those of Tlzysnnoessn 
~nernzis,  but the larvae of the latter species were usually dominating. 
The numerical occurrence of eggs and larvae of euphausiicls at  
Sogllesj~ell in 1949-50 is shown in fig. 93. 
At the end of March 1949 eggs were abundant, and some nauplii 
also occurred. At the beginning of June n~ostly calyptopis and a few 
furcilia larvae were taken, about 213 belonging to A4eganyctiphnnes. 
In June ancl July a few eggs were again found. R u s s s ~ ~ o a r  (1932) 
states that near Bergen both Meganyctiplzanes and Thysanoessn inevnzis 
spawn from March to July-August. 
In 1950 a few euphausiid eggs were taken in February and the f irst days 
of March, but the bulk mas again met with at  the end of March. At 
the encl of April the clevelopment had advanced to metanauplii and n 
few calyptopis. Again 213 of the larvae belonged to Meganyctiplzanes 
and the rest to Thysanoessa. A new batch of eggs, probably of Megnnyc- 
tipha.iles, occurred a t  the end of May and in the midclle of June. The 
larvae present were mainly Meganyctiphanes, but single Thysnnoessn 
longiccz~~data furcilia were taken in May. A few larvae of Megnnycti~hnnes 
and Tlzysanoessa inermis were also found in September and October. 
At Ona (fig. 94) in 1949 krill eggs were mainly present from the 
beginning of March to the middle of April. The nauplii were most 
numerous in the last half of March. Some eggs were found in the last 
clays of May, and single eggs and larvae were also taken in the remaining 
months of the year. The larvae were nearly all Thysanoessa i n e m i s .  
In  1950 very few eggs and larvae were present in the middle of 
March, but eggs were abundant in April. In the 5 0 4  m haul 1850 
eggs were taken. A second maximum of eggs appeared a t  the beginning 
of June, and this time the number was also the double in the 5 0 4  m 
haul. The older larvae present in April were mainly of Meganycti$hanes. 
Off Ona at  the end of April 1926 RUUD (1928) found exclusively 
larvae of T .  ine~tmis, but at  the end of July of the same year, illeganyc- 
fiplzanes and Thysanoessa were represented in about equal numbers. 
In May 1927, however, Meganyctiphanes larvae were much more abun- 
dant than Thysanoessa larvae. RUUD concludes that the conditions may 
change from one year to another both regarding the relative abundance 
of the clifferent species of euphausiids ancl the time of spawning, anel 
this theory seems to be supported by the present material. HJORT and 
RUUD (1929) state that off Ngre AlegnnyctiPhanes adults are most 
abundant in the sunlmer at  the edge of the continental shelf, ~vhile 
Fig. 93. Xumeri-a1 variation of eggs and larvae of euphausiids 
a t  Sognesj~en in 1949 and 1950, in 100's. 
Dots: negative hauls. 
1850 
i O Calyptopis, Furcil ia. 
@ Metanaupli i. 
k3 Naupli i. 
i i g .  94. Surnerical \-ariatioil of eggs ancl larvae of euphausiitls 
a t  Ona in 1949 ancl 1950, in 100's. Dots 
il?dicate negatix-e hauls. 
l l z ~ ~ s r r ~ i o e s s n  znen lz ts  has its ~naxilnum in the ~ m t e r ,  on thc coastal 
banks. Maxima of lirill eggs ancl of nauplli, nlainly of T. f ? z e r ~ ~ z z s ,  often 
occurred sirnulta~~eously in 31arch-A4pril. J I e g n n ~ ~ c t i P l z n ~ z e s  span-ns 
chiefly in sunimel-. 
111 Icelalldic coast waters d ~ e g n ~ ~ ) ~ c ~ ~ p / z n l z e s  spa\trns in lIarch-31a)- 
(EIRARSSON 1945). 
The occurrence of euphausiid eggs ancl larvae at  Eggum in 1949-50 
is sho\\rn in fig. 95. Both years the eggs ancl larvae are niost abulldarlt 
in April and May, nrit1-r s~laxirnun~ nurnber at the end of April or be- 
giniling of May. The figures are more than tell tinles as large as at  
Ona. I t  will be seen that euphausiicl eggs were lliuch Inore scarce 111 
1949 than in 1950, xvhile the nuinber of larvae was 111uch higher in 1910. 
As the euphausiids usuallji snrai-m during the spa~vnil-rg time (Hjori~ 
a Calyptop~s, Fu rc~ l~a  
B Metanaupl I I 
ffl  Nauplii 
P Eggs. 
, . .  , . . .  . , 
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Fig. 05. Sumerical I ariation of eggs and larvae of euphausilcls 
at Eggunl ill 1949 and 1950, 111 1000's. Dots 
lndlcate negative hauls. 
and RUUD 1929) the occurrence of the eggs may be restricted both in 
time and area, and we ]nay have missed the actual spawning in 1949. 
Off Eggum surface currents are very active, and have probably brought 
In the larvae foullcl there in April- May 1949, a11d in 1950 carried away 
the larvae from the spawning area. 
The larvae both years belonged iiiainlj- to T. ilze~f~+zzs, but in May 
and June 1950 single larvae of T. lolzgicnztdntn appeared. HJORT and 
RUUD (1929) state that T. i l ze~~~zzs is the niost important species of 
krill ill the Lofote~i and Filimarlieli area, while Mega~z~~clzplzn~zes is 
n?ore scarce. T, lo-lzgicnz~dnta may be numcrous in bank water in summer, 
but in spring it is only founcl far at  sea in ,Atlantic water. Thc latter 
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Fig. 96. Numerical variation of eggs ancl larvae of euphartsiicls 
a t  Skrova in 1949 and 1950, in 100's. Dots 
indicate negative hauls. 
statement does not agree with the present author's experience, as adults 
of T. longicaudata were quite common just outsicle the continental 
shelf off Eggum in April and May. 
At Skrova (fig. 96) the main occurrence of euphausiicl eggs and 
larvae is restricted to the months R'Iarch-May, with maxiniuni at  the 
end of April (1949) or beginning of May (1950). The figures are only 
1/10 or less of those at  Eggun~. The bulk of the larvae belonged to  
T. i ~ ze rmi s ,  but some Megn?lycti$Izanes larvae were taken in 3Iay of 
both years. 
S o a ~ h r ~  (shown in HJORT and RUUD 1929, fig. 43) founcl that T .  
ilzerl~cis ancl its eggs were very scarce in the northern part of the Vestfjord 
as compared with the southern (outer) part. This can also be shown 
very clearly in two series of vertical hauls fro111 a longitudinal section 
of the Vestfjord at the end of April 194'7 (table 35). For localisation 
see fig. 54, page 109. 
Table 35. Arz~mber of Eggs and Ln~jvne of I<rill in the Total Hauls in n 
Longitudz~zal Section of the Vestfjord on 24-23 Apri l  (zipper series) artd 
7-8 M a y  7947. 
S t a t i o n s  
KO. of eggs and. larvae 
Statlons 
S o .  oi eggs ailcl larvae. 
At the end of April the number of euphausiid eggs and larvae was 
decidedly greater ill the outer part of the T-estfjord than in the inner 
fjord. A fortnight later the highest llumber is also found in the outer 
fjord, but not at the outernlost stations. The larvae have now developed 
to furcilia stages, which are more mobile and able to avoid the net. 
A similar distribution of krill eggs and larvae in the Vestfjord was also 
observed in two cruises at  the beginning of April and begiilning of May 
1949 
S ~ A I M E  (1934) is of the opinion that the higher nunlbers of krill 
eggs in the outer part of the Vestfjorci is due to the higher temperature 
and salinity prevailing there d~lring the spawning time. 
The larvae and eggs of the krill have always been found nzost abun- 
dantly in the upper 50 m, but a few eggs and larvae also occurred in 
the deeper water layers. 
A mplt ipoda. 
Thenzisto abyssorz~~~z  Boeck (Paratlzew~isio oblizlin Kroyer) was taken 
singly at Sognesj~e~l in July, August ancl December 1949 and in Sep- 
tember and November 1950. At Ona this anlphipod was a little more 
numer-ous, but usually below 10 individuals per haul, being present 
from 29 June to 22 September 1949 and from G June to 30 Decenlber 
1950. Both years tlze maximum numbers were fonnd at the beginning 
of July, 32 and 13 specimens respectively. 
At Eggunl Theqnisto \vas present from 21 Mag- to 17 September 1949 
and from 1 February to 16 December 1950, the maxima occurring in 
the middle of August ancl in the middle of October 1950, respectively 
18 and 24 individuals. 
,It Skrova T h e n z ~ s f o  was found all tlie year rouiicl, the nulilbers 
varying between 1 ancl 26 speciinens. On 15 July 1950 some 250 small 
specimens were talten, probably from tlie breecli~ig sacks of a few fernales 
in tlie sample. RUS~I;LL (1939) regards the species, when founcl in the 
Nortliersi North Sea, as an inclicator of ~ a t e r  of lnixecl oceanic ancl 
coastal origin. Local stocks seem, however, to exist in Norwegian 
fjords avid coastal areas. 
T.  abyssorr~ l~z  was mainly talcen below 50 In. 
Other amphipods occurred singly, e. g. S c i ~ n  borealis G. 0 .  Sars, 
at  Skrova on 5 February 1949. 
Isopods were occasionally found, mostly larvae and liiales of para- 
sitic species. 
Ostrncoda. 
The species I\-ithin this group are niaivlly inhabitants of the bottom 
or deep water layers, hut are occasionally founcl in the upper strata. 
In the present material exclusively representatives of the genus COIZ- 
clzoecin have been found. 
At Sngaesj@e~i the ostracods occurrecl sparsely in tlie mo~iths January 
-1Iarch ancl June-December of both years, the nu~nber varying fro~li 
1--100, highest during the ~vinter months. 
At 01ia no ostracocls were taken, ancl at  Eggusn they were also very 
scarce, 2-50 iiiclividuals at  different times of the year. 
Skrova was tlie only locality whel-e the ostracods occurrecl regularlg~ 
ancl in numbers, and the relative abunclance of this group has been 
lnentioned earlier (page 34). 
The ~iionthly mean number of ostracods a t  Slirova in 1949-50 is 
shown below : 
1100 o n  1 February.  1700 on 31 Ja~ iua i - y .  1200 o n  25 April .  
The stock increases fro111 October-November to a ilzaximum in 
January-February, ancl it seenis possible that  the inail1 propagation 
taltes place in these months, but ssiiall inclivicluals were abundant all 
the tivile from Norember to May. As tlie ostracocls seem to snrinl mainly 
in the water layer close to the bottom, the figures have to be consiclered 
with caution. Very fen- specimens were taken is1 tlie upper 50 m. 
The iarger inclivicluals were cleterminecl as C'o1zc1~necin borealis Yars, 
C .  elegapzs Sai-s, ailcl C. obillsnia Sars. The sinall inclividuals could o111y 
be cleterirtined to genus. 
Clzaetognntlia. 
Sagzfln, elegn~zs Verrill was taken vegularly at  Sognesj~en, Ona ancl 
Eggum, but the aumbers r t r e  nsually helon- 10, except a t  Sognesj~erl 
in June-July 1949 (17-27 speciinens) and at Ona 011 13 July 1949 
(1 02 specimens). The inclivicluals the11 talcell .irere very small. 
At Skrova S .  elegnltc was sol-nen~l~at lnore numerous and the nionthlj, 
lueall llrr~nbers varied as fo1lon.s : 
1 a .  Feb.  Mar. i p r  Liay Jane Julr- Aiig ~ e p t  Oct Xov  Dec. 
I I I 1  
Peaks occurred in April and September 1949 ancl in 4pril-May 1950. 
S. elegnns was as a rule foultcl below 50 in, a1lc1 it may be assumed 
that at  tiines i t  keeps close to the bottoill anct avoids the net. On the 
other hand, single speciineils are often found in the upper 50 n ~ .  
Sngittn setosn J. E. Miiller is, according to FRASER (1937), a typical 
North Sea species. Rul.;i\-smo~r (1932) fotind i t  near Bergen from 
February to November, colninoli in April-August. - Six speciinells 
were taken at  Sognesj~en on 21 September, and olic on 11 October 
1950. At Ona a few irninat~~l-e specimens were taken i11 August 1949, 
and August 1950 (see also page 68). 
Ezrkrohnin Iza~naia (PliIobius) is coiisiclerecl bj- FRASER (1937) to be 
an indicator of oceanic mesoplankton, \vhen present in open waters. 
EICMAN (1935) calls it a colcl water cosmopolitait. I t  is very common 
in the clepths of some Nor~~regian fjorcls (Rusxsr~oar  1932). 
At Sognesj~eil 16 specimens were taken on 24 Deceillber 1948, and 
a few inclividuals in January, nIarcl1, October and December 1949 ancl 
in January, March, May ancl September-Novemiber 1950. At Ona 
single Eztkrolznia were found on 3 occasiolzs only, on 12 October 1948, 
13 July 1949 and 5 October 1950. At Eggu~ll single individuals occurred all 
the year round, while a stationary stock is found at  Skrova, as shown below : 
I J a n  Beb. l iar .  ( i p r  " I  
The highest numbers occur from -4pril to August, \vitli peaks in May 
and July. I t  inay be assunled that the main propagation takes place 
in April-May, v~he11 inanj? small newly hatchecl individuals are found. 
Small specimens have also been taken in February ancl March. The 
small Ezrkrohnia are easily clistinguished from the young of Sagit ta,  in 
that they lack the eye pigment. 
The Eukrolznia swim also mainly below 50 m, sometimes probably 
close to the bottom. Single small and ilnmature specimens occur in 
the upper 50 m. 
Copelata. 
Oilzoplezrra dioica Fol, 0. labradoriensis Lohmann, 0. pavva Lohmann, 
Frit i l larin borealis aczlta Lohmann, F r i f i l l n ~ ~ i a  bo~tealis tvuncatn Lohmann, 
and Afipendicz~laria sictrln Fol have been identified with certainty. A 
number of Oikofi leum spp. have been determined to 0. vanhgffeni  Loh- 
mann, but the identification of the individuals in question was somewhat 
problematic, as will be lnentioned later on. 
According to RUNKSTR@~\~  (1932) and B ~ ~ C I < ~ I A N X  (1945) 0. dioica, 
0 ,  p a ~ ~ v a  and 0. labradoriensis all occur along the \vestern coast of Norway. 
0. vanlz0ffeni is foullcl in the Norwegian Sea southeast of Shetland 
(B~;'CI<MAKN 1926) and also near the Faeroes (FRASER 1937, FRASER and 
SAVILLE 1949) which renders it possible that the species occurs along 
the western and northwestern coastline of Norway. 
The numerical variation of the Oikofi lezi~~a spp. at  Sognesj~ell in 
1949-50 is sho\vn in fig. 97. 
The Oikopleltra spp. were scarce or absent at  the beginning of 1949, 
numerous at  the beginning of June and end of July with an interlying 
minimum, and scarce i11 August and October. The first maximuin was 
mainly made out of 0. dioicn (4050 individuals), next of 0. labradoriensis. In 
July the latter species was Inore numerous (1300 Zabr. and 900 dzoicn) 
Later 0. dio i ia  again took the leacl. 11.1 1950 a few 0. parvn were found 
in January and March. In May both 0. dioica and 0. l n b ~ ~ a d o ~ i e n s i s  
occurred, and a few uncertain 0. va~zlzuffeni, ~vhich may turn out to 
be 0. labradoriensis. The June maximum was mainly built up of 0. 
dioicn, which species also dominated the autumn samples. A few 0 .  
parva again appeared in November and December. 
At Ona the 0iko;blelrrn spp. were usually scarce or absent. On 12 
October 1948, 900 of 0. dioica were taken together with single 0. la- 
~adorie?zsis. The latter species also occurred sparsely in March, May and 
June 1949, while some 0. dioica were again found in September and 
October. In 1950 only a few 0. dioicn were present in August, October 
and November. 
Fig. 97. Xumerical variation of Ozkopleu~~n spp. a t  Sognesj~en in 1949 
and 1950, in 100's. Dots indicate negative hau!s. 
At Eggum (fig. 98) the 0ikofilez1,ra spp. occurred regularly from 
April to November 1949. In 1950 only stray individuals were nlet with 
tultil August, but later they were present in numbers the rest of the 
year. The dominating species during 1949 was 0. Zabrado~~ieTzsis, but 
from April to August a certain percentage were determined as. 0. van- 
hoffeni. Single individuals of 0. fiavva were taken in April, and of 0. 
dioica in September and October. In 1950 single 0. vanh0ffe~zi occurred 
in April and May. From June to September 0, labmdorie~zsis was most 
comlnon with maximum on 12  September (1300 specimens). Thereafter 
only single individuals were seen. 0. dioica appeared singly at the end of 
August, was numerous in September (730 specimens), and entirely 
dominating the rest of the year. 
At Skrova (fig. 99) 50-550 0.labrado~~ie.izsis were taken from October 
to December 1948 together with single 0. fiarva and 0. dioica. In 1949 
the occurrence of the Ozkofileura spp. was mainly restricted to the 
period &'lay-July, and few individuals were found at other times. The 
dominant species was again 0. labradoriensis, but single 0. vaqzhoffeni 
Fig 98. lTurnerlcal xarlatlon of O ~ k o p l e z ~ ~ / n  spp. a t  Eggulll in 1915, 
ancl 19.50, in 100's. Dots illdlcate negative hauls. 
appeared in i\Iay ancl June. In  1950 no Oikoplezwn were found until 
the end of Sovember, ~vl-ren 30-100 0. lnbvndoviensis occurred togetl-tes 
with single 0 .  dioicn and 0. pavva. 
The appearance of 0. dioicn and perhaps also 0. parun at  Egguill 
and Sltrova is uildoubtedly dependent on supply from the coastal waters 
further south, and the high llumbers taken at  Eggum in the a~~tu l l ln  
of 1950 of this species, were accoinpanied by several other southeril forms, 
as already sho~~ln  above. 
0. va~zhoffeni is probably more common in the bank waters off 
Sorth Nor~vay than hitherto assumed. In  cruises for fish larvae in the 
spring of 1948 and subseque~lt years single specimens were taken a 
little north of Egguil~ in the first half of April. At the beginning of 
May 0 .  valzlzoffeni was taken in numbers in the coast water from Torsvgg 
('70" 20' N, 18" 30' E) to Nordkyn (about 71" N, 28" Ej. The establishment 
of a stock of 0. vanlzoffeni in these waters may either be clue to a local 
stock surviving in the nearby fjords, where suitable conclitions may 
prevail, or to the presence of individuals carried by the currents from 
the Norwegian Sea. RUSSELL (1936) lnelltioas that off the east coast 
Fig. 99. K~~merica l  variation of Ozkopleltrn spp. at Slrrova in 1910, 
in 100's. Dots inclicate negative hauls. 
of USA 0. vafihmffeni is an indicator of arctic water. FRASER (1949) 
observed 0. vaqzlzofjeni near the Faeroes in May 1948, anci lists it together 
with some other organisms as an indicator of arctic water (1952). 
Further investigations are needed to confirm the identity of the species 
in Xor~vegian waters. 
As will appear from the figures the bulk of the OikoPlez~vn spp. was 
taken in the upper 50 m, but on some occasions a considerable proportion 
was also found in the deeper hauls, especially at  Eggum. 
A$$endiczilaria s icz~ln  was taken singly at  Sognesjmen on 10 October 
1949. As this species is rather small, it may have been present on more 
occasions but overlooked. It is regarded as a warm-water form (LoH- 
3 1 . m ~  1911), but of Atlantic species the plankton sample only contained 
sinde Claz~socalanz~s $ergens and Ca~tdac ia  arTltata. RUNXSTROJI (1932) 
iound this appeadicularian near Bergen in January and March. 
The numerical variation of this species a t  Sognesjgen is shown in 
fig. 100. In 1949 F ~ i t i l l a r i n  was taken in January, March, June and 
July-August. Peaks are indicated in March, June and July-August. 
In  1950 the species occurred more regularly, with a maximum of 2500 
specimens (3900 in the 50-0 n~ haul) at  the end of h'larch, and was 
also numerous in April. Other peaks appeared in July and in September. 
1 3 .  
Fig. 100. Su~llerical varktion of I=Yztzllav~a borealzs a t  Sognesj~en i l l  1949 
and 1950, in 100's. Dots indicate negative hauls. 
The numerical variation is somewhat similar to that in the KordAsvatn 
fjord near Bergen (WIBORG 1944). 
At Ona Fritillaria was scarce in 1949,beiag present from the beginning 
of March to the middle of April, and from the end of August to the 
beginning of September. The ~lulnbers in both periods varied between 
59 and 400. In  1950 it was more scarce, being taken from the end of 
February to the beginning of March and from the end of October to 
the middle of December, in numbers varying from 9 to 50. 
At Eggum (fig. 101) the species xvas again more abundant but patchy 
in appearance, in 1919 present in April-May and August--October, 
with peaks a t  the beginning of May and middle of September. In 1950 
Fritillaria occurred more sparsely in April, but in return was present 
from the middle of July to end the of December, abundant from the 
end of July to the middle of September ,with peaks in July, September, 
November and December. 
At Skrova Fritillaria was taken in moderate numbers in October 
1948. The numerical variation in 1949--50 is shown in fig. 102. In  
1949 Fsitillaria was present from February to May and from July to 
Fig. 101. Sulnerical variation o f  Fr i t i l l a~~ ia  borealis at Eggunl in 1949 
and 1950, in 100's. Dots indicate negative hauls. 
December, with peaks in February, April and August. In 1950 we have 
mainly the same distribution and peaks. The vertical distribution was, 
as for the Oiko$lezlra spp., mostly limited to the upper 50 m. In July 
and August 1950 the deeper hauls at Sognesj~len and Eggum were some- 
times considerably richer in Fri t i l la~f ia  than the 50-0 m hauls. 
F .  borealis trztncafa is according to LOHMANN (1911) a warm water 
species. Single specimens were taken at Ona in December 1950 and 
at Eggurn in November of the same year. 
Tltaliacea. 
Of this group only the Salpidae have been identified in the present 
material, only the species Snlpa fzcsiformis Cuv. hawing been found. 
S .  fusiformis is of Atlantic origin, and its presence therefore indicates 
an influx of Atlantic water. 
In 1949 no salps were observed on the coast of Norway, and only 
one specimen at st. GM)) on 14 October ( ~ S T V E D T ,  verbal information). 
In 1950 a single specimen was taken at Sognesj~en on 21 September. 
At Ona salps were abundant from 30 August to 6 December, the numbers 
decreasing from 199 to 2 in this period, ivlost of the individuals were 
small. The few larger specimens had chains of embryos inside, and it 
inay well have happelled that some of these had been broken and the 
Fig. 102. Numerical variation of F~itzl ln~fia bo~~enlzs at Skrol-a in  1949 
and 1950, in 100's. Dots indicate negative hauls 
embryos distributed within the sample. At Eggum salps were taken 
from 13 October to 14 November, the numbers decreasing from 75 to 
1 in this period. Salps were lacking on 12 September and 14 December. 
On station ctMo salps were abundant on 29 Septembel- and 15 October, 
scarce on 17 October, and absent on 26 September and before, on 6 
October and after 17 October. 
In 1951 salps were numerous at Sognesjmen on 18 October and a 
few were present on 6 November, none on 22 November or later. At 
Ona they were abundant from 24 September to 29 October, but no 
salps were observed this year either on station ccl'I)) or at Eggum. Ho\vever, 
a great number of salps was taken on a single station in a sectio~l off 
More on 29 August. I t  seems therefore probable that the salps may 
occur in patches. - 
Salps have also been found in plankton material from earlier years, 
thus 2 specimens near Ona on 17 September 1937. NOKDGAARD (1 912) 
found salps off Bergen in October, November. (For further comments, 
see pp. 69-70). 
Gasteropoda. 
Li?~zncina ret~oversn (Flem.) is regarded as a temperate-water 
species, ancl may be abundant in more closed waters (LEEOUR 1932) 
as well as in the open ocean. I t  has been found on several occasions 
at  the localities investigated. As the larvae and small individuals may 
have been confusecl ~vi th  the larvae of neritic gasteropods, they will 
be treated here in common, and the number of Limacina which have 
been identified with certainty, will be given separately in the tables. 
At Sognesjdell the monthly mean numbers of Limacinn (L) and 
gasteropocl larvae (G) during 1949-50 are shown in the table below: 
L.. 01 1 0 
G . 0 ;  0 10 :  3: 1 Pi:I 0 
- -- 
I 
, Jan. Feb 1A1ar. Apr. 
4 1 1  
# I '  Aug. Isept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
I I 
L . .  1 0 1 
C . . 3 0 50 
I 
1 1.000 on 1 June. "450 on 1 August. 
1 25 1 6001 10 
Single Liwtnci?za have been found from January to May and in 
December. The gasteropod larvae present in June-August and Octobei- 
1949, and September-November 1950 are probably small Lit~zacina. 
For Ona the figures for Liwzacina and gasteropod larvae in 1949 
-50 were as follonrs: 
11000 on 16 August. 4000 on 16 August 
Both Li111nci.lza ancl the gasteropod larvae had their nlaxinlum of 
abunclance in July-August 1949 and August 1950. RUNNSTROM (1932) 
found Lil~rnci?zn near Bergen in June-August and in November. 
The ~lurnerical variation of the said species at Eggum in 1949-50 
is listecl below : 
Jan. l ~ e b  M a r  / A ~ I - .  I May Julie Jiiiy Aug. ~ e ~ t .  Oct. lkov. bet. 
! / / i l  
i 
1 9 '  - 
5 1 -  
G .. . .  
1 2500 on 17 September. 2000 on 24 August. 
The high number of gasteropod larvae in 4ugust-October undoub- 
tedly consists of small Linzncina, and maximum both years is reached in 
September. Single Linzacinn are found during the late winter and spring. 
At Skrova the Linzacinn and gasteropod larvae were usually much 
more sparsely represented than at  Eggum. *In  1948 from 200 to 1000 
small specimens were taken per haul in October and November. In 
1949 from 10-15 specimens were founcl per haul in February-April and 
June, 600 specimens in July and 20 in August. In 1950 single individuals 
were taken in February, May and October, and 100 specimens in July. 
Larvae of Bottonz Invertebrates exclusice of Decapod 
and Gasteropod Larvae.  
In  table 37 are given the monthly mean numbers of the different 
groups of bottom invertebrate larvae not already treated at  the loca- 
lities investigated for the years 1949-50. If observatiolis have been 
lacking in the month of one year, figures from the other year have 
been used. 
The table is only shown in order to give an impression of the relative 
abundance of the different groups. Not too much stress is to be laic1 
on the figures. 
Cirripede larvae are most abunclaiit at  Oiia and Sognesj~en in March 
and June, at  Eggum and Skrova in April and July. 
Polychaete larvae were most numerous at  Sognesj~en, Ona and 
Skrova in April, at  Eggum generally more scarce all the year. 
Bivalvae larvae had peaks at  Sognesjmen in April, Julie and October, 
a t  Ona in April, June and August, at  Eggum in May and September 
and a t  Skrova in September. 
Echinoderm larvae showed maxima at  Sognesj@en in Mar~h-~April 
and July, at  Ona, Eggurn and Skrova in April-May and August. 
Cyfihonaz~tes larvae were abundant a t  Sognesj@en in March, June 
and September, occurred in moderate numbers at  Oiia from April to 
September, showed peaks at  Eggunl in April and August-September, 
and at  Ski-ova in August-September. 
Table 37. The Monthly Mea.tz Numbe?f of Botto~rt Invertebrate Laruae at 
Sog?zesj@en, O.na. Eggttm and Skrova /949-50. 
1 
1 6  
Eir-alvae 
Echmo- 0 
dernlata E 
S 
C lrnped~a 0 
E 
S 
C'! pho- 0 
nautes 
I 
--- 
I 
This group has been given a more cursory treatment, as the specimens 
were often damaged by the nets and therefore difficult to identify. The 
pelagic coelenterates undoubtedly at  certain times play a very important 
part in the plankton, and the brief survey given here will necessarily 
be very inconlplete. 
Ctenophora. 
Bero6 cz~czrnzis Fabr. was found in 1950 a t  Ona in hiarch, a t  Eggum 
in June, and at  Skrova in November-December. BoZina i7z/z~ndibuZzlmn 
Fabr. was not identified with certainty in the samples, but was observed 
in numbers during the cruises in the Vestfjord in May and June of 
the years 1949-52. 
Siphonophora. 
Di$lzyes nrcticn Chun mias found quite regularly a t  all stations, but 
sparsely a t  Ona, mainly in the period June-October, in numbers from 
1 to 22. Eudoxiae were observed in May, July and October. 
Larvae ancl eggs of Agul~?zo$sis elegnvzs M. Sars occurred very often, 
a t  Sognesj%en in February 1949, and from June to August of the same 
year, at  Ona in March and from September to December, at  Eggum 
in January-March, ancl October-December, in the last periocl sorne- 
times in nu~nbers up to 200. At Skrova single larvae were found during 
the autunln and winter. Large specimens of Agalmopsis were taken at  
Ona in October 1948 and at  Egguln in June 1949. According to VAS- 
HOFFEX (1903-06) M. SARS took this siphonophore at  F l o r ~  (near Sog~le- 
sj8en) from September to March, nrhich agrees very well with the present 
observations. 
P l z ~ ~ s o ~ l ~ o r a  lzydrostaticn Forsltal was taken once, at  Egguln on 3 
January 1950. 
Sarsin sp., probably $rince$s, has not been recorded from the samples, 
but n-as frequently observed in the Vestfjord cluring cr~zises in Mag-. 
A nu~nber of other small hydromedusae have bee11 taken on different 
occasions, but not determined. At Sog~lesj~en,  Egguln ancl Skrora 
the number usually varied between 10 and 150 in the ll~onths March 
to June. At Ona they were scarce. 
Trachylnedusae. 
Aglalztlza digitale (ifliiller) is the only species found, a t  Sognesj~en 
it was abundant from April to June, maximum 920 specimens 011 1 June 
1949. The form A .  digitnle f .  rosea (RROCH 1929) was lnost common. 
At the other stations Aglnnflzn was scarce, usually occurring singly. 
Fislz Eggs and Larvae. 
The vertical Nansen net hauls are not very s~zitable for catching 
fish eggs ancl larvae, firstly because the amount of \\rater filtereel is 
usually too small, unless spanrning has been very intense, and secondlj- 
because larger fish larvae easily avoicl the net. So~ne of the data from Eggurn 
ancl Skrova have bee11 treated in another publicatio~l (WIBORG 1952). 
Fish eggs were scarce at  Sognesj%en, seldoln more than 10 eggs per 
total haul in the months April-June. Single eggs of iWycto$l'zzli~z glncinlc 
Reinh. occurreel regularly in the deeper hauls fro111 May--June to October 
in all localities investigateel. 4 t  Ona fish eggs .\Irere a little Inore abun- 
dant, from 11-75 eggs per total haul in the period February----June. 
The inajority were probably cod eggs. At Eggum the n ~ ~ m b e r  of eggs, 
mainly of cod, fluctuated bet\veen 6 and 50 in February-May. At 
Skrova we are near the centre of the spawning area of the ccskrei)) or 
Arcto-Nor~vegian tribe of cod, and in April 1949 the eggs ~lun~berecl 
Inore than 600, but in 1950 not more than 70-80. 
Fish Imaae most often occurred singly, or a few speci~ne~ls at a time. 
SIackerel larvae were taken at  Sognesjmen ill June. Reclfish larvae 
occurrecl at  Sognesjmeil in June, at  Egguin in May, and at  Skrova in 
Slay ancl June. A catfish larva was found at  Eggum in April 1949. 
Pleuronecticl larvae were present at  Sognesjmen in June, at  Ona in 
November, Eggum in August and Skrova in May. Of the gacloicls, cod 
larvae were specially numerous at  Eggum and Skrova in April-May 
1949, ~naximuin numbers 22 and 150 speciinens respectively. In  1950 
cocl larvae were also present i11 the same periocl, but very sparsely. 
Other gadoid larvae occurred singly at  all the stations in April-June. 
Aln~nody t e s  larvae were taken at  Ona ancl Eggum in April. Single 
larvae of JdyctofiJ?z~~n glaciale occurrecl at  Ona and Eggun~ in June and 
-4ugust. Two larvae of Ceuttrisczrs scoLo$nx L. were founcl at  Ona on 
22 August 1949. They measurecl only 2.9 mm and had probably been 
hatchecl not long before. The deterillinatioll was made from the des- 
criptions of SPARTA (1936). Accorclillg to HOLGERSEN (1950) three spe- 
cime~is of this fish (one 135 min in length) were taken along the southern 
and south-\vestern coast of Norway in February 1950. Herring larvae 
nrere quite numerous a t  Sognesjmen and Ona in ?\/larch of 1949 and 50 
(10-38 speciinens per haul). Single larvae were also taken at  Sognesj~en 
in June 1949 and at  Eggum in July 1950. 
1. Zooplankton samples, taken in vertical Nansen net hauls a t  
permanent stations on the west coast of Norway between 61"-63" N 
and in the Lofoten area from October 1948 to the end of December 
1951 have been used for a complete analysis of the variation in volun~e, 
plankton composition and biology of the species. A study has also 
been made of the variations in plankton volume of selected samples 
collected in the same area during 1927-39 and 1946--48 with the same 
gear, ancl during 1949-51 with Clarke- Bumpus plankton samplers. 
Plankton material from station c(M1) in the Norwegian Sea, taken in 
vertical Nansen net hauls in steps from 2 000 m to the surface during 
1950-52 has been used for studies of variations in planktoll volume 
and of variations in length of the copepods. 
2. Volun~e measurements were made by draining or displacement, 
subdivisions of the samples by the improved Lea's plankton divider. 
,411 plankton has been proservecl in formalin. 
3. The hydrographical conditions of the investigated areas are 
discussecl on the basis of previous investigations, and of observations 
taken simultaneously with the sampling of plankton. At the coastal 
localities more or less continuous changes take place in the bocly of 
water due to the influence of the Baltic current and the North-Atlantic 
current. At Skrova in the Vestfjord the conditions seem to be more 
stable. A survey of the more important changes during 1949-51 is 
given in table 1, pp. 20-21. 
4. a. On the west coast of Norway between 61"-63" N the maxima 
in the volume of plankton usually occur in April and June-July, in 
the Lofoten area in May-June and July-August. The main quantity 
of plankton is found in the upper 50 ni from April to July, with maximum 
in June. Generally, the plankton was most abundant in the Lofoten 
area, and in all localities there was also an increase in the yearly mean 
volumes from 1919 to 1951. 
b. Plankton samples taken in earlier years show volume variations 
siislilar to those recordecl in the present investigation. 
c. The quantitative distributio~l of plankton in the Lofoten ancl 
Vesterglen area in April-June of the years 1949-51 based on samples 
taken with Clarke-Bumpus plankton samplers is shown. Surface cur- 
rents seem to be of great importance for the distribution, while diurnal 
vertical migrations of the plankton organisms have no influence, the 
plankton in spring being concentrated in the upper 75 m. There is, 
on the average, quite good agreement between the quantities of plankton 
calculated per m2 of sea surface from the hauls with the C. B. sampler 
and with the Nansen net. 
d. At station <(MI) in the Nor~vegian Sea there was a maximum of 
plankton volume in the upper 100 m in June, minimum in the period 
September-March. The plankton was more abundant in 1950 than 
in 1951, the temperature of the surface layers being on an average 
somewhat lower in 1951. - The volumes mere generally larger than 
in the upper 50 n~ on the west coast of Norway between 61"-63" N, 
but smaller than in the same layer in the Lofoten area. 
e. A con~parison is made between the quantities of plankton in 
various European ancl American waters. During spring and summer the 
bank water off Eggum is comparable in richness to the waters of Georges 
Bank off the east coast of U.S.A., and to those in the Barents Sea. 
The greatest concentrations of plankton hitherto recorded in Northern 
waters, are found in summer ancl autumn in the Barents Sea. 
5. There are two periods of abundance in the total number of or- 
ganisms, at Sognesj~en and Ona in March-July and August-September, 
in the Lofoten area in April-Alay and August-October. Numbers are 
generally higher in the Lofoten area, and n-ere on the ~vhole greater 
in 1950 than in 1949. The copepods always dominate, but cladocera, 
eggs and larvae of euphausiids, bottom invertebrate larvae, copelata, 
and some other groups mag7 at  times be of some importance. 
6. The variations in the relative colllposition of the copepod stock 
are shown both as to number and volume. More than 38 species have 
been identified, of which only 4 are of any inlportance in number all 
the year, viz. Calanl~s fingnaj.chic$u, Pseudocnln~z~~s elongntz~s, hficro- 
cala~zz~s $zuilZus and Oifhonn sintilis. Sometimes, especially in the au- 
tunm, ililetitidia Zzbcens, Pnrncalantts $arvzis, Telllorn lo~zgicornis and 
dcartin clnz~si may also play a certain part. - In ~ o l ~ u l l e  C. finntarclziczrs 
is al\vays doininant but at Skrova C. hv$erbo~e2ts and Pnrezrchneta 9zor- 
vegicn may also be of some importance. 
7. The plankton organisms have been divided into different groups 
according to their origin and appearance in the plankton, ancl the renewal 
of the stocks is discussecl. Organisn~s indicating influx of Atlantic water 
are listed. 
8. Length distributions of copepods are shown to be useful for the 
cletermination of the origin of the populations and also for the deter- 
mination of the origin and clegree of mixing of different water masses. 
9. The productioil of zooplailkton in NOI-mregian coast waters is 
discussed in relation to the production of phytoplankton, like\vise the 
greater abundance of zooplallktoll in spring near the edge of the con- 
tinental shelf and the possible origin of the plankton populations there. 
The importance of the staterneilt by MARSHALL and ORR (1952), that 
iildividual felnales of C u l n ~ u u  fznl~znrchicus may survive and procluce 
eggs for more than t ~ v o  months, is stressed. 
10. The biology of the different species. 
a. Calagzz~s finnzarchic~rs. At Sognesjmeil and Oila maxima in stock 
occur in March, June-July and September, at  Egguni and Skrova 
in April-May and August. Spa~virning periods at  Sognesj~en and Oila 
in February-March, Nay-June, July-August, and September- 
October, in the Lofoten area in April-May, June, and July-September. 
Copepodite stage V had a ininin~um length in February-March, maxi- 
mum length in April-July, ancl was again smaller during the autunnn. 
The felnales showed a similar variation. At Sltrova there was a very 
striking decrease in ineail length of stage V from January to ;\larch 
each year. - At station ((11)) the length variations of stage V in the upper 
100 m during the late summer a i d  autumn of 1940 was very similar 
to that found at  Eggunl, a i d  the possible relationship is discussed. 
b. Cnlanzls hyfierboveus nras scarce at  all stations except Skrova, 
xvhere a moderate stock occurs in the deeper layers all the year. S ~ ~ T I J -  
ning takes place in February. Stage V and the feillales vary very little 
in length distribution during tlle year. 
c. Psez~docnlautzcs elongatz~s hacl illaxiina in stock in May-Junc and 
August-September, a t  Eggulll also in Octobei--November. 81axiina 
in spa\vning a t  Sognesjmen ailcl Oila occurred in March, May-June, 
August and October, a t  Egguin in Xarch-April, Magi-June and Sep- 
tember. The females shonecl a miniinul~~ mean length in January- 
31arcI1, lnaxilnuin length in April, and decreased again in length froin 
the eiicl of April. 
d. Pseicdocalnnzts ~ I Z Z I ~ ~ ~ S  ( P .  g i~c~c~l is  G.  0. Sars) was sho~.irn to be 
clistinct from P. elo~zgntzis. Scarce at  all statioils, being coilfinecl nlaiilly 
to the deepel- layers. Spawning probably occurs in h1arch-April. Stage 
V ancl the felnales were larger than P. elo~tgntz~s from the same saillples. 
The dovllillance of P .  nlz'?zittrrs at  station ((;\'I)) is colzfirmed ancl discussed. 
e. fl4icrocnln1zz~s $ I L S ~ ~ ~ L L S  occl~rred ill moderate ilunlbers xvith 3 or 
illore maxima in stock and 4-5 spa\vning periods a year. The females 
had nlaxiilluin size at  Ona ill JIay ancl October, minirnui~l size in February 
-I\lIarch and August. At Eggunl and Skrova there was maximuni 
length in May only. The length variations at  station ccbI)) were similai- 
to those at  Ona. The relation length-temperature is discussed. 
f. A/lzcrocnla?zz~s fiygvzaeus is sho~vn to differ from M. fiz~sillz~s both 
in size and in appearance. I t  is scarce at  Skrova, but present all the 
year, with one spawning period a year, in February. The individuals 
found in deep water a t  station ((RI)) are larger than those at  Skrova. 
g. Parez~clzaetn norvegica. Found in moderate numbers in deep 
water at  Skrova. Spawning takes place all the year, with maximum 
in December-January and June-August. Females are more than 
twice as numerous as the males, but in the copepodite stage IV-V the 
proportion was 1 :I. The llleall length of stage TT clecreased slightly from 
the spring to the autumn. 
11. Metridin lz~cens is an iinportailt coillpo~leilt of the summer plank- 
ton, with maxima in stock in June---October. Four to five spawning 
periods occur. Nauplii are lnost common in the upper 50 n1, but as 
clevelop~~lent proceeds, the copepodites seek cleeper water, and of the 
adults only 5-9 % are found in the upper 50 111. The mean length 
of the females showed mi~liinuln in January-February, maximunl in 
May, and decreased again gradually cluring the autumn. 
i. Clacrsocnla?zzrs a~~czticor~zzs is new to the Sornregian fauna, occurring 
sparsely from October to January. 
k. Oitholza silnilis was so~netilnes very abundant, wit11 illail1 maxinla 
in August-September. 
The other copepod species are of less importance numerically. 
11. Other organisms. 
a.  Cladocera were present from hiarch to October, most abundant 
in June-September. 
b. Adult euphausiids were seldorn talten. Eggs ancl larvae of eu- 
phausiids were numerous from March to June with maxima at  SognesjGen 
and Ona at  the end of IVIarch (both A/lega?~yctifihanes ~torvegica ancl 
Tlzysa~toessa inemzis),  in Lofoten in April and J'laj' (mainly T. inenlais). 
c. Chaetognaths were most common on the cleeper stations, espe- 
cially a t  Skrova. Sngittn elegans and E ~ ~ k ~ ~ o l t ~ z i n  halnata were the most 
commonlj- found species, but single S .  setosn occurred at  SognesjGen 
and Ona. 
d. Copelata. Oikofilezrra dioicn was most abundant a t  Sognesj~en 
ancl Ona, 0. labradoriensis in the Lofotea area. 0. valzhmffeni occurrecl 
in moderate numbers at  Eggum, singly at  Ona ancl Skrova. Fritillarin 
borealis ncz~tn ~ 7 a s  moderately numerous, but scarce at  Ona. 
e. Thaliacea. Salfia f1csifo~/17zis was recorded in the autum11 of 1950 
a t  Ona, Egg~ulm and station ((&I)), in 1951 at  Sognesj~en and Ona. 
f .  Li.macina retrovevsa was numerous a t  all stations except Skrova 
from June-July to October. 
g. Herring larvae were numerous a t  Sognesj~en and Oila in March, 
cod eggs and larvae plentiful in the Lofoten area in April-May, especi- 
ally in 1949. 
The other groups of organisms, amphipods and isopods, ostracods, 
gasteropod larvae, larvae of bottom invertebrates, coelenterates and 
others, were usually of minor importance numerically. 
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Tablc 37. T h e  C'onzfiosilion of Zlze iloofilanlzlo~z Po$z~lation al Sog~zesjaen DccenzOer 1948 Decenzbe~. 1050. 
Relative Pe~/centages o/ tlze Vaviozss G Y O Z ~ ~ S .  
Year 
Month 
Total number of organisms . . 
Copepoda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cladocera 
Eggs aiid larvae of Eupliausiids 
Copelata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  Benth. inv. larvae 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Other orgailisnis 
1949 1 1949 
-----P- -- - -- 
D e  l Jan. i Feb. l hlsr. l Apr. i hlay l June l July i Aug. i Sept. i Oct. i Nov. ( Dec  l Meaii 
Total number of organisms . . . .  
Copepoda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cladocera . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Eggs and larvae of Euphausiids 
Copelata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Benth. inv. larvae . . . . . . . . . .  
Othcr organisms . . . . . . . . . . . .  
l 
No Elauls 
I . 
- 
' i  l 
I 2 409 2 593 10 043 23 531 9 693 
97,O 92,3 S2,2 76,l S9,5 
O 0 0 2,s 0,s 4 3  1 ,s  Hauls 
1 
0 
0,7 
2,1 
0,3 
6955 
S0,6 
0,s 
7,4 
5,s  
5,5 
l 
2 5011 13 005 
2,1 
2 109 
95,3 
T 
0 
1.4 
i , 0  
No 
Hauls 
0,s l C,& 1 0,7 i 1 
7S,9 
8.5 
3,9 13,O 
I S 845 1397 1719  
98,s 96,5 
0,1 
6,G 
1.0 
0,2 
0,2 
91.3 
3.2 
No 
Haiils 
4,O 1 
94,7 
2,4 
0 
0 
o 
0,9 
0,6 
0,6 
4,9 
13,9 
1,6 
2,s  
S,2 
6,9 
0,4 
S4,7 
3.3 
78,s 
3,1 
7.6 1 1.8 7,9 1 
0,9 1 0,7 1 0,1 I 
86,s 
2,G 
l , O  
O 
O 
3,2 
0 
0,2 
5,2 
0,6 1 
1'2 
1,6 
2,6 
5,3 
0,7 
-1 , l  
0,2 1 
0,4 
3,2 
3,s 
0,2 
o 
0 
1,0 
5,1 
0 
Table 38. T h e  Comflosition of the Zoo;6lankton Po+ulntion at Onn  October 7948 - Decenzber 1950. 
Relative Perce~ tage  o/ the Traviol~s Groztps. 
l Cirripede nauplii. 
Year 1 1948 1 1949 
-- -p 
Month 1 Oct. 1 Jan. Peb. 1 Mar. Apr. May 1 June I July / Aug 1 Sept. Oct. 1 Nov Dec I hleri 
Total number of organisms . . 
Copepoda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cladocera 
20 555 
86,O 
O 
l - l l l l 
Eggs and iarvae of Euphausiids 0,5 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Copelata 1 4,4 
. . . . . . . . . .  Beilth. inv. larvae / 6 3  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Other organisms l 2~9 1 
NO 
Hauls 
--
14 654-1 2 583 
S4,4192,0 
10.8 1.0 
0,1 1 O,7 , 0,7 / 0,7 0,4 , 0,7 
2 679 7 529 22 647 16 942'13 051 
0,4 i O,5 
1950 
3,3 1 0,s O,l j 0,5 
- 
11 285 
91,2 
o 
1 726 
97,s 88,l 
5.0 
o o o 
1 1 . 6  
5,8 i 2,9 4 9  
9S,6 76,0 S6,9 97,7 
o 
O 
1,O 
Total number of organisms . . 
Copepoda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... Cladocera l 
I Eggs and larvae of Euphausiids i 
Copelata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Benth. inv. larvae . . . . . . . . . .  
Other organisms . . . . . . . . . . . .  
o i 1.0 
687 
99,l 
0 
---p-pp- 
1691 
92,O 
O 
O 
0.7 
4,5 
361 
98,9 
O 
O 
O 
O 
l ,  
O 0 1  0,7 
0,7 0,5 4.3 
0.4 
13.9 
2.5 
7,l 
1,7 O 
-- 
2 687 3 O07 6 633 S Sl1 
80.6 75.0 84.2 31 7 
O l o  l o  
2.2 l U s 0,1 
0 , 4 ( 0 . ( O , S O  
7,3 , 3 11,6 
01 
1,s 
0 1,l 0 
12 528 
85.9 
0, l  
55 784150 136 1 535' 3 0931 S 298' S 30-1 
99.6 87,l 85.4 91.2 98.2 1 97 O 
4'0 
O,G 
6,s 
2,6 
0 1.4 
1,9 24,5 1,2 l 21,O O O 
0,) 0 01 O 
O 0 . 1  0. l O 
3 . 0 1 . 9 0 ~ 0  O 0 0 O 0,5 1 1,O 0,3 
13,1 0,6,13,8 43,3l 0,2 3,7 l 2,5 0,2 2,4 
? , 6  O 1 0  O O1 8,s 9,s 1 2,: 0,; O3 
Table 39. T h e  ComPosition of the Zooplankton Populatio~z at Eggum, Novefnber 1948 - I;ebrztn~~r 1951. 
Relative Pevcentages of the Vav ioz~s  G ~ o z ~ p s .  
Year 1 1948 1 1919 
- --p 
---d- -- - PA- -- - 
Month Nov. Jan. Feb. 1 Mar. i Xpr. ( May 1 fune July [yug. Sept. Oct. 1 Noir. 1 Dec. I J a n  1 Feh. Meaii 
-- -- 
l l 
Total iliimber ok I l 
organisms . . . . . .  I 1 23 221 
Copepoda . . . . . .  81 ,O 96,9 - io  86,s 
. . . . . .  Claclocera 0 , 3  ii Haulr O 
l Eggsand larvae 
ok Euphausiidi 0 O 0.2 11.1 11.1 0.1 
O 1 Copelata . . . . . . . .  3 1  O O 2,5 
Heiith iriv. I 
larvae . . . . . . . . . .  7,6 O -C,O 
Otherorganisiiis 1 O , 1  0.2 
-- - -- - -. --A - 
1950 
Total number ol 
. . . . . .  organisms ii72J. 63 418 -10 O63 
Copepoda . 96.9 99 .G96,O 
. . . . . .  Claclocera 
Eggs and larvae 1 
ol Euphausiids . . O O O O (1 O O 0 1 2,O 
Copelata . . . . . . . .  1 , s  7 , 1  6.7 5.4 2.2 
Heilt11 inv. larvae 4.1 l 1.8 0.8 3,5 
Other organisms 0,SJ 4.11 l l , 9  0,ti 
i 
0 i 
Tahlc 40. The Co17zposilion o/ Ilze Zoo$lnnlzton Yopulnlzo~z n1 Slzrovn OcLoOer 1.948 - Decef~zber 1950. 
Relalive Pe~ce~ztnge  o/ Llze V a ~ t i o z ~ s  Gro%~ps.  
Year 1 1948 / 1919 
- - - - - - 
Month 1 Oct o .  Jan 1 ITeb / blar I h p r  1 hIay 1 Juiie 1 July I i i g  1 Sep Oct Nov B e c  Yeaii 
I l 
Total nuniber of 
organisms . . . . . . . .  
Copepoda . . . . . . . . . .  
Cstracoda . . . . . . . . . .  
Eggs anil larvac o1 
Euphausiids . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  Copelata 
. . . . . . . .  Chaetognatha 0,2, 0,2 0,4 0,5 0,5 
iicntli iiiv larvac . . 1 9 0 O,? 0 . 1  2.7 
Other organisini . . . .  , O 1,- 0 .6  0.1 O,h 1.7 
- -- -- -- P- 
- - -- -p - - -  - - - - - - - 
1950 
-- -- - --------p 
. . . .  l '  Total riumber oE 
Ot l l~~ l  o r q ' ~ l ~ l ~ ~ l l ' ,  . . . .  O , L  L 0 , l  0 .5  0 , 1  0 i l ,?  0,il 
l l 1 ,o 
organisill s . . . . . . . .  1'7 374 
Copepoda . . . . . . . . . .  92.3 
Ostracoda . . . . . . . . . .  4,s 
Eggs ancl larvae of 
Eupliausiids . . . . . .  1,1 
Copelata . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Chaetognatha . . . . . . . .  0 , l  
-----p 
l l ! l 
20 467' 7 953' 9 002'17 000' 17 223 
86.1 
3,0, 
2,5 
1,6 
0'3 
Reilth. sliv larvac . . I ,S 2 
96.4 
O 
O l o 0 0,9 1 , 2  O,G O ,  0,3 1,O 
0,6 0,61 I O 1  O3 
86.9 
4,0 
2.1 
1 , 1  
0,s 
5.2 0 1 ,O 3.21 9,7, 3 9 2,O 
I00,0 
O 
O 
0 
O 
Table 41. TILP Perce~z  fngc Coi i~ /~osz t zo / t  61' N u i i ~ h e ~ ~  o/ lite C:opepod S l ~ c l i  al S o g i ~ c s l u e ~ ~ .  
De~ciilDer 1048 - U~cencbci /  1050. 
Ycar i 19181 
I 1949 
-- - -- - - - -- - -- - - - - 
- - - -- - -- - - - 
l hlontl-i I Dec i Jali 1 i:eh Miir ' \pr hlry lune Jul) Auq Seli i O i i  1 h o r  I>ec 1 hlcaii 
l'otal iiumber . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cnlnwus / znvza ; f chwn  . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Metvzdza luce.ihs 
Psez~docalavz/s e lo~zgntz ,~  . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  Mzcvocala?zus pr~srllzrs 
Ozthona spp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 
S o  Hai115 
13,s 1 S,O 10,O 17,6 
59 315 
23,5 
1,-l 
24,O 
' h 945 
_\o Ko 
17 S20 
1 0 , 4  
14,3 
l 
2 4 122 
2,s 1 S,3 
14,9 1 9,4 
17 SSI 
14 1 
21 ,l 
11,L Hauls / 13,7 Haul.; 19,7 
16,9 3,5 
4,3 0,s 
7,3 0,2 3,s 
2,2 
13,0 
Acavtza spp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
23,s 31 ,O 
22,3 
24,9 
0,1 I 
Oihar Copcpods . . . . . . . . . . .  1 3,3 0.8 
2.2 
Pn?~acalanzrs pni(vzis . . . . . . . .  2,0 
35,4 1 3S,0 /» 13,s / 13,5 5,2 
2,- 
h 
35,s / 22,7 12,G I 
----p- -- - - 
1,1 1 1 L 2, C 
6,7 
1 27,s ( 20.5 31,G 
- - -p - - - - -p-pp-- -- 
2 5.1 
0.3 
5,3 
3.0 1 , 
O 
Te7.no1.a Zo~gzcov~z~s  . . . . . . . . . .  
~coleczt1~~~v;cella I ~ Z Z ~ O Y  . . . . . . . .  ' 5,7 3,3 
- 
5,l 
1,s 
(l i 0  0.7 O 1 .I O 0,- 
1 ,S 
0,s 
11,5 
0,3 
0 
0,3 1 
O i 
6,O 
0,7 
P- 
1950 
- -- - p- p- 
'I'otal nu117 ber . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  137 i11 3 14 512 L 479 3 995 16 175 
Cnlccnus / z~~wza~~clzzcz~s  . . . . . . . .  1 0,4 6,4 7,O 3,7 2 5 , O  
A l e t ~ ~ z d ~  a Zzrccizs . . . . . . . . . . . .  
P s e ~ ~ d o c n l a ~ z u s  e longat~fs  . . . .  1s 
~idzcvocnla~zz~s ~ Z L S Z I ~ Z I S  . . . . . . . .  
Oztkovzn spp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Acavtza spp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pavacnlanus parvus . . . . . . . . . .  
Temova longzcovnzs . . . . . . . . . .  
Scoleczth~~zcella m z v ~ o ~  . . . . . . . .  
Other Copepods . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0,6 
36,9 
2,s 
16,l 
-1-,U 
14'3 
0,s 
1,2 
14,4 
32,2 
4,s 
19,3 
1,9 
12,9 
O 
0,s 
16,3 , 4,3 1 2,3 1,2 , -k,1 
15,s 
30,2 
4,O 
15,s 
2,1 
l S , l  
O 
4,O 
13,O 
31,1 
7,4 
23,9 
6,9 I 15,4 
33,3 i 23,O 
1,5 2,s 
7,6 1 5,l 
O 1 1,2 
1,4 , 1,5 ,Q 
Table 42. T h e  Percentage Cow@ositio~& by Volunze o/ the Copepod Siock ni .Cog;.zesjoelz. 
December 1948 - Dece~rzber 7950. 
Year 1948 ~ 1949 
Month e a 1 F e b  / Mar I h p r .  ~ 
Calanz~s  fznmarchzcus . . . . . . . .  
Psen~docalanus elongatus . . . . . .  
filzcrocala?znis puszllus . . . . . . . .  
Paracalanzbs @aruz~s . . . . . . . . . .  
Temova longzconzzs . . . . . . . . . .  
hletrzdza luce9zs . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Acnrtza spp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oztholza spp. 
I ' 3 3 , 1 2  1 65,47 32,901 57,b 41,lO 63,65 
14.10 S o  Hauls 14,31 IS,50 3,67 G,39 9,9 1 4,G5 7,27 l ,53 No 9,lO No 10,04 5,7 
0,35 
0 
29,2S 
0,60 
2,31 
Other Copepods . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 4 3 7  
Total  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1100.04 
1,62 
0,07 
14,Sl 
0,20 
5,G7 
2,Sl 5,9S 
99,961100,0~ 
3,07 1.00 5 4  4.0 
100,021 100,OO 1O0,l 
- -- --p 
Year 1950 
0,03 
0 
16,95 
0,16 
1,69 
Calanus fznmarcl~zcz~s . . . . . . . .  
Pseudocalanus elongatus l . . . . . .  
Mzcrocalanus pz~szllus . . . . . .  
Pavacalnnn~s parui~s  . . . . . . . . . .  
l'emova loizgzcovnzs . . . . . . . . . .  
Metvzdza lzicelzs . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Acartra spp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
O ~ t h o ~ z a  s p p  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Othci Copepotli . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, . 
O 
0,41 
0,29 
O 
6,15 
O 1 0.29Haiila 6.4s Har115 1 1 0 1 1,49 4,24 0,94 3,S5 
1 6,19 13,9S 17,13 7,22 
0,OS 1 4,4S 14,96 
4,52 7,43 6,57 
100,Oi Oc),9S 
l 
31.321 51 75 
10,55 
7,51 
1 , 6 4 0  
O 
3160  
0,59 
6,61 
l otal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2.42 
0,05 
34,SO 
0,93 
56 05 
14,73 
1,03 
4,SO 
0 
10,76 
O S9 
2,36 
9,3S 
4,33 
28,OS 
O 
2,62 
0,33 
7,30 
----p-p 
67 751 89.90 
99,96100,00 
l 
-- 
1 
51 SOI 
1 99,90 
I 
1 2  
1,2 
12,G 
2,6 
50 80 
13,SO 
] , l 0  
5,43 
0,17 
1,65 
?,B6 
3 2 4  
20,SO 
- 
77 751 77 85 
5.64 
7,76 
7,64 
O 
0,03 
S,99 
0,50 
3,S9 
100 011100,03 
l 
34,70 
0,O1 
0,GS 
1,56 
1,75 
4,5S 
7,06 5,3 
50 95 
10,35 
1 2 9  
4,31 
0,20 
17,36 
2,65 
3,03 
10,OG 
37,751 5S,5 
1,4S 
2,46 
0 
0,69 
l 
I,26 
2 ,  
7.04 
1,74 
2,51 
O 
0,32 
1,96 
0,70 
1,2S 
No 
1,77EIauls 
31,23 
2,47 
2,83 
O 
23 36 
O,S9 
7,bG 
.?,SI 
10,25 
1,47 
O 
O,2O 
0,91 
2,SG 
2,60 
3,SS 5,531 3,74 3.13 
11,9 
5,2 
1,7 
0,2 
10,2 
1 ,-I 
4,1 
0,s 1.63 
Tablc 43. The Percenlrrge Conzposilion by N z ~ m b e v  o/ llze Copepod Slocfc al 0qzn. 
OctoOer 7948 - Decembev 7950. 
Year 1 194s 1 1949 
- - 
P- 
- - - - - - 
Month 1 Oct I Jan 1 Feb l a r  Apr. 1 May Jurie 1 July 1 Auq ( Sept l Oct Nov. Dec. 1 Mirii l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  
Total number 
Cala i~us  fznmarchzcits 
Metrzdza lucens . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  Psez~tEocalanus elongatus 
. . . . . . . .  Adzcrocalanz~s puszllz~s 
Oztholza spp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
17 6571 2 641 3 425 1 3 6 1  16  624 
S,4 
11,G 
20,4 
6 , s  
S,5 
rai tzn spp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  / 21,5 
J'ai~arnln~zz~s pnrz z ~ s  . . . . . . . . . .  21 ,O 
Otlier Copepod5 . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 1 ,s  
- - - - -- - - - 
7,0 1 22,s 
No 1 9,9 
Hauls 2 1 S,G 
12,9 
21,l 
4,7 
4 ,O 
2, '1 
- - - - 
10 
k-' 
Q 
S 130 S O44 20 037 
4 . 5 I  3.4 1 12.2 1 3541 5 820 
7,9 
4-1,3 
2 5  
11,2 
10,O 
15,4 
- --- - - - - - -- 
Total nurnber . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cnlam<s f ~ ~ z r n a r c l ~ z ~ u s  
Me tvzd~a  luce?zs . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Psc~docn la~zus  eloizgntus . . . . . .  
Mzcrocalanus $uszllus . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Oztl~ona spp. 
Acavtza spp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Pwacalanz<s pavvus . . . . . . . . . .  
Other Copepods . . . . . . . . . . . .  
13.9 
1,3 
2 ,  
3,7 
lS,5 
12,2 
11,4 
9,5 
3 150 111201 S47G7 
55.0 ' i  71,7 .1,7 716 16,s 
2 9  
13,4 
20.3 
9,G 
3,0 
14,4 
0 , l  
- -- 
13.6 
2,G 
2O,7 
0,5 
25,l  
13,7 
19,s  
4.1 
1,9 
S,4 
22,2 
11 , l  
0 ,s  
O 
0,7 
11,7 
40,s 
9,3 
22,s 
3,7 
7,5 
5 , 3  
22,l 
11 ,l  
16,s 
4,4 
6,5 
1 . 5 ,  0'9 
-- 
1 555 
9 1  
4,0 
2 4  
25,7 
35,4 
2,7 
O 
0.1 1 , s  
I 1,4 0 
S,1 
6,7 
7,5 
0,3 
O 
O,3 
42,s 
0,4 
34,2 
3,s  
9,0 
3.7 
11 276 
55,9 
0,7 
S,2 
24,4 
10,3 
0,3 
O 0  
- 
2 164 12 253 
O , O 0 , 2  
29,O 
8,- 
21,G 
16,2 
12,O 
2,7 
O 
O 
0,7 
4,4 
O,7 
0,4 
O 
-
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Tablc 45. Tlze Percenlage Com)osition by Nuwzber o/ tlze Copefiods Slock al Egg~~nz. 
November 1948 - February 7951. 
Year 
Month 
Total number . . 
Calanzts finnzav- 
chicus . . . . . . . . 
Metridia lucens . . 
Pseudocalanus 
elo$zgatus . . . . . . 
Microcala~zus 
pusil lz~s . . . . . . 
Oitlzona spp. . . . . 
Paracalanrrs 
pavuus . . . . . . . . 
Other Copepods . . 
Total nuniber . . 
Cala?zus finmar- 
chzcus . . . . . . . . 
Metvzdza lo~cens . . 
Pseudocala~zus 
elongatus . . . . . . 
Mzcrocalanus puszl. 
Ozthona spp. . . . . 
Pnvacala~zus 
parvus . . . . . . . . 
Other Copepods . . / 
-- -.. 
Nov. 1 J a n  1 Feb ( Mai ) Apr. i May 1 lune  ) July 1 Aug. Sep. 1 Oci 1 Nov. Dec  J a n  Peb Mean 
64457 
59,0 
2,3 
14616,  4 8 8 9  2 6 0 3  
19,2 
17,4 
9,6 
1 , l  
25, l  
45, l  
1,7 
4,7 
20,h 
2,O 
37,s 
20,4 
17,4 
9,7 
11,3 
1,91 1,4 
--p
4 6 7 4 3 8 2 4 2 8 7  l 5,5 6S,7 lO,4 4,0 26 7S3 5,9 337 26,2 12 032 12,6 
4,s 
32,7 47,1 i 1S,3 33,l 
0,7, O 
3 0,5 
- - 
14,4 
21,G 
S,6 
31,7 
2,0 
14,O 
6,2 
12,s 
6,7 
O 
I,(> 
Xo No 
10,lHauls 
I l l  
0,61 1,1 
--- 
3S 0 5 S  1 26,s 
Hauls 4>1 
S,4 
1G,0 
28,4 
11,O 
1S,G 
S,5 
-- -- -- - - - -- - - 
1 0,91 1 5  0 
12,1 
' 13,3 1 
1 
1S,O 
i 6,O 
7,3 
3,7 
55,O 
43 829 
42,4 
G,3 
3S,5 
17,5 
10,q 
0 , l  0,l 
118549 
2G,5 
O I O 
i 30,4 21,3 ??,x 
4'7 l l 7,4 
- 
1 ,o 
-- 
3 , 3  
Year 1 191s 1 1949 N 
- -- -P
N 
N 
i ' o i i t l~  1 N a n  1 Feb [Mar ( Xpr / May 1 June 1 July 1 l u g  Sep. I O c t  1 Nov. Dec. 1 Jan. / Feh. 1 Mean 
I No 93,30 S1,70 60,lO 75,OS 76,5 
Pseudocala~zus 
nlzcrocala~zzrs 
1950 
- 
Calunus f z~zmav- 
chzcus . . . . . . . .  
Cnlanus hyper- 
. . . . . .  Doreus 
Pseudocala~zus . . 
clo~zgnfz~s  . . . . . .  
,l/lzcvocala~zz~s 
.llet~~zdza larccns . . 
A " L-.. P 
1949 
- - - - - - - -- -p- - - -- - 
v J a n  I 'eb l a r  1 h p r  Mag  / J u n e  l J u l g  1 .iiiq. S e p  1 O c t  1 Nov. ( Dec blesli 
Olzcaea bojfealzs . . . . . .  IQ iu 
Acavtza s p p  . . . . . . . .  W 
Paracala?zus pavvus . . 
Iiicluding t h c  spccies be lon  t h c  l ine.  
17 296 
46,6 
2,6 
6,s  
1,O 
9,O 
7,9 
21,7 
4,7 
- - 
. . . . . .  T o t a l  n u m b e r  
Calalzzts fz?zmavchzcus 
Calanus  hyperboveus 
Metvzdza spp .  . . . . . .  
Pavaez~chaeta xovvegzca 
Pseudocalanus elong 
n/lzcrocala?zus p z ~ s z l l ~ ~ s  
. . . . . . . .  Oitl-iona s p p  
O t h e r  Copepodsl  . . . .  
2 3 9 4 2 1 2 6 7 9 5 2 6 S 0 1 9 S 6 5 2 5 7 3 S 4 1 S S 0 3 7 9 3 7 4 0 9 5 6 2 1 3 3 9 1 9 2 1 4 1 2 7 0 1  
46,6 
5,s  
1,s  
2,3 
5,2 
8.2 
2 8 4  
2,3 
Oncaea bo~!ealzs . . . . . .  
Acavtza spp .  . . . . . . . .  
Scoleczt~~zcella wtznov 
Temova lo~zgzcov?zzs . . 
Pavacalanus parvus . . 
21,5 
4,1 
2,2 
1,2 
1,9 
9.5 
5l ,2 
8,6 
- 
15 237 
44,2 
2,s 
2,2 
1,3 
0,9 
20,s 
-- 
34 873 
54,9 
12,l  
2,7 
l ,5 
5,s  
7,4 
13,4 
2,6 
- 
-p  
- 
12,9 
2,s 
3,7 
1,2 
3 , l  
22.8 
5 3 ,  
0,4 
26,1 
0,7 
4,9 
2,O 
12,6 
7.3 
33,6 
13,4 
'Total  i l umber  . . . . . .  
Calamus fznmavclizczis 
Ca lanz~s  hypevboveus 
I 
24 571 
10,7 
0,2 
0.4 
24,O 
13,l  
35,4 
9,3 
9,3 
0,3 
22.0 
9,0 
1 , O  
2SOS5 
3S,2 
6,7 
4,0 
2,s 
3,7 
14.1 
7 , 4  
3,2 
-- 
64 049 
4,9 
O 
l 
-- --- 
3946632 
33,4 
31,2 
4,9 
1,3 
0,6 
13,9 
44,2 
6,9 
2,3 
4,9 
3,4 
19.2 
17,7 
0,7, 
S5,1 
2,4 
2 , l  
1,2 
0,9 
3.9 
3,: 
0,9 
48,3 
2,3 
4,1 
1,4 
7,s  
9,s 
2 0  
2,5 
Mzcvocalanz~s puszllus 
t o a s p p .  . . . . . . . .  
O t h e r  Copepodsl  . . . .  
49,O 
7,s  
1,0 
1,s  
1,5 
22.6 
l 
1,5 
No 
14,7Hauls 
-- 
l 
53,5 
2,3 
4,0 
0,s 
1,6 
13.5 
22,- 
2 , l  
l l l 
0,4 
2,3 
0,4 0,7 
l 
9,4 ' 17.5 
4 5 3  3:;: 40,7 
S,S S,G 1,4 
l i le tvzdzaspp.  . . . . . .  11,6 
Parae%icbada novvegzca 0.6 
27,4 
5,4 
69,7 
6,4 
4,5 
0,3 
5,O 
1950 
20,5 
3,4 
S,5 
5,4 
-- 
l 
- . -- - - - 
Pseudocalanus elong 
14,4 8,s  
0, l  
2,7 
l l l 
19,4 
0,5, 0,9 
- - - 
5654403895 
80,s 
7,s  
3,2 
1,5 
1,7 
l 
2 4,6 
0 4 2,O 
- 
l , 4  
0,1 
89923 
75,s 
S,1 
2,2 
3,O 
2,5 
84746 
93,7 
3,1 
0 , l  
1,- 
O 
2,7 2,O 
12,6 
0,3 
17,7 
14,3 
0,7 
l7,3 
1,5 
- - 
2,4 
0,3 
0,4 
0,7* 
19,5 
3,s 
2s 590 
19,9 
0 
0,9 
1,1 
41,7 
5,- 
9 631 
55,7 
0,3 
2,3 
0,- 
5,7 
5,3 5,5 
5,2 
0,5 
0,4 
12,5 
h'o 
0,2Hauls 
Table 4-8. Tlze Percentage Comp~sz ' t ion  by Volame oj the Copepod Stock at Slzrovn. Octobev 1948 - Decenzber 7950. N 
IQ 
P 
Year 1 1948 1 1949 
--p 
RIonth 1 Oct. Nov Jan ( Wb 1 Mar A p r  Mag June 1 July Aug Sep 1 Oct 1 Nov. 1 Dec hIeaii 
- - - -- - -- 
l 
l '  I l C a l a n ~ t s  fzizinavcl~zczts . . 44,65 21,30 1 69.50 56.491 43,OG 47.23 57.90 56.34 Calariis  hyperborens . . 0 1 9.06 13,57 32,95 33,45 33,80 32,2S 32,83 
Pseudocaioruse long I16 .66  12.50 No 0.32 0.13 0.24 0.25 0.06 0.12 
0,69 0,29 0,33 0,-CO 0,26 
18,GO 7 2  5,63 19,63 17.12 8.67 7.53 
O O 0,OS 0,01 0 O O 0 , l  1 
27,99 7,Sl 3,71 2,89 0,95 0,44 1,97 1 ,OS 2,71 1,52, 1,51 ?,l 7 
3,89 
4,815 
O,lzl 
Mzcvocalanz~spztszllzrs 
Prcveuchaetn izovvegzca 
Temorn  lo.izg~cor?zzr . . 
.&iletrzdza spp . . . . . 
Acavtza spp . . . . . . . . 
2,26 
9,27 
0,46 
1O,S9 
S,55 
Oztl~ouza spp . . . . . . . . , 7,25 
Other Copepods . . . . 1 0,07 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1100,06,100,021 
Y car 1950 
Calanzts fznmarchzcus S9 72 
Calanus  hyperboveus . . 6,21 
Pseudocalanzts elong 0 
Mzcrocalanus puszllus 
Pareuchaeta norvegzca 
Paracalunus pavvz~s  . . 
S6,SG 1 75,93 i 78.83 
9,64 21,54 No 0,46 
0 .01  0.01Hauls 5.76 
O 
0,3S 
6,681 
0 
72.15 
18,8? 
0.72 
0,17 
6,J-9 
0,24 
11,34 
0,09 
2,95 
-- 
l 
94.80 74.43 
1 ,96  14,70 
0.42 1.34 
Temova longzcornzs 
0,OS 
0,041 
2,0g1 
0,25 
1,04 
0'05 0 
0,33 
5,16 
1 0  0 
O,16 
7,13 
O 
IMetvzdza spp. . . . . . . 
A c a r t ~ a  spp . . . . . . . . 
0 
0 
i 2 0  1 0 8  
0,51 0,06 
O,61 0,2S 
0,71, 0,05 
0,17 
11,SS 
0 
1,411 1 ,O2 
0,13 0,OO 
0,321 0 , 2 3  
0,03 
0,S6 
0,02 
0 
0 ,33  0,05 0 7  0 0  
100,041 99,991 100,Ol 1011.01 
0,11 
7,63 
0 
Other Copepods . . . . 
Ozthona spp . . . . . . . . 
1,14 
0,02 
0 0,01 0 
0,06 
11,19 
0 
0,04 
I 0,38 2,lG 0 
0,01 
3,96 
O 
'Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(28  0,21 
1,99 0,7G 
0 ,02  0,02 
100.01 
0,07 0,03 0,01 0 0 
99.97~100.09 99.98 100,02~100,03100,01> 100.06 
Table 49. Size of Calanus finmarchicus 1948-50. Scale: 0.097 7nf.n. 
Station l Date 
Sognesjøen . . . . . . 
Depth, m. 

Statioil 
1 
Ona .. . . . . .. . . . . V - 2  32 
1714 4 9  » - - -  1 2 3 1  
2714 - 4 9  R - 
b 
)) 
2  33 
2415 4 9  D - 2  27 
2916 - 4 9  D - - -  2  43 
1817 4 9  
2617 - 4 9  
2218 4 9  
1 1 / 1 0 4 9  
- 
- 
3  
17/4 -50 
215 -50 
616 -50 
417 -50 
1717 -50 
1618 -50 
3018 -50 
1319 -50 
5110-50 
16/12-50 
h> 
l> 
: 
H 
)) 
b) 
1 
- -  
2  
7  
>) 
)) 
>) 
H 
X 
O 
)) 
2  
5  
12 
12 
13 
14 
2  56 
2  59 
2  54 
2  32 
2  32 
2  36 
2  IS 
2.28 
2  29 
1) 1 9 3 5 4 1  I 6  7  1 - - - -  110 
2 1 6  
>> 
>> 
>) 
)> 
i I 
35 
3  16 
2 1 9 2 9 2 0 1 5 2 1  
282-1 
1 8 1 7  
21 
1 
- 
5  IS 
2 5  2  I S  12 
4  
S  
2s 
33 
27 
3 1 2 2 7 1 8 2 1 1 0 1 0  
4 5  
12 
1s 
12 
9 1 S 1 1 1 7 1 5  
l - 
3 
3  
5  
8 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 4  
13 13 
4  
- - 
1 
2  
16 
- - 
- 
2  
5  
12 19 
S l 5  
5 - - - - - - -  
- - 
9 
- 
- 
109 
3 - - - - -  
7 1 0  
13 
3 - - - - - - -  
- 
l - - - - - -  
- 
- 
110 
110 
3  
3  
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
l - - - - -  
- 
110 
110 
110 
130 
- 
2  41 
2.31 
2  34 
2 29 
- 
83 
110 
TABLE 49. (cont.) 
Station 1 Date Depth, m lstage 
l l 
Ona . . . . . . . . . . . . 

TABLE 49 (cont.). 
Station 
Eggum . . . . . . . 
Depth, m tage 
Skrova . . . . . . . 
l 
Statiori Date 1 Deptli, m Stage 
Table 49 (cont.). 
Station 
Skrova . . . . . . . . 
Date 
Mean 
length, 
mm 
TABLE 49 (cont.). 
Station 
117 121 
l / I I 
1 )  . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 2 -1-0 
2 27 
2 40 
2 36 
3113 -50 1000-565 - - -  2 32 
2813 -50 2000-0 - - -  2 33 
)) - - 2 23 I: 1:: 0 )) - - - 
1014 -50 1900-100 - - - - - 2 52 
1114 -50 1000-600 l - - - -  2 32 1214 -50 50-0 >) - - -  2,32 
1214 -50 100-50 - - - - 2 29 
1214 -50 600-100 )> - - - - 2 3s  
1814 -50 1000-600 )> - - - - 2.43 
1914 -50 50-0 )) - - - - 2 45 
2 37 
6 1  2 7 0  
TABLE 49 (cont.). 
Station 
l 
Date Depth, m Stage 
l 
TABLE 49 (cont.) 
Station Date Depth, m. Istage 
Meari 
length, 
mm. 
TABLE 49 (cont.) 
Station / Date Depth, m Stage 
l 
Mean 
length, 
in1n 
Table 50. Size of Calanz~s hyperborez~s i n  the Vestfjord 7947-50. Scnle: 0.097 ~ ~ z n z .  1 Date Depthm 
116 >) 
116 >> 1 2  4 9 1 7 2 6 3 3 3 2 2 3 1 4  4 l - - -  166 4.30 
116 >> 23 4.25 
117 >> 50-0 >> - 
1.48 P 
210 4.1.S 
1.1G 100-50 i) - - - - - - - - - - 
1.1.6 >> 300-100 » - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
11.6 >) 
117 i> 50-0 i> 173 4.98 - - - - - - - -  
1.17 400-90 >) - - - - u - - - -  
1.48 S/5 47 50-0 >> - - - - - - - - - 60 5.09 
149 >) 25-0 
149 420-75 
TABLE 50 (cont ). 
Station Date Dcpt11,m St 
Slcrova.. 15/3-49 300-50 
1 9 / 3 3 9  
301449 - - 
24/5-49 i> n - 
1 S / 6 4 9  )) D - - 
23/7-49 
271849 300-0 )> - - - l _ _ _ - - - - -  
; 3/9-49 300-50 H - 
2411 2-49 >> l j> - - - 
21/2-50 300-0 H 1 1 3  1 7  2 4 2 - l 2  
13/3-50 D - 
11/4-50 )> 
2015-50 H - 
22/7-50 r )) - - 
5/8-50 )> - - -  
151349 300-50 9 - - - - - - - 
191349 )) - - - - - - - 
)) - - - - - - - - 
13/3-50 )> 
11/4-50 O 
2015-50 
22/7-50 1) )) 
>> - - 
- 
Tablc 51. Size 01 Psez~docnlnutz~s elo~%gulus /entales 1949--50. Scale: 0.0513 1n11c. 
Statioii 
i Mean 
Date  Deptli, ril. 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 n lengtli, i 11lIl1 
Sognesjaeii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '  1/6 - 4 9  50-0 1 OS 
2316 - 4 9  46 0 97 
2117 4 9  1 00 
1218 - 4 9  200-50 0 97 
2518 -49 50-0 1 0 O S7 
1 1 / 1 0 - 4 9  50 O S l  
j - - - - - - - - - 30 O S-t 
Sl3 -50 O S7 
2813 -50 50-0 30 0 95 
1 1 6  
l 13 
2515 -50 31 1 03 
1416 -50 200-0 1 09 
1017 -50 
2119 -50 0 84 
11/10-50 O SS 
20/11-50 
TABLE 51. (cont.) 
Station 
Ona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Date 
712 4 9  
1713 4 9  
2813 4 9  
1214 4 9  
2714 - 4 9  
2415 - 4 9  
2916 -4-9 
1317 -50 
SIS - 4 9  
2218 4 9  
519 - 4 9  
2219 4 9  
14 /11-49  
2012 -50 
1714 -50 
215 -50 
2415 -50 
417 -50 
161s -50 
5110-50 
6/11-50 
16/12-50 
P  
Depth, m 
Iv-A BLE 51 (cont.). 
I I i I hleail 
Station i Date , Depih. ni 
Egst~.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.................. Skrop.-a 
IQ 
i 
Table 52. Size o j  il/iicrocaln~zus fiusillus jenznles 794(1--50. ScnLe: 0,0125 mnz. 
Station , Date Depth, m 
l 
I 
TABLE 52. (cont.) 
1 &lean 
Stat1011 
l 
Eggum . . . . . . . . . . 
1613 4 9  195-0 1 
Sl4 4 9  200-50 - 
211.5 4 9  195-50 - 
- 1 -  0 56 1616 4 9  >) 0 53 
2816 - 4 9  190-50 - -1 - - 
61s 4 9  1 9 5 . 5 0  - 
1719 - 4 9  200-50 
2 4 / 1 1 4 9  
Skrova . . . . . . . . . . 0 45) 
1513 - 4 9  )? 1 0 4 9  
2514 -49 1) 100 l 0 53 
0 53 
0 54 
2516 4 9  
3017 4 9  i> O 50 
>? 
>) 
0 50 
0 50 
o 50 
1 2 4 / 1 2 4 9  23 0 50 
TABLE 52. (coizt.) 
Station Date 
Table 53. Size of Metrida lucens jenzales 7949-50. Scnle: 0.0513 1~z1n. 
l Station I Date 
I 
i 
